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Some there are who hardy range the purple heath

Or naked ftubble, where from field to field

The founding coveys urge their lab'ring flight,

Eager amid the rifing cloud to pour

The gun's unerring thunder.

ARMSTRONG.
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PREF. A C E.

THE total want of a treatife in the English

language fuch as the prefent; poffeffing either ſci-

ence or extent, is the principal inducoment the au-

thor has, in offeringtothepublic whathe original-

ly intended only for his own uſe and amuſement.

The idea of collecting and arranging the infor-

mation he poffeffed upon this fubject, was firſt

fuggefted by the peruſal of an ingenious publica-

tion that has lately appeared in France under the

title of " La Chaffe au Fufil."

A 4 Of
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Ja

Of this valuable work he has availed himſelf

confiderably, as will be feen by a compariſon of

it with the preſent treatiſe ; but whilſt he ac-

knowledges his obligations to Monf. Magné

de Marolles, the ingenious author, for much en-

tertainment and inftruction, he muſt at the fame

time obferve, that if this effay is found to poffefs

any merit, a confiderable portion of it is due to

the perfonal experience of the writer : and as he

has fpared neither trouble nor expence in ac-

quiring from the best workmen, every poffible

information that relates to the manufacture of

gun barrels, &e..he. trufts that it will not be

found unworthy the attention of perſons who

profeſs themſelves attached to the amuſement of

fhooting.

The ſports of the field were the great delights

of our anceſtors ; nor could any amuſements be

fo congenial to the difpofitions and habits of a

4
brave



PREFACE. vii

brave and warlike people, as thoſe which ſerved
1

at once to invigorate the body and animate the

mind.

By chaſe our long-liv'd fathers earn'd their food,

Toil ftrung their nerves and purified their blood.

DRYDEN.

Thebowand arrow appear to have been among

the earlieſt arms of chaſe and war in every coun-

try ; and however rude and artleſs they may now

appear, the plains of Creffy and of Agincourt will

for ever bear teftimony to their efficacy in the

hands of Engliſh bowmen,

The reftlefs and infatiable mind of man, how-

ever, could not remain fatisfied with weapons of

fo fimple a conftruction : the powers of inven-

tion were therefore tortured, in order to devife

fomething more effectually deftructive ; but until

Chemiſtry lent her aid to the vindictive ſpirit of

the human race, the utmoſt efforts of mechani-

A 2 cal
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cal ingenuity reached no farther than the croſs

bow, and there ſeemed to be entirely at a ſtand.

The difcovery ofgunpowder opened an entirely

new field, and gave an almoſt boundleſs ſcope to

the exerciſe of genius and of induſtry ; with what

fuccefs thefe have been employed in the improve-

ment offire-arms, few of our readers require to

be informed.

It would ſtill, however, be a ſubject of much

curious reſearch, and not without its uſe, to trace

the progress of invention in the various arms of

chafe employed throughout Europe ; to mark the

gradual improvement of each, from the fpear to

the cross bow, and from the clumfy match- lock

to the elegant fowling-piece ; and to determine

the comparative excellence of different nations

and different individuals in their manufacture

and uſe.

In this inquiry the tribute of praiſe might per-

haps be found due to our own country; and

whilft
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whilft we challenged the world to rival our ar-

tifts, we might be laudably vain of the reſpective

qualities and fuperior ſkill, of a Robin Hood,

and a Colonel Thornton.

Such an inveſtigation, however, befides that it

would much exceed the bounds of an effay, be-

longs more properly to the antiquarian, than to

the ſportſman ; we ſhall therefore decline the at-

tempt, and, for ſuch information, refer the curi-

ous to the ingenious treatiſes of Monf. de Ma-

rolles and Captain Grofe.

CON.
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E S SA Y

ON

SHOOTING.

CHA P. I.

FORGING OF BARRELS.

As

S the manufacture of barrels

varies confiderably, we have

thought it beft to give a detail of the

different methods employed ; arrang-

ing them in fuch an order as will ren-

B der-
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der their deſcription as clear and con-

cife as poffible, and adding fuch ob-

fervations as we have judged neceffary

for enabling the reader to decide upon

their comparative merit.

Toformabarrel inthe manner gene-

rally practifed, the workmen begin by

heating and hammering out a bar of

iron into the form of a flat ruler, thin-

ner at one end than another ; the

length, breadth, and thickneſs of it ,

being regulated by the intended length,

diameter, and weight of the barrel.

This oblong plate of metal is then, by

repeated heating and hammering, turn-

ed round a cylindrical rod of tem-

pered iron, called a mandril, whofe dia-

meter is confiderably lefs than the in-

tended bore of the barrel. The edges

of the plate are made to overlap each

other about half an inch, and are weld-

ed together by heating

lengths of two or three

the tube in

inches at a

time,
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time, and hammering it with very

brifk but moderate ftrokes , upon an

anvil which has a number of femicir-

cular furrows in it, adapted to the

various fizes of barrels. The heat

required for welding, is the bright

white heat which immediately precedes

fufion , and at which the particles

ofthe metal unite and blend fo inti-

mately with each other, that , when

properly managed, not a trace is left

of their former feparation : this degree

of heat is known by a number of bril-

liant fparks flying off from the iron

whilft in the fire. Every time the

barrel is withdrawn from the forge,

the workman ftrikes the end of it

once or twice gently againſt the anvil,

in a horizontal direction : this opera-

tion, which the Engliſh artiſts term

jumping, andthe French, estoquer, ferves

to confolidate the particles of the metal

more perfectly, and to obliterate any ap-

pearance
B 2
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pearance of a feam in the barrel.

The mandril is then introduced into

the bore or cavity, and the barrel be-

ing placed in one of the furrows or

moulds ofthe anvil, is hammered very

brifkly by two perfons befides the for-

ger, who all the time keeps turning

the barrel round in the mould, fo that

every point of the heated portion may

come equally under the action of the

hammers. Theſe heatings and ham-

merings are repeated until the whole

of the barrel has undergone the fame

operation, and all its parts are rendered

as perfectly continuous as if it had

been bored out of a folid piece. The

number of heats given to each portion

of two or three inches, depends chiefly

upon the quality ofthe iron, the purer

kinds uniting and confolidating much

more readily and perfectly than the

ordinary ones ; the very beft, however,

require at leaſt three welding heats.

Whilft
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Whilft the barrel is in the fire, the

French workmen have a practice of

giving from time to time, flight ho-

rizontal ftrokes with the hammer, to

the end they hold in their left hand,

fo as to communicate to the heated

part, a vibratory motion that ferves to

difengage from the pores of the metal,

and throw off, fuch particles as are in a

ſtate of fufion , and therefore not eaſily

convertible into malleable iron : it alſo

feparates fuch ſcales and impurities as

form upon, or adhere to the furface.

This operation , however, can ſcarcely

be neceffary with the first view, where

the iron employed is of a proper de-

gree of purity; as by the repeated heat-

ings and hammerings it has, in that

cafe, already undergone, thefe hetero-

geneous and impure particles are in a

great meaſure removed, and very little

left behind except the pure fibres, as it

were, of the metal ,

B 3 The
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The imperfections to which a bar

rel is liable in the forging, are of three

kinds, viz. the chink, the crack, and

the flaw. The chink is a folution of

continuity, running lengthwife in the

barrel. The crack is a folution of

continuity more irregular in its form

than the chink, and running in a tranſ-

verfe direction , or acroſs the barrel.

The flaw differs from both : it is a

fmall plate or fcale, which adheres to

the barrel, by a narrow bafe, from

which it fpreads out as the head of a

nail does from its fhank, and when fe-

parated, leaves a pit or hollow in the

metal.

With regard to the foundneſs of the

barrel, the chink and flaw, are ofmuch

greater importance than the crack, as

the effort of the powder is exerted

upon the circumference, and not upon

the length of the barrel. In a fword,

or bow, the very reverfe of this takes

place ;
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place ; for if a crack, though but of a

flight depth, occurs in either, it will

break at that place, when bent but a

very little ; becaufe the effort is made

upon the fibres difpofed longitudinally ;

whereas if the fault be a chink, or

even a flight flaw, the fword or bow

will not give way. The flaw is

much more frequent than the chink,

the latter fcarcely ever occurring but

in barrels forged as above, in which

the fibres of the metal run longitudi-

nally ; and then only when the iron

is of an inferior quality. When ex-

ternal and fuperficial, they are all de-

fects in point of neatneſs only ; but

when fituated within the barrel , they

are of material diſadvantage, by afford-

ing a lodgment to moisture and foul-

nefs that corrode the iron, and thus

continually enlarge the excavation un-

til the barrel burfts, or becomes dan-

gerous to uſe.

B 4 The
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The barrel when forged, is either

finiſhed in the manner hereafter de-

ſcribed, or made to undergo the ope-

ration of twiſting, which is a proceſs

employed by the French workmen

on thoſe barrels that are intended to

be of a fuperior quality and price

to others ; but which, as will be

feen in the fequel, is very different

from that followed by the English

workmen in the formation of their

twiſted barrels. This operation con-

fifts in heating the barrel in portions

of a few inches at a time, to a high

degree of red heat, when one end of it

is fcrewed into a vice, and into the

other is introduced a fquare piece of

iron with a handle like an augre,

and by means of thefe, the fibres of

the heated portion are twiſted in a

fpiral direction that is found to reſiſt

the effort of the powder much better

than a longitudinal one. To render

this
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this operation as complete as poffible,

it is neceffary to obferve, that when

once the feveral portions of the barrel

have been twiſted, the heats that are

afterwards given in order to confolidate

the fibres of the metal in their ſpiral

direction, by means of the hammer,

ought not to be very great, otherwiſe

the grain of the metal will regain its

former ftate, and the barrel be no

better than it was before it underwent

the twiſting.

From the proceſs it is evident , that

to twiſt a barrel in this manner,

throughout its whole length, it muſt

be forged near a foot and half longer

than it is intended to be when finiſhed ,

that a portion at each end may be kept

cold, fo as to give a fufficient purchaſe

to the vice and twifting inftrument

during the operation : theſe portions

are afterwards to be cut off before the

barrel is bored. Or, to fave the time

and
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FORGING OF BARRELS.

S the manufacture of barrels

Asvaries confiderably , we have

thought it beft to give a detail of the

different methods employed ; arrang-

ing them in fuch an order as will ren-
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and labour this would neceffarily take

up, two pieces of an old barrel may

be welded to the muzzle and breech of

that which is to be twiſted , and cut

off after the operation is finiſhed : theſe

pieces may alſo be made ftronger than

ufual, the better to fuftain the force of

the vice and twifting inftrument ; and

in order to give the latter a better

hold, the muzzle piece may have its

cavity made of a fquare form. From

not following one or other of theſe

methods, the greater number of the

French barrels faid to be twisted, are

only fo in part, there being at leaft

fix inches at the muzzle, and ſeven or

eight at the breech , which are not af-

fected by the operation . The Engliſh

workmen with whom we have con-

verfed upon this fubject, are all of

opinion, and ſeemingly with reaſon ,

that this proceſs of twifting, as per-

formed by the French workmen, is

really
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really injurious to the barrel, by ftrain-

ing the fibres of the metal.

To perfons unacquainted with the

lofs which iron fuffers in forging, it

will be a matter of furprife that twelve

pounds of iron are required to produce

a barrel, which, when finifhed, fhall

not weigh more than two, or two and

a half pounds. But although a confi-

derable wafte is unavoidable, yet the

quantity of it depends very much upon

the quality of the iron, upon that of

the coal, and upon the knowledge

and dexterity of the workman. By

much the greater part is confumed in

the fire, and the wafte here may arife

either from the iron being impure,

from its being kept too long in the

fire, or from the coal imparting ful-

phur to it, and making it run :

*
a con-

fiderable

In Spain they cannot work but with charcoal

ofwood ; in France they employ pit-coal charred,

or
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fiderable portion is alſo driven off in

the form of fcales by the hammer, ef-

pecially when the iron is hammered at

a low red heat : the remainder is taken

away in the after operations of boring

and filing the barrel. Mufquet barrels,

and thoſe for ordinary fowling pieces,

are all forged of Swediſh iron ; that

which comes from Ruffia being too

coarſe and untractable to be wrought

into barrels of any kind.

A circumſtance of confiderable im-

portance to the excellence of a barrel,

is, the forging it as near as can be to

the weight it is intended to be of

when finiſhed, fo that very little be

taken away in the boring and filing;

or coaks ; in England they ufe pit- coal without

being charred, but are very careful to have it of

the pureft kind, fome forts containing a portion

offulphur and arfenic which render the metal al-

together unmalleable, or, in the language of the

workmen, poifon the iron.

for
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for as the outer furface, by having un-

dergone the action of the hammer more

immediately than any other part, is

rendered the moſt compact and pure,

we ſhould be careful to remove as little

of it as poffible : the ſame thing holds,

though in a leſs degree, with regard to

that portion of the infide of the barrel,

which is to be cut out by the boring

inftrument.

Piſtol barrels are forged in one piece,

joined by their muzzles, and are not cut

aſunder until they have been bored ; by

which there is not only a faving of iron

and of labour, but a certainty of the

caliber being perfectly the famein both.

CHAP.
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С НА Р. ЇЇ.

BORING AND DRESSING OF

BARRELS.

Trivingto the barrel its proper

HE next operation confifts in

caliber ; this is termed boring, and is

performed by means of the following

machine.

Two beams of oak, each fix or ſeven

feet long, and about fix inches fquare,

are placed horizontally and parallel to

each other, by having each of their

extremities mortifed upon an upright

piece, which is of equal ſtrength, about

three feet high, and firmly fixed .

2' Be-
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whole length.

Between the horizontal pieces there

intervenes a ſpace of three or four

inches, in which a piece of wood is

made to flide, by having at either end

a tenon that is let into a groove which

runs on the infide of each beam its

Through this fliding

piece there is driven, or fcrewed, in a

perpendicular direction, a ſtrong pin

or bolt of iron, having at its upper

end, a round hole or eye large enough

to admit the breech end of the barrel,

which is fecured in it by means of a

piece of iron that ferves as a wedge,

and a vertical fcrew,that paffes through

the upper part of the eye, or hole. To

a ſtaple in one fide of the fliding piece,

there is faftened a chain, which runs

between the two horizontal beams,

and paffing over a pully at one end of

the machine, has a weight hooked on

to it. Immediately above this pully,

and between the ends of the beams ,

there
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there is fixed an upright piece of tim→

ber, whoſe upper end is perforated by

the axis of an iron crank that is fur-

niſhed with a ſquare focket, the other

axis being ſupported by the wall , orby

a ftrong poft, and loaded with a heavy

wheel of caft iron to give it force :

the axes of this crank are in a line with

the eye of the bolt already mentioned.

The borer being fixed into the focket

of the crank, has its other end , which

is previouſly well oiled, introduced

into the barrel, whofe breech part is

made faft in the eye of the bolt ; the

chain is then carried over the pully,

and the weight hooked on ; when the

crank being turned by the hand, the

barrel advances as the borer cuts its

way, until the inftrument has paffed

through its whole length.

The boring bit is a rod of iron ,

fomewhat longer than the barrel ; one

end being made to fit the focket of the

crank,
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crank, and the other being furniſhed

with a cylindrical plug of tempered

fteel, about an inch and a half in

length, and having its furface cut in

the manner of a perpetual fcrew , the

threads (which are five or fix in num-

ber) being flat, about a quarter of an

inch in breadth, and running with

very little obliquity. The furrows

are ofthe fame breadth as the threads,

and of a fufficient depth to let the me-

tal cut out by the latter, pafs through

them eafily, fo as to keep the inſtru

ment free. This form gives the bit

a very strong hold of the metal, and

the threads being fharp at the edges,

ſcoop out and remove every roughneſs

and inequality from the infide of the

barrel, and render the cavity finooth

and equal throughout. A number of

bits, each a little larger than the pre-

ceding one, are afterwards fucceffively

paſſed through the barrel in the fame

C way,
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way, until it has acquired the intended

caliber.

The borer heats the barrel verymuch,

efpecially the first time it is paffed

through ; and generally warps it moreor

lefs . To prevent this in fome meaſure,

the barrel is covered with a cloth, which

by being kept conftantly wetted, hin-

ders the barrel from becoming too

warm, and alſo preferves the temper

of the boring bit. The borer is like-

wife withdrawn from time to time, to

clear away the fhavings of the metal,

to oil the bit afresh, and to repair any

damage it may have ſuſtained during

the operation. The barrel is carefully

examined every time a freſh bit has

been paffed through, to fee if it be in

the leaſt warped bythe boring ; and alſo

to diſcover if there are any ſpots, called

by the workmen, blacks , on its infide.

If it be caft or warped, it is carried to

the anvil, where, by a few flight ftrokes

of
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of the hammer upon the convex parts,

it is brought perfectly straight again ;

this is termed fetting up the barrel. If,

when the barrel is nearly arrived at

the intended caliber, any dark ſpots are

perceived upon its infide by looking

through it when held up to the light,

the part is marked upon the outſide,

and by ftriking it gently with the

hammer, is driven in fo as to be com-

pletely removed by repaffing the boring

inftrument.

To aſcertain the equality of the

bore, a cylindrical plug of tempered

fteel about an inch long, highly po-

lifhed, and fitting the bore exactly ; is

ſcrewed upon the end of an iron rod,

and introduced into the cavity of the

barrel, where it is moved backwards

and forwards ; and the places being

marked where it paffes with any dif-

ficulty, the boring bit is repeatedly

C 2 paffed
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paffed until the plug moves through

every part with equal eaſe *.

It now remains to ſmooth the in-

fide of the barrel, and remove the

marks left by the boring inftrument.

This operation is termed fine boring.

The inftrument with which it is per-

formed, reſembles in its general form

the boring bits already deſcribed ; the

cutting portion of this , however, is a

fquare broach, ten or twelve inches in

length, highly polished, and very

*The equality of the bore is ſo effèntial to the

excellence of a piece, that the greateſt accuracy

in every other particular will not compenfate for

the want of it. Any perfon who wishes to know

the merit of his piece in this refpect, may do it

with tolerable accuracy, by means of a plug of

lead, caft on a rod of iron or wood ; or even by

a mufquet ball filed fo as to fit the bore exactly,

and puſhed through the barrel by the ramrod,

care being taken not to uſe an iron ramrod, or

much force, left we flatten the ball and create an

artificial difficulty.

fharp,
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fharp, whereby it cuts the metal very

fmoothly. As it is found to cut

more ſmoothly and equally when only

two of its edges are allowed to work,

the other two are covered by flips of

paper, well oiled, being laid along one

of its fides ; one or more additional

flips being put on every time the in-

ftrument is paffed through the barrel .

This inftrument is repeatedly paffed

through the barrel, from breech to

muzzle, and from muzzle to breech,

until the infide prefents to the eye a

perfectly equal and poliſhed furface :

the barrel is alfo examined at each

time, and, if neceffary, fet up in the

manner already deſcribed . It is very

effential to the perfection of the fine

boring, that the inftrument employed ,

be forged perfectly true, and that it

has not been caft or warped in the

tempering.

C 3 The
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The barrel may now be confidered

as quite finiſhed with regard to its in-

fide ; at leaſt it has nothing more done

to it by the maker. The gunfmiths,

however, generally make it undergo

a farther operation of polishing, the

good effects of which are very doubt-

ful, as will be evident from the man-

ner in which it is performed. Upon

a rod of iron fomewhat longer than

the barrel, they caft a cylinder of lead

five or fix inches long, which they

file ſo as to fit the bore exactly : this

is then covered with very fine emery

and oil, and being introduced into the

barrel, is wrought backwards and for-

wards through its whole length , until

the cavity has acquired a high degree

of polish. Now it is fcarcely poffible

for this inftrument to be wrought by

the hand, in fuch a steady and equal

manner as not to prefs more upon

fome parts of the barrel than upou

others ,
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others. Beſides , the exquifite poliſh

which is produced by this operation,

lafts but for a ſhort time, and the po-

lith it received from the hands of the

maker feems fully fufficient for every

uſeful purpoſe.

The barrel is now in a condition

to receive its proper form and pro-

portions externally, by means of the

file. To do this with accuracy, four

flat fides or faces are first formed ;

then eight, then fixteen, and fo on,

until it is made quite round ; except

the reinforced part, which, in all

the modern work, is left with eight

fides *.

This octagonal form of the reinforced part,

is certainly more elegant than the round one for-

merlyin ufe. But it adds to the weight of the bar-

rel, without increafing its ftrength ; for the effort

of the powder will be always fuftained by the

thinneft part of the circumference, without any

regard to thoſe places that are thicker than the

reft.

€ 4 It
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It is abfolutely neceffary to the

foundneſs of a barrel, that it ſhould

be of an equal thicknefs on every ſide ;

or, in the language of the workmen,

a barrel ought to be perfectly upright.

In order to arrive as nearly as poffible

to this perfect equality, the gunfmiths

employ an inftrument which they call

a compass. It confifts of an iron rod

bent fo as to form two parallel branches

about an inch diſtant from each other.

One of theſe branches is introduced

into the barrel , and kept cloſely ap-

plied to the fide by means of one or

more fprings with which it is furnish-

ed : the other branch defcends parallel to

this, on the outfide, and has feveral

fcrews paffing through it with their

points directed to the barrel . By fcrew-

ing theſe until their points touch the

furface of the barrel, and then turning

the inftrument round within the bore,

we fee where the metal is too thick,

and
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and how much it muſt be reduced in

order to render every part of the barrel

perfectly equal throughout its circum-

ference. This inftrument may be

made fufficiently long to reach the

whole length of the barrel ; but it will

be more convenient, as well as more

exact , to have it little more than half

the length, and to introduce it firſt at

one end, and afterwards at the other,

of the barrel,

Some perfons, inftead of dreffing

the outfide by means of the file and

compaſs, do it, at leaſt the round part,

by turning in a lathe. This method

is without doubt more expeditious than

that juft deſcribed ; but it is by no

means certain that it is equally ſafe,

or even equally exact . It is impoffi

ble to prevent a fpindle that is the

length of a gun barrel, from fpringing

confiderably under the tool employed

to reduce or ſmooth the barrel in turn-

ing;
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ing; and, accordingly, it is found,

that barrels are often more warped in

the turning, than in any of the borings

they have undergone, and that, from

their greater thinnefs at this time, they

cannot be fet up as before without

danger of ruining them entirely,

When the barrel is completely

dreffed and fmoothed on the outfide,

the French workmen proceed to folder

on the loops and aim, before they

breech the barrel ; for as they uſe

hard folder, the degree of heat necef-

fary in the operation , produces a rough-

nefs on the infide of the barrel oppofite

to the places where they are fixed ; and

this is fometimes fo confiderable as to

require the fine boring inftrument be-

ing paffed through the barrel, which

could not be done after the ſcrew is

formed for the breech, without in-

juring the threads.

workmen, however, faften

The English

the

loops,
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loops, &c. with foft folder, which is

found quite fufficient for the purpoſe ;

and as the heat required for this, does

not affect the infide of the barrel, they

have the choice of doing it either be

fore or after the breeching, as is moſt

convenient to themſelves.

To form the ferew in the breech

end of the barrel , the first tool em-

ployed is a plug of tempered ſteel ,

fomewhat conical, and having upon

its furface the threads of a male ſcrew.

This tool, which is termed a fcrew

tap, being introduced into the barrel ,

is turned from left to right, and back

again, until it has marked out the

three or four firft threads of the fcrew:

another lefs conical tap is then intro-

duced, and when this has carried on

the impreffion of the fcrew as far as it

is intended to go, a third tap is em-

ployed, which is nearly cylindrical, and

fcarcely differs from the plug of the

breech
4
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breech which is intended to fill the

fcrew thus formed in the barrel.

The breech plug has its fcrew

formed by means of a ſcrew plate, that

is made of tempered fteel, and has fe-

veral female ſcrews correfponding with

the taps employed to form that in the

barrel. A plug of feven or eight

threads is fufficiently long, and the

threads ought to be neat and ſharp, fo

as to fill completely the turns made in

the barrel by the tap. The breech

plug is afterwards cafe- hardened, or

has its furface converted into fteel, by

being covered over with fhavings of

horn, or parings of horfe hoof, and

kept red hot in the fire for fome

time, after which it is plunged into

water.

The laft operation is that of co.

louring the barrel, previous to which

it is polifhed with fine emery and oil,

until it prefents to the eye, throughout

its
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its whole length, and in whateve

direction we obferve it, a perfectly

fmooth, equal, and fplendid furface.

Formerly, barrels were coloured by ex-

pofing them to a degree of heat which

produced an elegant blue tinge, but as

this effect ariſes from a degree of cal-

cination taking place upon the furface

of the metal, the infide of the barrel

always fuffered by undergoingthe fame

change. This, therefore, added to the

painful fenfation excited in the eye by

looking along a barrel fo coloured, has

caufed the practice of blueing to be

difufed for fome time paft. Inſtead

of it, barrels are now browned, as it

is termed. To do this, the barrel is

rubbed over with aqua fortis or Spirit

of falt, diluted with water, and laid

by until a complete coat of ruft is

formed upon it ; a little oil is then

applied, and the furface being rubbed

dry,
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dry, is poliſhed by means of a hard

bruſh, and bees wax.

When the barrels intended for a

double-barrelled piece, are dreffed to

their proper thickneſs, which is gene-

rally lefs than for fingle barrels, each

of them is filed flat on the fide where

it is to join the other, fo that they may

fit cloſely together. Two correfpond-

ing notches are then made at the muż-

zle and breech of each barrel , and

into theſe are fitted two fmall pieces

of iron to hold them more ftrongly

together. The barrels being united

by tinning the parts where they touch,

the rib* is fitted in, and made faſt by

the fame means. When the barrels

are thus joined, they are poliſhed and

The rib is the triangular piece of iron which

is placed between the barrels, running on the

upper fide their whole length, and ferving to hold

them more firmly together.

coloured
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soloured in the manner already de-

fcribed.

Great care fhould be taken that the

barrels intended to be joined in this

way, be perfectly upright, and that

both be of the fame thickneſs and

ftrength ; for if but a very trifling in-

equality in ,this refpect, takes place,

the weaker barrel will yield to the

ftronger the warping from this cauſe,

has been fometimes fo confiderable, as

to render one of the barrels altogether

ufelefs. To bring every part of the

circumference of each barrel , as nearly

as poffible to an equal ſtrength , ſo that

the force of the explofion may not

ftrain one part more than another ;

that fide where the barrels touch each

other, muſt be fo reduced, that the

partition between the two calibers be

no thicker than either barrel was at

the fame place before it was filed to

join in this manner.

For-
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Formerly, the double-barrelled pieces

were made with one barrel lying over

the other, each barrel having a fepa-

rate pan, hammer, and hammer-fpring ;

but there was only one cock for both.

The barrels were therefore made to

turn round at the place where their

breeches joined with the ſtock ; ſo that

as foon as one was fired off, the other

could be brought into its place, by

preffing with the right hand a fpring

moved by the guard, whilft with the

left, the barrels were turned upon their

common axis : as foon as the charged

barrel was thus brought into its proper

fituation, the fpring defcended into a

notch, and kept it firm. From the

defcription, it is evident, that all the

work giving motion to the cock, muſt

be confined to the part behind that

at which the barrels turn round, and,

from its being thus crowded, muſt of

courfe be more difficult to conſtruct.

In
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In the fame way, three, and even

four barrels, have been mounted upon

one ftock ; but as theſe pieces are in-

tolerably heavy, and do not, any more

than thoſe juſt deſcribed , poffefs any

real advantage over the double- barrelled

pieces that do not turn round, we ſhall

forbear entering into any farther defcrip-

tion of them .

D CHAP.
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CHAP. III.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANUFAC-

TURE OF BARRELS.

H

AVING defcribed, we hope

with fufficient clearnefs, the fe-

veral proceffes gone through in the

manufacture of ordinary barrels, and

the methods of finiſhing, which are

equally adapted to every fort ; we now

proceed to give an account of a great

variety of real, as well as fancied im-

provements, that have been ſuggeſted

and practiſed at different times ; be-

ginning with the twisted barrels , as

made by the Engliſh workmen.

3
Thefe
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Thefe barrels are defervedly cele-

brated for their fuperior elegance and

ftrength, as well as for the accuracy

with which they throw either ball or

hot. The iron employed in them,

is formed of fubs, as they are termed,

which are, old horfe-fhoe nails , pro-

cured from country farriers, and from

poor people who gain a fubfiftence by

picking them up on the great roads

leading to the metropolis. Theſe are

originally formed from the fofteft and

tougheſt iron that can be had, and this

is ſtill farther purified bythe numerous

heatings and hammerings it has under-

gone in being reduced from a bar into

the fize and form of nails. They coft

about ten fhillings the hundred weight,

and twenty-eight pounds are required

to make a ſingle barrel of the ordinary

fize. A hoop of iron about an inch

broad, and fix or feven inches diame-

ter, is placed perpendicularly, and the

Stubs,
D 2
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Stubs, previouſly freed from dirt by

waſhing, are neatly piled in it, with

their heads outermoft on each fide, un-

til the hoop is quite filled and wedged

tight with them ; the whole refem-

bling a rough, circular, cake of iron.

This is put into the fire until it has

acquired a white heat, when it is ham-

mered either by the ftrength of the

arm, or by the force of machinery,

until it coalefces, and becomes one fo-

lid maſs of iron the hoop is then re-

moved, and the heatings and ham-

merings repeated until the iron , by

being thus wrought, and kneaded , is

freed from every impurity, and ren-

dered very tough, and clofe in the

grain ; when it is drawn out into

pieces of about twenty-four inches in

length, half an inch or more in

breadth, and half an inch in thick-

nefs .

I Thefe
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Theſe pieces, however, are not all

of the fame thickness , fome being more

and others lefs than what we have

mentioned, according to the propoſed

thickneſs of the barrel, and the part

of it which the piece is intended to

form . One of theſe pieces being heat-

ed red hot for five or fix inches, is

turned like a cork-fcrew, without any

other tools than the anvil and hammer.

The remaining portions are fucceffively

treated in the fame manner, until the

whole piece is turned into a fpiral,

forming a tube whoſe diameter corre-

fponds with that of the intended bar-

rel. Four of theſe are generally fuf-

ficient to form a barrel of the ordinary

length, i. e. from 32 to 38 inches ;

and the two which form the breech,

or reinforced part, are confiderably .

thicker than thofe which conftitute

the fore part, or muzzle of the barrel.

The workman firft welds one of thefe

D 3
tubes
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tubes to a part of an old barrel, which

ferves as a handle. He then proceeds

to unite the turns of the fpiral to each

other, by heating the tube two or

three inches at a time, to a bright

white heat, and ftriking the end of it

feveral times againſt the anvil, in a

horizontal direction , and with confide-

rable force : this is termed jumping

the barrel ; and the heats given for

the purpoſe, are called jumping heats.

A mandril is then introduced into the

cavity, and the heated portion is ham-

mered lightly to flatten the ridges or

burrs raiſed by the jumping at the

place where the fpirals are joined . As

foon as one piece is jumped its whole

length, another is welded to it and

treated in the fame manner, until the

four pieces are united ; when the part

of the old barrel, being no longer ne-

ceffary, is cut off. The welding the

turns of the fpiral, is performed exactly

in
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in the fame manner as defcribed (p. 3

and 4 ) for plain barrels, and is re-

peated three times . The barrel is af-

terwards finiſhed in the fame way as

a plain one. Stub iron is alfo wrought

into plain barrels, which, as they re-

quire a great deal leſs labour , are only

half the price of the twisted ones.

The Canons à ruban, or ribbon bar-

rels, of the French, refemble very

much the Engliſh twiſted barrels . The

proceſs purſued in their formation is

confiderably more operofe than that

juft defcribed, but feems to be far from ,

poffeffing any advantage over it , as will

be evident from a deſcription of the

former, which we here fubjoin. A

plate of iron, about the twelfth part of

an inch in thickneſs, is turned round

a mandril, and welded its whole length,

in the fame manner as a plain barrel.

Upon this fmall and light barrel ,

which is called the lining, a ftripe or

plate
D 4
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plate of iron, about an inch in breadth,

and bevelled off at the edges, is rolled

in a fpiral direction , by means of fuc-

ceffive heats this fpiral is termed the

ribbon, and its thickneſs muft corre-

fpond with the part of the barrel it is

to conſtitute. As a ribbon of fufficient

length to cover the lining from one

end to the other, would be very diffi-

cult to manage, it is formed in feveral

pieces, and as foon as one piece is

nearly rolled on, another is welded to

the end of it, and the operation con-

tinued until the whole of the lining is

covered. The edges are bevelled fo

much, that one edge overlaps the other

about a quarter of an inch. Whenthe

ribbon is all rolled on, the barrel is

heated by two or three inches at a

time, and the turns of the fpiral united

to each other and to the lining, by be-

ing welded in the fame manner as a

twiſted
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twiſted or a plain barrel * . It is af-

terwards bored fo that almoſt the

whole of the lining is cut out, and

fcarcelyany thing left except the ribbon

-with which it was covered.

The acknowledged fuperiority of

twiſted and ribbon barrels over plain

ones, has induced fome perfons to

counterfeit them, by colouring plain

barrels fo as to fhew a fpiral line run-

ning from one end to the other. This

is done by winding a thread or ſtring

in a ſpiral direction , round a plain bar-

rel, and then wetting the ſtring with

the diluted aqua fortis, or fpirit of

falt, fo that a coat of ruft may be

formed where the ftring touches :

when the acid is applied a ſecond time

over the whole barrel, the part over

* From the conftruction of ribbon barrels, it is

evident that the operation of jumping, is not ad-

miffible in them.

which
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which the ftring was applied , by be-

ing more rufted than the reft, fhews

a dark line winding round the barrel,

and renders it, when finished , fcarcely

diſtinguiſhable from a twiſted or rib-

bon barrel. Other barrels are, by the

fame means, clouded in an irregular

manner, fo as to refemble thoſe formed

of fub iron. To prove whether or

not a barrel is really what it appears

to be, we need only fix upon any part

on the under fide, that is covered by

the ſtock, and having cleared it, if ne-

ceffary, with a fine file , cover it with

fome aqua fortis, which in a little time

will render the fibres of the metal dif

tinctly viſible, in whatever direction

they run. In examining the French

twisted barrels , however, we muſt not

make the trial near either the breech or

the muzzle, as we have already obferv-

ed, that theſe barrels are ſeldom twiſted

throughout their whole length.

An
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An ingenious workman called Bar-

rois, formerly eſtabliſhed at Paris, and

but lately dead, having confidered the

eftimation in which ribbon barrels were

held, invented a new fort, which he

called wired barrels. His method was

this. Upon a thin barrel, forged ,

filed, and dreffed as ufual, he rolled ,

in a fpiral direction , and as cloſely as

poffible, a tempered iron wire, about

the thickneſs of a crow quill ; the firft

layer covering only the fortified or re-

inforced part. The turns of the wire

were foldered to each other, and to the

barrel, with a particular compofition

which he kept a fecret. He then

filed the wired part fo as to render it

fmooth and bright, but not fo much

as to weaken it ; and applied a fecond

layer of wire, which covered the firſt,

and extended two-thirds of the length

of the barrel the fecond layer being

foldered and brightened like the first,

he
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he added a third that covered the

two firſt, and reached quite to the

muzzle.

This proceſs of the Sieur Barrois is

ingenious ; and Monf. de Marolles

fays, that one of theſe barrels which

was forced in the proof, warped and

fwelled out without burfting. But,

however plaufible the contrivance may

be, it is certain that thefe barrels are

liable to imperfections from which the

greateſt addrefs and care of the work-

men cannot entirely free them. Wire

is drawn from the bar without heat,

and it is not improved in the ſmalleſt

degree by the operation ; thefe barrels

have, therefore, no claim to prefe-

rence on account of the quality of the

metal, which is really no better than

that of which the ordinary barrels are

made.

No metal has yet been found equal

to iron, for making gun barrels , and

as
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as the ſpace occupied by the folder in

the barrels of the Sieur Barrois, is

nearly equal to that taken up by the

wire, the ftrength of the barrel is

confiderably leſs than if the whole had

been formed of iron only. Indepen-

dent of the defects that mayoccur in

the wire itſelf, there will always be

little cavities between its turns , which

will not be completely filled by the

folder. Befides , as this wiring was

performed by the Sieur Barrois, upon a

barrel that had been previouſly bored

and dreffed within, the repeated confi-

derable heats it was neceffarily expoſed

to in the foldering, if they did not

warp it, at leaſt rendered it fo rough

on the infide, that it required to be

fine-bored afterwards. The only fu-

periority, therefore , which they could

be faid to poffefs, was, their beautiful

appearance when finiſhed, and this

was greatly overbalanced by the cir-

cumftances

1
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cumſtances mentioned, and by the ex-

travagance of their price, a ſingle bar-

rel amounting to 120 French livres,

or 51. fterling, and a double barrel,

to twice that fum. Their fale , how-

ever, by no means anſwered his ex-

pectations, and fince his death, no

other perfon has thought of making

them . With regard to the treble

proof to which the Sieur Barrois

pledged himſelf in his Profpectus, pub-

liſhed in 1771 , to fubmit his barrels,

it is never refuſed by the gunſmiths of

any country, provided the barrels be

of a fuitable thickneſs, and thoſe of

Barrois were even thicker than or-

dinary.

The Spanish barrels have always

been held in great efteem, as well on

account of the quality of the iron ,

which is generally confidered as the

beſt in Europe, as becauſe they pafs

for being forged and bored more per-

fectly
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fectly than any others. It fhould be

obferved, however, that, of the Spa-

niſh barrels, thofe only that are made

in the capital, are accounted truly va-

luable ; in confequence of which a

great many have been made at other

places, eſpecially in Catalonia and

Biscay, with the names and marks of

the Madrid gunfmiths : they are alfo

counterfeited at Liege, Prague, Mu-

nich, &c. and a perfon muſt be a

very good judge not to be deceived by

thefe fpurious barrels.

Notwithſtanding there have always

been excellent gunſmiths at Madrid,

yet the barrels which bear the higheſt

price, and are the moſt fought after by

the curious in this way, are thoſe made

by artiſts who have been dead for many

years ; though perhaps this preference

has no better foundation than the com-

mon prejudice in favour of things that

are the productions of remote ages or

diftant

1
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diſtant countries : Major e longinquo

reverentia. Such are the barrels of

Nicolas Biz, who was famous at Ma-

drid in the beginning of this century,

and died in 1724 : thofe he made in

the former part of his life are the moſt

efteemed. The barrels of Juan Belen,

and Juan Fernandez, cótemporaries

of Nicolas Biz, are not lefs prized ,

and in France all of them fell for a

1000 livres, or 431. 15s. fterling.

Thofe of Diego Efquibel, Alonzo Mar-

tinez, Agoftin Ortiz, Mathias Vaëra,

Luis Santos, Juan Santos, Francifco

Garcia, Francifco Targarone, Jofeph

Cano, and N. Zelaya, all of them ce-

lebrated workmen who fucceeded thoſe

already mentioned, in the order of their

names ; are alſo in great requeſt.

Of the artiſts now living at Madrid,

the moſt celebrated are, Francifco

Lopes, Salvador Cenarro, and Miguel

Zeguarra, gunſmiths to the King :

Ifidoro
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Ifidoro Soler, and Juan de Soto, have

also great reputation. The barrels

of thoſe living workmen, fell for

300 French livres, or ſomewhat

more than 131. fterling, which is the

price paid for thoſe made for the

king and royal family. They are

proved with a treble charge of the beſt

powder, and a quadruple one of ſwan

or deer fhot. At Madrid, and through-

out all, Spain , the manufacture of bar-

rels is not, as in this and moſt other

countries, a feparate branch of the gun-

making buſineſs, but the fame work-

man makes and finiſhes every part of

the piece.

After the barrels of Madrid, thoſe

of Buftindui and St. Olabe at Placen-

tia in Biſcay ; and of Jean and Cle-

ment Pedroefteva, Eudal Pous, and

Martin Marèchal, at Barcelona, are the

moſt eſteemed ; thefe ufually fell in

FranceE

1
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France for 80 French livres, or 3l. 105,

fterling.

Almoſt all the barrels made at Ma-

drid, are compofed of the old fhoes of

horfes and mules, collected for the

purpoſe. They are all welded longi-

tudinally ; but in place of being forged

in one plate or piece, as in other coun

tries, they are made, like the Engliſh

barrels, in five or fix detached portions,

which are afterwards welded one to

the end of another, two ofthem form-

ing the breech, or reinforced part of

the barrel. We may form fome idea

of the very great purity to which the

iron is brought, when we are told,

that to make a barrel which, rough

from the forge, weighs only fix or fe-

ven pounds, they employ a maſs of

mule-fhoe iron weighing from forty

to forty-five pounds ; fo that from

thirty-four to thirty-eight pounds are

loft in the heatings and hammerings it is

made
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made to undergo before it is forged

into a barrel.

The advantages which the Spaniſh

workmen allege to refult from this

method offorging the barrel in ſeveral

pieces , are,

Firſt, That the iron, by being

forged in ſmaller portions, is the bet-

ter wrought and purified.

Secondly, That ſhould a defect

be diſcovered in any one of the pieces

after being turned into a cylinder and

welded, they can reject that one, and

fubftitute another.

-
Thirdly, That by proportioning

the thickneſs of each piece to the part

of the barrel it is intended to occupy,

very little is left for the file to do.

The first of thefe advantages is very

trifling ; for the divifion is not, as in

the cafe of ftubs, fo minute as to ex-

pofe to the action of the fire and the

force of the hammer, a furface confi-

E 2
derably
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derably greater than if the barrel had

been forged in a fingle piece . The fe-

cond is not confined to barrels forged in

feparate pieces, for if a defect be ob-

ferved at any part of a barrel that is

forged in a fingle piece , the part can

be cut out, and the ends of the found

pieces joined, or a new piece welded

between them. With regard to the

third, it may, perhaps, be uſeful to

forge the reinforced part in one piece,

and the rest of the barrel in another;

but it certainly cannot be neceffary for

the fame reafon to forge it in five or

fix pieces.

This, however, is not the only

thing in which the Spaniſh workmen

differ from thofe of other countries.

In place of making the plate overlap a

little where they are joined, they give

it another complete turn, fo that every

Spaniſh barrel may be faid to be double

throughout. The different portions

are
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are alfo forged, fo that the grain of the

iron, in place of being longitudinal,

is difpofed circularly, and follows the

round of the barrel in fuch a manner

as to give the effect of a ribbon or

twifted barrel. They do not regulate

the thickneſs of the barrel by means

ofthe compaſs, but inſtead thereof, em-

ploy round rulers to conduct the file ;

and finiſh the outfide by turning in a

lathe: perhaps it is owing to this caufe

that the Spaniſh barrels are never fo

well finiſhed on the outſide as the

Engliſh and French ones are.

Alonzo Martinez de Efpinar, arque-

bufs bearer to Philip IV. in a treatiſe

which he wrote upon this fubject, in-

forms us, that Juan Sanchez de Mir

vena, gunfmith to Philip III . and the

ableſt artiſt of his time, was the first

who forged barrels in feparate pieces,

as well as the inventor of feveral in-

ftruments for dreffing and finiſhing

E 3
them
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them with greater accuracy. Speak-

ing of the barrels of this artiſt, he ſays,

bizieronfe grandes pruevas en ellos,

66

66

y fueron conocidos por los mejores ;"

they ſuſtained extraordinary proofs,

and were acknowledged fuperior to all

others. He does not, however, in-

form us what theſe extraordinary proofs

were, but ſays of the Madrid barrels

in general, that in his time they were

proved, after being finifhed within,

and beforethey were filed, with a charge

of powder equal to the weight of the

ball which fitted their caliber, and

four times this weight of large fhot ;

and, that this proof was repeated three

times.

The Spaniſh barrels are generally

from three to three and a half feet long;

their caliber from 22 to 24 and

* In fpeaking of the fize of the caliber, we

mean by 22 or 24, that fo many balls exactly fit-

ting it, weigh just one pound ; and every cali-

ber is marked in the fame way.

their
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their weight from three to three and

a half pounds. The reinforced part

extends two-fifths the length of the

barrel. At ten or twelve inches from

the breech is placed a fight, fuch as is

uſually put upon rifle barrels , or upon

thofe intended to fhoot ball only.

Formerly the Spaniſh barrels were

made much heavier than at prefent ;

and they ought, according to Efpinar,

to weigh at leaſt four pounds and a

half, if forty inches long, and of the

caliber we have mentioned. For fome

years paſt, however, they have made

them much ſhorter than this , and they

now rarely exceed three feet.

The Spaniſh gunſmiths pique them-

felves upon the very high poliſh they

give to the infide of their barrels. We

have already expreffed our doubts about

the advantage derived from this, and

are ſtill of opinion, that if a barrel is fo

fmoothE 4
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fmooth as not to lead*, it is better tô

take it as it comes from the hand of

the manufacturer, than allow the gune

ſmith to practiſe any farther operation

upon it in fupport of this opinion,

Monf. de Marolles informs us, that

he has ſeen a barrel rough from the

borer, throw a charge of fhot deeper

into a quire of paper, than another

barrel, that was highly poliſhed within,

although the length, the bore, and the

charge were the fame in both.

3

Notwithstanding the great reputa-

tion of the Spanish barrels, however,

they are little uſed in France, and ſtill

lefs in England, their aukward form,

and their great length and weight be-

ing ftrong objections to them, eſpeci-

ally fince they have begun to make

**

* A barrel is faid to lead, when it is fo rough

within, that, after firing, we can point out the

places where the ball or thot rubbed in their paf-

fage, by part of the lead being left upon them.

their
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their pieces fo very fhort and light in

thefe countries. And from our own

experience of the Spanish barrels , we

are convinced, that the avidity with

which they are fought after by fome

perfons, and the extravagant prices

that are given for them, proceed more

from a fancied, than from any real

fuperiority they poffefs over thofe made

in this country
.

As the Spaniſh iron ; and efpecially

that of Biscay, is acknowledged to be

of a very fuperior quality, and as there

is every reafon to believe that the re-

putation of the Spanish barrels is more

owing to this than to any fuperior ex-

cellence of the workmen ; Monf. de

Marolles informs us that they have

tried to work it at Paris, but that hi-

therto the French workmen have not

diſcovered the precife degree of heat it

requires, which is, no doubt , different

from that found to fuit the French

iron.
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iron. This, he fays, he has learned

from the workmen themſelves ; but

he at the fame time obferves, that this

difficulty is very probably owing to

their uſing pit-coal , or coaks, whilft

the Spaniſh workmen employ only the

charcoal of wood ; and that, to weld

the Spaniſh iron , a much more mode-

rate heat is required, than what is af-

forded by pit coal , and, perhaps , con-

ducted alfo in a manner unknown in

France. He adds, moreover, that as

workmen are obftinately attached to

the methods they have been long in

the habit of practifing, it is not to be

wondered at if they fhould miſcarry

in their first trials of any new ſcheme ;

but that an expert and intelligent work-

man, who took the neceflary pains,

would no doubt fucceed where others

had failed, and this either by employ-

ing the charcoal of wood, or ſtudying

the proper management of the fire

where
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where coaks are uſed. In confirma-

tion of this, we know that Spaniſh

iron has been wrought in England,

without any of the difficulties which

the French workmen are faid to have

met with, notwithſtanding that crude

pit-coal alone is employed here.

The Spaniſh iron, owing either to

its fcarcity or high price, is not much

employed in this country. During

the late war, fome gunfmiths procured

it in tolerable quantity, by purchafing

from the agents of Spaniſh prizes, the

barrel hoops which, either from the

cheapnefs of iron in Spain, or the

want of flatting mills, &c. are unne-

ceffarily thick and clumfy: this iron

had alſo the advantage of being better

wrought, and purified by the repeated

heatings and hammerings required to

form it into hoops.

The barrels of Lazaro Cominazzo,

called after the maker, Lazarini, were

for-
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formerly celebrated throughout the

greatest part of Europe. They were

very long, and of a very fmall caliber.

Cominazzo lived at Brefcia, about a

hundred and fifty years ago. He did

not forge thefe barrels himſelf, but he

finiſhed them with great accuracy, and

ornamented them in a very rich and

elegant manner. At the time, how-

ever, when theſe barrels were in high

eftimation, there were numerous coun-

terfeits bearing the name and mark of

Cominazzo ; and it requires fome ac-

quaintance with the genuine barrels not

to be deceived by the fpurious ones.

The true Lazarini are now to be found

only in the repofitories of the curi-

ous.

The vanity of poffeffing fomething

that is fingularly curious, the falſe

idea that whatever is expenfive muſt

neceffarily be good, and fometimes,

though rarely, the laudable defire of

im-
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improvement, have all in their turns

been the cauſes of a variety of experi-

ments being made in the manufacture

of barrels. An artift * of this city,

whoſeſuperior excellence in this branch

is known to all the trade, informs us

that he has wrought a great deal of

Spaniſh iron ; that he has forged bar-

rels from old fcythes , from wire, from

needles, and a great many other articles

fuggeſted by the whim of his cuftom-

ers : he has alfo made barrels with a

lining of ſteel, and formed others with

a double fpiral of,fteel and iron alter-

nately ; but that, as far as he can de-

termine from theſe numerous trials, the

ſtub iron wrought into a twiſted barrel,

is fuperior to every other.
other. Wherever

fteel was employed, he found that the

barrel neither welded nor bored fo

fectly as when iron alone was uſed.

per-

* Mr. Fuller, of St. John- Street, Clerkenwell.

CHAP.
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CHA P. IV.

PROOFS OF BARRELS.

HESE differ in different coun-

TH
tries. The Spaniſh proof, which

has already been mentioned, is a very

fevere one ; but as it is made before

the barrel is filed and dreſſed on the

outſide, it is not fatisfactory. At the

royal manufactories of St. Etienne and

Charleville, in France, there are in-

fpectors appointed to fee that no barrels

be ſent out of theſe places , whether for

the king's uſe, or for public fale, with-

out being proved. The first proof is

made
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made with a ball exactly fitting the

caliber, and an ounce of powder. The

fecond is made with the fame fized

ball, and half an ounce of powder.

The reaſon given for the fecond proof,

is, that the firft may have ftrained the

barrel fo much, though the injury be

not vifible, that it will not bear a fe-

cond trial with a ſmaller charge ; and,

it is faid, there really are fome of theſe

barrels which ſtand the firſt proof, and

yet give way in the fecond. Fowling-

piece barrels , both fingle and double,

are proved only once, with half an

ounce of powder and a ball fitting their

bore.

The uſual proof of the Paris barrels,

is, a double charge of powder and of

fhot ; that is, two, or two and a half

drachms of powder, and two, or two

and a half ounces of fhot. The En-

glish Tower proof is made with a ball

as large as the caliber will admit, and

a charge
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charge of powder equal in weight

to this ball : the proof is the fame for

every fize and fpecies of barrel, and is

not repeated *.

Some gunfmiths pique themſelves

upon making their barrels undergo a

fecond proof; but, it is proper to ob-

ferve , that if a barrel bears any affigned

proof, it will fuftain the fame imme-

diately after, with greater fafety than

it did at firſt, as the metal, from being

warmed by the firft fire, expands more

readily to the force of the fecond ex-

ploſion.

* There is a ſtory told, which, were it true,

would tend much to deftroy the value of the

Tower-proof mark : It is faid, that a quantity

of mufquets bearing this mark, were once fent

out to Madras, and upon examination were found

to be without touch-holes. A farther fearch,

however, diſcovered the touch-holes to be placed

onthe wrong fide of the barrel, fo that this blun-

der of the gunsmith affixes no imputation on the

proof-mafter, nor diminiſhes the reſpect in which

the Tower mark has always been held .

7
Monf.
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Monf. de Marolles, fpeaking of the

prcofs of barrels, fays, " A ftronger

" proof than ordinary might be made

by ramming down at top of the

powder, fix or eight inches of dry

clay, in place of a double charge of

" lead. This is fometimes employed

" in proving pieces of ordnance, where

" inftead of the bullet, two feet of

" clay is placed over the powder, by

" which the whole force of the explo-

" fion is exerted upon the piece ." We

intirely agree with the ingenious au-

thor of La Chaffe au Fufil, in the opi-

nion, that the proof he mentions,

would be much stronger than that

which is uſually employed ; fo much

ftronger, indeed, that we do not be-

lieve any barrel could withſtand it ,

unleſs the clay was put down in the

loofeft manner poflible. The hardeſt

rocks are burft afunder by means of

dry clay ftrongly rammed over the

pow.
F
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powder that is placed at the bottom of

a cylindrical cavity made in them ;

and we certainly cannot expect that a

force fufficient to rend in pieces im-

menfe blocks of granite, can be reſiſted

by the comparatively trifling ftrength

and thickneſs of a gun barrel.

CHAP.
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СНАР. V.

CAUSES OF BURSTING .

I

T may be fafely afferted, that a

good barrel very feldom burfts un-

lefs it be charged too highly, or in an

improper manner. Whenever, for ex-

ample, from the ball not being rammed

home, a ſpace is left between it and

the powder, there is a great rifque of

the barrel burſting on being diſcharged .

We fay a great rifque, becauſe, even

under theſe circumftances, it frequent-

ly happens that the barrel does not

burſt. If the ball ftops near to the

F 2
pow-
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powder, a very ſmall windage is fuf-

ficient to prevent this accident ; and it

is very rare that the ball touches the

barrel in every part of its circumfe-

rence, unleſs it has been driven in by

force with an iron ramrod, in which

cafe it moulds itſelf to the cavity, and

blocks it up completely. Should this

happen, the barrel, however ftrong it

is, will burſt, even when the ſpace be-

tween the ball and the powder is but

very inconfiderable ; and the greater

the ſpace that intervenes, the more

certainly will this event take place.

Mr. Robins, when ſpeaking of this

matter, fays, " A moderate charge

" of powder, when it has expanded it-

" felf through the vacant fpace and

" reaches the ball, will, by the velo-

" city each part has acquired, accu-

mulate itſelf behind the ball , and

" will thereby be condenfed pro-

digiously whence, if the barrel be

66

" not
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" not of an extraordinary ftrength in

" that part, it muſt infallibly burſt.

“ The truth of this I have experienced

" in a very good tower mufquet,

forged of very tough iron ; for ,

charging it with twelve penny-

weights of powder, and placing the

" ball (loofely) fixteen inches from

" the breech ; on the firing of it, the

66

66

66

66

part of the barrel juft behind the

" bullet, was fwelled out to double its

" diameter, like a blown bladder, and

" two large pieces of two inches long

" were burst out of it."

The fame accident will often take

place from the mouth of the piece be-

ing filled with earth or fnow, as fome-

times happens when we are leaping a

ditch with the muzzle of the piece

pointed forwards ; and if in fuch cafes,

the barrel does not burst, it is becauſe

thefe foreign bodies ftop it up but very

loofely. For the fame reafon a barrel

will
F 3
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will certainly burſt , if fired when the

muzzle is thruft into water but a very

little depth below the furface ; the re-

fiftance given to the paffage of the in-

flamed powder through the mouth of

the piece, being in this cafe, much

greater than that afforded by the fides

of the barrel.

Except in the circumftances men-

tioned, or in cafe of an overcharge, it

is, as we have before obferved, very

rare that a barrel burfts. Whenever it

happens independent of thefe, it is

from a defect in the work, and that,

either the barrel has been imperfectly

welded, or that a deep flaw has taken

place in fome part of it ; or laſtly, that,

through want of care in the boring or

filing, it is left of unequal thickneſs

in its fides. The laft defect is the

moft common, efpecially in low-priced

barrels ; and as pieces more frequently

burft from it, than from the other de-

fects,
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fects, it ought to be particularly guard-

ed againſt. The elaſtic fluid which is

fet looſe by the inflammation of the

powder, and which endeavours to ex-

pand itſelf equally in every direction ,

being repelled by the ftronger parts,

acts with additional force againſt the

weaker ones, and frequently burſts its

way through them ; which would not

have been the cafe, had the fides been

of the fame thickneſs and ſtrength,

and not afforded an unequal repercuf-

fion. The weaknefs of any part of

the barrel, occafioned by the inequality

of the caliber, will ſtill more certainly

be the cauſe of bursting, than that

produced by the filing ; becaufe, the

inflamed fluid being fuddenly expanded

at the wider part, muft fuffer a com

preffion before it can paſs onward, and

the whole force is then exerted againſt

the weak place.

F 4 The
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The conclufion to be drawn from

all this , is, that a thin and light

barrel which is perfectly upright, that

is , of equal thickneſs in every part

of its circumference, is much leſs

liable to burft, than one which is

confiderably thicker and heavier, but

which, from being badly filed or

bored, is left of unequal ftrength in

its fides .

In all that we have hitherto faid

upon the cauſes of burfting, the bad

quality of the iron has not been taken

into account, becauſe we have fup-

pofed that the perfons for whofe in-

formation this Effay is chiefly in-

tended, do not either purchaſe or

ufe very ordinary barrels ; and we

do not know any means of enſuring

against the defects of a barrel , whe-

ther arifing from the badnefs of the

metal, or from the infufficiency of

the
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the workmanſhip, except by pur-

chafing from a gunfmith of efta-

bliſhed reputation , and giving a good

price for the piece.

CHAP.
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СНАР. VI.

OF THE RECOIL.

I

N fire arms of every fpecies, the

exploſion is invariably attended with

a greater or leſs retrograde motion of

the piece ; this is termed the recoil.

It is only, however, when it is excef-

five, that it becomes an object of at-

tention to the ſportſman, or renders it

neceffary to determine the caufes from

which it ariſes, fo as to enable the

gunfmith to avoid or remove them .

The moſt frequent cauſe of exceſs in

the recoil, is, the bore of the piece be-

3 ing
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ing wider at one place than at another ;

for although this inequality be fo finall

as to be imperceptible to the eye, the

repulfe which the expanding flame

meets with when paffing from the

wider to the narrower part, renders the

recoil much greater than it would have

been had the bore been perfectly cy-

lindrical. It is an invariable law in

mechanics, that action, and reaction

are equal; it follows, therefore, that

the weight of the piece being the fame,

the recoil will be in proportion to the

quantity of the powder, and the weight

of the ball or shot ; and that with the

fame charge, the recoil will be in pro-

portion to the weight of the piece ; or,

the lighter the piece, the greater the

recoil.

For the fame reafon, whatever re-

tards the exit of the charge, operates

like an increaſe of lead, and by con-

fining the force of the explofion the

more
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more to the barrel, produces a greater

recoil ; hence, partly, it is, that in

proportion as the barrel becomes foul

within by repeated firing, the recoil

increaſes . Monf. de Marolles fays

alfo, that a piece will recoil , if, from

the breech-plug being made too fhort,

there remain fome turns of the fcrew

not filled up ; thefe hollows, wherein

a part of the powder is lodged, form-

ing an obftacle that confines and re-

tards the exploſion . He adds , more-

over, that a barrel mounted on a ſtock

that is very ſtraight, will recoil more

than when mounted on a ſtock that

is confiderably bent, as the curva-

ture ferves to break and deaden the

force of the recoil : and that, fome-

times alfo, a fowling piece will recoil

from the fhooter applying it impro-

perly to his fhoulder. The first cir-

cumftance is easily accounted for ;

but with regard to the fecond , we

muſt
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muft refer our readers to their own

experience, having never obferved it

ourfelves. The laft remark of this

author, is certainly true in a qualified

fenfe; for if the butt is not applied

clofely to the fhoulder, or is applied

fo as to be fupported only at a ſingle

point, the recoil will be much more

fenfibly felt, than when the hollow

of the butt embraces the fhoulder, and

is firmly fupported by the weight of

the body. Guns are obferved to recoil

more after being fired a number of

times, than they did at the beginning.

The matter which is left upon the in-

fide of the barrel after the explosion,

and which increaſes on every difcharge,

attracts moiſture very quickly ; efpeci-

ally if the faltpetre employed in the

powder was not well purified from

the admixtures of common falt which

it contains in its rough ſtate. This

moiſture becomes confiderable after a

I few
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few diſcharges, and being formed into

vapour by the heat, during the explo-

fion, adds its expanfive effort to that of

the inflamed powder, and greatly in-

creaſes the agitation and recoil. Owingto

this caufe, probably, rather than to that

mentioned by Mr. de Marolles, arifes

therecoilfromfome turns of the breech-

fcrew not being filled up by the breech-

plug, and thereby affording a lodg-

ment to moiſture .

Among the variety of caufes to

which the exceffive recoil of pieces has

been attributed , there is one which

yet remains to be confidered ; this is ,

the touch-hole's being placed at fome

diſtance from the breech-plug, fo that

the powder, inſtead of being fired at

its bafe , is fired near the middle of

the charge ; whence, it is faid , the re-

coil is increaſed, and the force of the

diſcharge weakened, by the effort of

the powder being exerted more upon

the
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the breech, than upon the ball or fhot.

With this idea in view, fome gun-

ſmiths form a channel or groove in the

breech-plug, as deep as the fecond or

third turn of the fcrew; the touch-

hole opens into this channel, and the

powder is thereby fired at its very

loweſt part. That the diſtance of the

touch-hole from the breech, however,

has very little, if any ſhare in the in-

creaſe of the recoil, we fhall prove in

the moſt fatisfactory manner from ex-

periments made purpoſely to determine

this matter.
As to the idea, that the

force of the diſcharge is diminished by

the increaſe ofthe recoil, it is too ab-

furd to require difcuffion : the force

exerted bythe powder upon the breech,

is always equal to that which it exerts

upon the ball or fhot ; fo that if there

be nothing in the barrel that retards

the exit of the ball , an increaſe in the

recoil will be always attended with

an
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an increaſe in the force of the dif

charge.

The following experiments were

made by Monf. Le Clerc, who is gun-

fmith to the king of France, and well

informed upon every fubject that re-

lates to his profeffion ; they were com-

municated by him to Monf. de Marolles.

Thefe experiments were made with

a barrel which was 30 French inches

in length (nearly 32 Engliſh mea-

fure), and weighed together with the

loaded plank upon which it was fixed ,

twenty-eight pounds. The barrel had

four touch-holes which could be ſtop-

ped with fcrews. The charge conſiſted

of one drachm and twelve grains of

powder from a royal manufactory, and

of one ounce eighteen grains of ſhot

called Small 4. This was fired at a

fheet of paper, meaſuring 20 inches

by 16 , French meaſure ; placed at the

diſtance
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diſtance of 28 toifes, or nearly 45 or-

dinary paces. The only difference was,

that in the firſt ſet of experiments, the

wadding confifted of card-paper, and

in the fecond of hat, both cut to fit

the caliber.

Had theſe trials been made with no

other view than to determine the de- .

gree of recoil produced by the different

fituation ofthe touch-hole, there would

have been no uſe in marking the ſize of

the fhot, the diftance and dimenfions

of the mark, and the number ofgrains

thrown into it at each diſcharge. It

was, however, intended to try at the

fame time, how far the equality of the

diſcharges could be depended upon ,

with regard to the number of grains

that ſtruck a given ſpace ; and we ſhall

have occafion hereafter to make ſome

remarks upon the refult of the trials

in this refpect.

G N. B. The
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N. B. The French foot is three

quarters of an inch longer than the

Engliſh foot , and the French inch is

divided into twelve lines.

We have thought it better to in-

form the reader of this, and leave the

table as it is, than make any fractions

in the numbers by reducing it to

Engliſh meaſure.

Firft
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Firſt fet.-Wadding of card-paper.

No. of grains thrown

into the mark.

Dif-
Recoil.

charge .

Foot Inch. Lines Mean.

Touch-hole 1 I O 3 Mean 36

clofe to the 2 о ΙΟ 3 0 11 634 27

breech-plug. 3 O 3 31

Touch-hole

two lines

from the

breech-plug.

Touch-hole

fix lines

diftant.

Touch-hole
1
2
3

I I

I

9
0
3

3
2
3 I
34

I

Mean of all.

28

1
2
3

I I 10 38

II II I 0620
25

I 9 18

I I I 7 27

twelve lines] 2 I O 3 1-1 0217 26

diftant. 3 I [ 4 135

145
3033

26
}

Extremes o. 10. 3 & 1.3.3--Mean recoil 1 , 1.0—Extremes 14 & 45

Second fet.-Wadding of hat.

Touch-hole I I

clofe to the 2 I

3 I

I

breech-plug .

Touch-hole

two lines

diftant.

Touch-hole

fix lines

diftant.

Touch-hole

twelve lines

diftant.

1
2
3

I

I

н
о
о

1
4
2

7
3
3

0
2
3

40

511 2 478

37

44

1 2 0340 41

41 Mean

45

1
2
3

I I

I

3 I

1
2
3

I

2 I

I

3
2
2

3
2
3

4
2
2

3
32 2

9 I 3 I 45

160
5

13 1321 44

5 151

Extremes 1.0.7 & 1.4.5.
-Mean recoil 1. 2. 84

G 2

-Extremes 21 & 78

From
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From theſe experiments it appears,

that, with regard to the recoil, the

diſtance of the touch-hole from the

breech, is of little importance. The

only circumftance, therefore, to be

attended to in its fituation , is, that

it be not placed quite cloſe to the

breech-plug; for although that part

of the barrel where the powder is

lodged, dirties much lefs than a few

inches farther forward, yet the touch-

hole when cloſe to the breech-plug,

is found to be more frequently ſtopped

than when fituated about a quarter

of an inch from it.

up,

G 2 CHAP.
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1

CHAP. VII.

RANGE OF BARRELS.

T

HE lightneſs of fowling pieces

of a moderate length, and the

eaſe with which they are managed,

are advantages fo obvious, and at the

fame time fo confiderable, as to make

them be very generally preferred at

this time ; but as the circumſtances

upon which only this preference ought

to be reſted, are little known , it is not

fufficient that their ufe is general, and

daily increafing, unless it be deter-

mined what are the comparative ex-

G 3
cellencies
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cellencies and defects of long and ſhort

barrels, and it be thence fhewn whe-

ther ſportſmen facrifice one advantage

to gain another.

It is not more than fifty years fince

it was firft fuggefted as a doubt, whe-

ther long barrels carried farther than

fhort ones. Formerly every fportfman

was provided with pieces of different

lengths, the ſhorteſt was from 30 to

34 inches barrel , and was employed

for fhooting in cover, where a long

piece would be inconvenient ; whilſt

that for the open country was from 42

to 45 inches in the barrel.

The generally received opinion upon

this fubject, is, that to obtain an in-

creaſe in the range, the barrel muſt not

only be made longer than ufual , but

that the length and the diameter of

the bore ought to bear a certain pro-

portion to each other , and the charge

of powder be fuited to this proportion :

becauſe,
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becauſe, as it is faid, when the barrel is

too fhort, the ball or fhot quits it be-

fore it has received the whole impulſe

ofthe powder ; and , on the other hand,

when the barrel is too long, the pow-

der is not only all inflamed, but even

partly confumed, before the ball or fhot

arrives at the mouth of the piece. It

was upon this theory that Balthazar

Killar, a celebrated cannon founder in

the reign of Louis XIV. refted his

opinion, when aſked by Monf. Suriry

de St. Remy, whence it was that the

culverin of Nancy, which was 22 feet

in length, did not carry a ball as far

as a fhorter piece was found to do : his

anfwer was-" The powder when in-

" flamed, ought to quit the cavity of

" the piece in a certain time, in order

" to exert its whole force upon the

" bullet ; by a longer ftay part of the

force is loft ; and the fame cauſe

may produce an inequality in the

65

G 4 " ſhots,

7
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" fhots, by giving a variation to the

" bullet, fo as to deſtroy its rectilineal

" courfe, and throw it to one fide or

“ other of the mark." See Memoires

d'Artillerie de St. Remy, tom. i . p. 117.

Such alfo is the reafoning employed

byNicola Spadoni, an Italian , who has

treated expreſsly upon the ſubject of

fowling pieces, in a little work intitled

La caccia dello fchioppo. This author

even goes fo far as to determine the

exact proportion that ought to obtain

between the length and the caliber of

gun barrels , and then proceeds to affign

the quantities and qualities ofthe pow-

der and ſhot , ſuited to theſe reſpective

dimenſions. He is of opinion, that the

powder fhould be coarfer grained for

long and wide barrels, than for fuch as

are ſhort and of a ſmall caliber, and

this in proportion to the ſpace it has

to pass through in the one and in the

other ; he thinks the grains ought to

be
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be larger for long pieces, becauſe in

theſe more time is given for the powder

to be inflamed ; and that where large

grains are completely inflamed, they

act with greater force upon the ball or

fhot than ſmall ones do. Laſtly, he

fays, the powder fhould be fine

for fhort barrels, becauſe the ſmall

grains inflame more fuddenly than the

large ones.

In order to prove that the large

grained powder is ftronger than the

fine kind, he mentions the circum-

ſtance of powder having its exploſive

force diminiſhed by the grains being

broken down, or ground into meal

powder as it is called *.

With

It is a well known fact, that the exploſive

quality ofpowder is almoſt deſtroyed, by the pow-

derbeing ground fine ; but it does not follow from

thence, that large grained powder is ſtronger than

that which is ſmall in the grain ; on the contrary,

it
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With regard to the ſhot, he prefers

that of a large fize for long barrels ;

becaufe, he fays, the grains by their

weight oppofe a greater refiftance to

the powder, and by their diameter ac-

quire a greater velocity . Spadoni

has

it would appear even from Spadoni himſelf, that

the latter is the ſtronger, for he allows that it in-

flames more rapidly. The committee of the

Royal Society, appointed to examine the poſition

of Mr. Robins, that all the powder was inflamed

before it left the barrel; found, that the parti-

cles collected after the exploſion, were much

fewer when the powder was fifted, and the ſmall

grains only employed : as the inflammation, there-

fore, was more complete, fo we would conclude

the force of the exploſion to have been greater in

the one cafe than in the other ; and, confequently,

that fmall grained powder is the beft for every

fized barrel.

As long barrels are intended for killing at a

diftance, Spadoni is right in preferring large

fhot forthem, but not on account of the reafons

he has affigned ; becaufe they neither oppofe a

greater refiftance to the powder, nor are they

projected with greater velocity. The grains, whe-

ther large or fmall, pafs through the barrel with

equal
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has formed a table , in which he has

fet down the proportions he fo ftrongly

infifts upon ; but as his deductions are

moſtly drawn from falſe premiſes, his

arguments, however fpecious, ought

not to weigh againſt thoſe that are reſted

upon eſtabliſhed principles, and which

are found to bear the teſt of experi-

ment.

From the theory we have juft given

a detail of, it appears, that the fuperior

range of long barrels was founded in-

equal velocity, provided the quantity of powder,

and the weight of the fhot employed, be the fame.

The diſtance to which they fly, however, will be

very different ; for as the refiftance oppoſed by

the air is in proportion to the furface, the whole

retarding force (which arifes from a comparifon

of the refiftance, with the quantity of matter to be

moved) will be exactly in the inverse proportion

of the diameter of the different fized ſhot em-

ployed : hence a mufquet ball of an ounce weight,

fired with one fixth its weight of powder, will

range nearly twice as far, as a pellet, weighing

but one eighth of an ounce, fired with the fame

proportion of powder.

tirely
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tirely upon the opinion, that the pow

derfires gradually all the time it is paf-

fing through the barrel. The conclu-

fion neceflarily drawn from this, was,

that the larger the charge, the longer

time it was in kindling ; and hence,

that for any affigned charge, the barrel

must be of a proportional length, fo

that the powder may be completely

inflamed just as the ball or hot are

about to quit the muzzle : The converſe

of this propofition was, that in every

piece there is a certain charge which

will be all fired juft at the parting of

the ball or hot from the mouth of the

piece, and that any addition of powder

will not take fire, but will only ſerve,

by its weight, to diminish the action of

the reft, and, confequently, to retard the

velocity ofthe foot or ball.

If this matter be confidered with

mathematical rigour, it muſt certainly

be allowed, that, as the fire is not at

2 once
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once applied to every particle of the

powder, the whole of the charge can-

not be inflamed at the fame inſtant ;

but it is equally certain , that the pro-

grefs of the inflammation is fo rapid,

that the powder is completely kindled

before the ball or fhot arrives at the

mouth of the ſhorteſt barrel ever made

ufe of.

To determine this, a number ofex-

periments were made by a committee

ofthe Royal Society, fo long ago as

the year 1743 * , and by theſe it was

fhewn, that, when a barrel was ſhort-

ened fo much that the ball placed be-

fore the powder was upon a level with

the muzzle, the unfired powder, col-

lected from the diſcharge, by means

of a cloth ſpread before the piece,

weighed but one twelfth of the charge.

This was analyfed, and found to con-

* Philofoph. Tranfact. No. 465. p. 172.

tain
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tain leſs faltpetre than an equal por

tion of the fame powder did. Hence,

and from the extreme minutenefs of

the particles collected , there was reafon

to believe, that the grains to which

they belonged, were lefs fufceptible of

inflammation than the reft, owing,

perhaps, to fome inequality in their

mixture : what ferved in a great mea-

fure to prove this, was, that when the

charge, and confequently the heat ge-

nerated during the explofion , was in-

creaſed, the quantity of unfired powder

collected was proportionally fmaller .

And we may therefore fafely conclude,

that the powder is completely inflamed

before the ball or hot arrives at the

mouth of the shorteſt barrel ever em-

ployed.

Having now removed the ground-

upon which the fuperior range of long

barrels was formerly refted, it is ne-

ceffary that we ſhould endeavour to

7
ſhew

2
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fhew upon what circumftances it does

really depend, and to what extent it

is found to take place.

•

The elaſtic fluid produced by the

firing of gunpowder, is found, by ex-

periment, to occupy, when cooled to

the temperature of the atmoſphere, a

fpace 244 times greater than that taken

up by the powder from which it was

obtained. But from the heat generated

during the explosion , this elaftic fluid

is rarefied to upwards of four times its

former bulk. The expanfive force of

this fluid, therefore, is , at the moment

of inflammation , one thousand times

greater than that of common air ; or,

fuppofing the powder to have occupied

the ſpace of one cubic inch, its expan-

five force when fired, is equal to that

which would be exerted by one thousand

cubic inches of common air compreffed

into the ſpace of one inch . As the velo-

city with whichthe flame ofgunpowder

expands
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expands when uncompreffed, is much

greater than that with which the ball,

or fhot, moves forward, the flame muft

continue to prefs upon the ball and add

to its velocity, until it quits the mouth

of the piece.

This preffure, however, becomes

lefs and lefs, as the ball proceeds,

and ceafes intirely when it leaves the

muzzle, in confequence of the flame

being then allowed to expand itſelf la-

terally. Thus, for example, if the

charge of powder takes up one inch of

the barrel, and the whole length of

the barrel be thirty inches, then, when

the ball arrives at the muzzle of the

piece, the inflamed powder (whofe ex-

panfive effort is in proportion to the

fmallneſs of the ſpace it occupies) ex-

tends through thirty times the ſpace it

did when the ball began to move, and

confequently preffes forward with but

ne-thirtieth part the force it poffeffed

at
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at first. Moreover, although the ve-

locity of the bullet is continually in-

creaſed by this preffure of the inflamed

powder, its acceleration becomes leſs

and leſs as it proceeds through the bar-

rel ; for befides that the quantity of

the preffure diminiſhes as the flame ex-

pands, the bullet continuing to move

fafter and faſter, muft receive continu-

ally lefs and lefs addition of impulſe

from the flame preffing behind it.

Hence, if two pieces of the fame bore,

but of different lengths, are charged

with the fame quantity of powder, the

longer piece will, ftrictly ſpeaking,

communicate the greater velocity and

force to its ball, or ſhot. But as the

inflammation of the powder has been

ſhewn to be nearly inftantaneous , and

as the increaſe of acceleration which

the ball or fhot receives after the first

impulfe of the powder upon it, is not

confiderable ; it follows that the

H

very

force
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force with which two barrels of the

fame bore, and with the fame charge,
・

throw their ball or fhot, will be

nearly the fame, unleſs their lengths

be extremely disproportionate.

To prove this, and to corroborate

the experiments made by ourſelves

upon the fubject, we fhall quote what

is faid by that able mathematician

and engineer, the late Mr. Benjamin

Robins, to whofe work we are in-

debted for much valuable informa-

tion.

86

" If a mufquet barrel of the com-

mon length and bore, be fired with

" a leaden bullet and half its weight

" of powder, and if the fame barrel be

" afterwards fhortened one half, and

fired with the fame charge, the ve

" locity of the bullet in this fhortened

" barrel will be about one-fixth leſs

" than what it was when the barrel

66

was entire ; and if, inſtead of ſhort-

4
66

ening
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" ening the barrel, it be increaſed to

" twice its uſual length (when it will

" be near eight feet long) the velocity

" of the bullet will not hereby be

" augmented more than one-eighth

66

part. And the greater the length

" ofthe barrel is in proportion to the

" diameter ofthe bullet, and theſmaller

" the quantity of powder, the more

" inconfiderable will theſe alterations

" of velocity be."

When the allowances which Mr.

Robins here takes notice of, are made

in the proportion required for fowling

pieces, the refult will be found to cor-

refpond exactly with the experiments

which we have repeatedly made, with

every poffible attention to accuracy.

We have, at different times, compared

barrels of all the intermediate lengths

between 28 and 40 inches, and of

nearly the fame caliber, that is to fay,

from 22 to 26 ; and thefe trials were

H 2 made

587736
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made both by firing the pieces from

the ſhoulder, and from a firm block,

at an equal distance, and with equal

weights of the fame powder and of the

fame fhot.

To avoid every poffibility of error,

the quires of paper at which we fired,

were fixed againſt planks, inſtead of

being placed againſt a wall. From

thefe trials frequently repeated , we

found that the hot pierced an equal

number of ſheets, whether it was fired

from a barrel of 28 , 30 , 32, 34, 36,

38, or 40 inches in length. Nay

more, we have compared two barrels

of the fame caliber, but one of them

33, and the other 66 inches long, by

repeatedly firing them in the fame

manner as the others, at different dif-

tances from 45 to 100 paces, and the

reſults have always been the fame,

i. e. the barrel of 33 inches drove its

fhot through as many fheets of paper

as
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as that of 66 did . The conclufion

from all this, is, that the difference of

ten inches in the length of the barrel,

which feems to be more than is ever

infifted upon among fportfmen ; pro-

duces no fenfible difference in the range

of the piece ; and therefore, that every

one may pleaſe himſelf in the length

of his barrel, without either detriment

or advantage to the range.

The circumftance of a duck-gun

killing at a greater diſtance than a fowl-

ing piece, is not owing to its length,

but to its greater weight and thickneſs

allowing the charge of powder to be

doubled, trebled, or even quadrupled,

which cannot be done in a fowling

piece though ſtrongly reinforced . For

a barrel of five or fix feet, ſuch as that

of a common duck-gun, weighing five

or fix pounds, and the whole piece

twelve or thirteen pounds; may be

fired with a very large charge, without

recoilingH 3
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reccilling to much as to hurt the ſhooter,

its weight being fufficient to refift the

vioject impule occasioned by the in-

create ofthe powder. But in a fowl-

Ing piece of three feet barrel, ſuffi-

diendly ftrong to withstand fuch a

charge, and whore weight altogether

Soes not exceed Eve or fix pounds, the

real would be infoportable.

sides, they not only double or treble

the powder in a dock-gun , but they

put in a much greater quantity of fhot

thun is ever employed in a fowling

piece.*

Be-

To sitzin, therefore, from a piece of

the ordinary length, the fame effects

as from a duck-gen, nothing more,

perhaps, is neceffary than to have the

barrel fufficiently frong to admit of

* Pack-ges re generally bent a little up-

wards near the murale, which, the gunfmiths

Ax, mukes dem throw their thot farther than if

they were perfcy firaight.

the
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the charge being doubled or trebled as

required, and the whole piece heavy

enough to render the recoil fupportable.

We may here obferve, however, that

an increaſe of the powder above the

charge generally ufed, does not pro-

duce a proportional increaſe of range

in the ball or ſhot : thus a double

charge of powder will not throw the

ball or fhot to twice the distance, nor

a treble charge to three times the dif

tance, the ſingle charge does. This

arifes from the great refiftance given by

the air to the motion of the ball or

fhot, and which is proved to be four-

fold if the velocity be doubled, and

ninefold when it is trebled by an in-

creaſe of the powder.

So great is the change in opinion of

late, with regard to the proper length

for gun barrels, that many gunſmiths

willnow tell us, that ſhort barrels carry

farther than long ones ; and the reaſon

they
H 4
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they give for this, is, the greater fric-

zon of the ball or fhot in paffing

rough a long barrel, by which their

rentar is retarded and their force di-

mined. Ifthe barrel be fo long that

the aăticiumi izgule which the ball

or hot is condolly receiving in its

gallage, becomes lets than the friction

korea ten and the ides of the ca-

Then, then Indeed, the barrel by being

hrzei fout with more force :

but is the length of barrel required to

grade mis ed. is vally greater

that can ever be employed for any

zurmož, ze zjection does not hold.

Saungnow, we bope, thrown every

Jescaution, that is neceffa-

dermine us in car choice ofthe

bga , katli,perhaps, be expected, that

we give our opinion , what length of

Sarrei isbestcolected for general uſe.

Thebarrelswhichwe ourselves employ,

which we have found to anſwer

beft
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beſt for every purpoſe, are from 32 to

38 inches ; and whether we confult the

appearance of the piece, its lightneſs ,

or the eaſe with which it is managed ,

we believe that a barrel not exceeding

the one, or below the other of thefe

numbers, is the moſt eligible.

CHAP.
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CHAP. VIIL

ON THE SHOT OF FOWLING

PIECES.

W

E often hear of fowling pieces

which throw their whole charge

of fhot into the breadth of a hat at the

* We have here employed a word whofe pro-

priety, in the fenſe we have taken it, may cer-

tainly be difputed, but were obliged to do it for

want of a better. By the foot of a barrel, we

mean to exprefs the clofenefs and fteadineſs

with which it throws its charge of ſhot againſt

any object; whilft the range relates to the distance

to which a ball or fhot is thrown, without con-

fidering whether it flies in a ftraight line or not.

By way ofdiftinction we have put the word ſhot

in italics, when employed in the fenſe here men-

tioned.

dif-
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diſtance of forty or fifty paces ; and

fo generally is this believed among

ſportſmen, that it is no uncommon

thing to hear gentlemen telling the

gunſmith, that they expect the piece

they are ordering will do the fame.

It will therefore appear very extraordi-

nary, if, in defiance of this general

prejudice, we ſhould make it a quef-

tion whether fome barrels throw their

fhot more cloſely than others do ; but

ftill more fo, if we decide the queſtion

with a negative , and this from various

experiments , made on purpoſe, and

frequently repeated in order to fatisfy

ourſelves of the fact.

The few who have made this matter

the ſubject of experiment, know, that

the clofenefs or widenefs with which

a piece throws its charge, is liable to

an infinite number of variations ; and

that, whether from circumftances that

are merely accidental, or from others,

which,
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which, being unknown, cannot be pre-

vented, the grains of fhot compofing

the charge, may, at the inſtant of ex-

plofion, arrange and combine themſelves

fo differently, that all the trials they

can make will never produce reſults

fufficiently uniform to draw any ge-

neral concluſion from, or to convince

perfons not already prejudiced, and

who will take the trouble to examine

before they decide.

We have fired the fame piece from

a reft, twenty times in fucceffion, with

the fame charge of powder and ofſhot,

and at the fame diſtance ; and have,

during the courſe of the firing, thrown

into the mark from 30 to 70 grains,

with all the intermediate numbers.

We have repeated this trial a great

many times with the fame piece, and

alſo with different pieces at the ſame

time, without having ever obferved

ſo much uniformity in the fame piece,

or
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or difference in different pieces, as to

give room for preferring one piece to

another, The experiments made by

Monf. Le Clerc (ſee the table, page

83) ferve to confirm theſe. It is

worthy of notice, however, that in the

fecond ſet of experiments, the number

of grains thrown into the mark is uni-

formly greater than in the firſt ſet, al-

though, as we have already mentioned,

the only difference between them was,

that, in the firſt fet, the wadding was

made of card-paper, and in the ſecond,

of hat, both cut to the ſize of the ca-

liber are we to attribute the diffe-

rence in the refults to this circum-

ftance?

In firing with ball it is obſerved,

that the better the ball fits the piece,

or the leſs windage there is, the greater

will be the force of the diſcharge.

This evidently depends upon the flame

not
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recoiling fo much as to hurt the ſhooter,

its weight being ſufficient to reſiſt the

violent impulfe occafioned by the in-

creaſe of the powder. But in a fowl-

ing piece of three feet barrel, fuffi-

ciently ftrong to withſtand fuch a

charge, and whoſe weight altogether

does not exceed five or fix pounds, the

recoil would be infupportable.

fides , they not only double or treble

the powder in a duck-gun, but they

put in a much greater quantity offhot

than is ever employed in a fowling

piece. *

Be-

To obtain, therefore, from a piece of

the ordinary length, the fame effects

as from a duck-gun , nothing more ,

perhaps, is neceffary than to have the

barrel fufficiently ftrong to admit of

* Duck-guns are generally bent a little up-

wards near the muzzle, which, the gunfmiths

fay, makes them throw their fhot farther than if

they were perfectly ſtraight.

the
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the charge being doubled or trebled as

required, and the whole piece heavy

enough to render the recoil fupportable.

We may here obferve , however, that

an increaſe of the powder above the

charge generally ufed, does not pro-

duce a proportional increaſe of range

in the ball or fhot : thus a double

charge ofpowder will not throw the

ball or fhot to twice the diftance, nor

a treble charge to three times the dif

tance, the fingle charge does. This

arifes from the great refiftance given by

the air to the motion of the ball or

fhot, and which is proved to be four-

fold if the velocity be doubled, and

ninefold when it is trebled by an in-

creaſe ofthe powder.

So great is the change in opinion of

late, with regard to the proper length

for gun barrels, that many gunfmiths

willnow tell us, that ſhort barrels carry

farther than long ones ; and the reaſon

theyH 4
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they give for this, is, the greater fric-

tion of the ball or fhot in paffing

through a long barrel, by which their

velocity is retarded and their force di-

minished. Ifthe barrel be fo long that

the additional impulſe which the ball

or ſhot is continually receiving in its

paffage, becomes lefs than the friction

between them and the fides of the ca-

liber, then , indeed, the barrel by being

fhörtened will fhoot with more force :

but as the length of barrel required to

produce this effect, is vaftly greater

than can ever be employed for any

purpoſe, the objection does not hold.

Having now, we hope, thrown every

light upon this queſtion , that is neceffa-

ry to determine us in our choice of the

length, it will , perhaps, be expected, that

we give our opinion, what length of

barrel is beft calculated for general uſe.

The barrels whichwe ourſelves employ,

and which we have found to anſwer

beft
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beſt for every purpoſe, are from 32 to

38 inches ; and whether we confult the

appearance of the piece, its lightneſs ,

or the eaſe with which it is managed,

we believe that a barrel not exceeding

the one, or below the other of theſe

numbers, is the moſt eligible.

CHAP.
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CHAP. VIIL

ON THE SHOT * OF FOWLING

PIECES.

WE

E often hear of fowling pieces

which throw their whole charge

of ſhot into the breadth of a hat at the

*We have here employed a word whofe pro-

priety, in the fenſe we have taken it, may cer-

tainly be difputed, but were obliged to do it for

want of a better. By the hot of a barrel, we

mean to exprefs the clofeneſs and fteadinefs

with which it throws its charge of ſhot againft

any object ; whilft the range relates to the distance

to which a ball or fhot is thrown, without con-

fidering whether it flies in a ftraight line or not.

By way of diftinction we have put the word ſhot

in italics, when employed in the fenſe here men-

tioned.

A

dif-
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diſtance of forty or fifty paces ; and

fo generally is this believed among

ſportſmen, that it is no uncommon

thing to hear gentlemen telling the

gunſmith, that they expect the piece

they are ordering will do the fame.

It will therefore appear very extraordi-

nary, if, in defiance of this general

prejudice, we ſhould make it a quef-

tion whether fome barrels throw their

fhot more cloſely than others do ; but

ftill more fo, if we decide the queſtion

with a negative, and this from various

experiments, made on purpofe , and

frequently repeated in order to fatisfy

ourſelves of the fact.

The few who have made this matter

the fubject of experiment, know, that

the cloſeneſs or widenefs with which

a piece throws its charge, is liable to

an infinite number of variations ; and

that, whether from circumftances that

are merely accidental, or from others ,

which,
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which, being unknown, cannot be pre-

vented, the grains of fhot compofing

the charge, may, at the inſtant of ex-

plofion, arrange and combine themſelves

fo differently, that all the trials they

can make will never produce reſults

fufficiently uniform to draw any ge-

neral conclufion from , or to convince

perfons not already prejudiced , and

who will take the trouble to examine

before they decide.

We have fired the fame piece from

a reft, twenty times in fucceffion , with

the fame charge of powder and of ſhot,

and at the fame diftance ; and have,

during the courſe of the firing, thrown

into the mark from 30 to 70 grains,

with all the intermediate numbers.

We have repeated this trial a great

many times with the fame piece, and

alſo with different pieces at the ſame

time, without having ever obſerved

fo much uniformity in the fame piece,

or
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or difference in different pieces, as to

give room for preferring one piece to

another, The experiments made by

Monf. Le Clerc (fee the table, page

83) ferve to confirm theſe. It is

worthy of notice, however, that in the

fecond fet of experiments, the number

of grains thrown into the mark is uni-

formly greater than in the firſt ſet , al-

though, as we have already mentioned,

the only difference between them was,

that, in the firſt fet, the wadding was

made of card-paper, and in the ſecond,

of hat, both cut to the fize of the ca-

liber are we to attribute the diffe-

rence in the refults to this circum-

ſtance ?

In firing with ball it is obferved,

that the better the ball fits the piece,

orthe lefs windage there is, the greater

will be the force of the diſcharge.

This evidently depends upon the flame

not
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not being allowed to eſcape paſt the

ball ; and probably in the caſe of ſhot

the wadding of hat may be preferable

to that of card or paper, by diminiſhing

the windage ; or rather, perhaps, by

preventing the flame from getting

among the grains of fhot, and diſperſ-

ing them by its lateral expanfion when

it has quitted the muzzle.

The first conjecture might be de-

termined, by comparing the cloſeneſs

or difperfion of different diſcharges, in

fome of which tow, in others paper or

card, and in others hat, was employed

for wadding. The ſecond alſo might

be decided by varying the fituation of

the piece of hat ; thus, for inſtance,

we might one time place it between

the powder and fhot, with a ſmall

wadding of tow over the fhot ; and

at another time, place the tow next

the powder, and the hat over the ſhot.

If
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Ifthe hat operated by preventing the

flame eſcaping paſt the ſhot, and thus

leffening the force of the diſcharge,

there would be little, if any, difference

whether it was placed above or below

the ſhot. But if its good effects de-

pend upon its hindering the flame

from getting among the grains and

fcattering them in the manner men-

tioned above, then the fhot would fly

more cloſely when the hat was placed

between it and the powder. We are,

however, inclined to confider the latter

as the true effect of hat wadding, and

this from a practice that is faid to be

fecretly and fuccefsfully followed by

fome perfons , when firing with ſhot

at a mark, for a wager : they put in

the ſhot in fmall quantities at a time,

ramming down a little tow or thin

paper over each, fo as to fill the inter-

ftices of the grains, and thus prevent

the
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the flame from infinuating itſelf among

them *.

Another opinion pretty generally

eſtabliſhed among fportfmen, and upon

which we fhall decide much in the

fame way we have done upon the for-

mer, is, that barrels of a ſmall caliber

throw their ſhot more cloſely than thoſe

of a wider one do. That the fame

number of grains fpread over two un-

equal furfaces, and flying off from

thence with equal degrees of diver-

gency, will be found more widely

ſeparated in the one cafe than in the

other at any affigned diſtance, is a cir-

cumftance mathematically true ; but

* We have often intended to try the effect of

making up the charges of ſhot in flight cartridges,

and firing with them at a mark ; but have never

put it in practice : the paper employed ought to

be no ftronger than is juſt fufficient to prevent

its tearing with the flighteft handling after it is

filled with the ſhot.

the
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the difference in this cafe will never be

greater than that of the refpective fur-

faces from which they diverged. Now

the difference between the areas of the

largeſt and ſmalleſt calibers ever employ-

ed infowling pieces, is lefs thanthe error

in the meaſurement of this divergence

would be at ten yards from the muz-

zle ; ſo that the greater or lefs diameter

of the bore cannot produce any fenfible

difference in the clofenefs or wideneſs

with which the fhot is thrown , pro-

vided the charge be the fame in both

pieces. We have fubjected this mat-

ter to the teſt of experiment, and the

refult has accordingly been, that a bar-

rel of 22 or 24 , which is the largeſt

caliber ufually employed in fowling

pieces, threw its fhot as clofely as

one of the ſmallest caliber, viz. of

30 or 32.

There is a curious circumftance at-

tending the hot of barrels, which is,

I that
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that fometimes the grains of lead, in

place of being equally diftributed over

the ſpace they ftrike, are thrown in

clufters of ten, twelve, fifteen or more,

whilſt ſeveral confiderable ſpaces have

not a fingle grain in them. Sometimes

a cluſter of this kind, confifts of one-

third, or one-half of the charge ; and

it alſo happens fometimes, though more

rarely, that the whole charge collects

itſelf into one mafs, fo as to pierce a

board near an inch thick, at the dif

tance of 40 or 45 paces. Small bar-

rels are faid to be more liable to this

than large ones ; and Monf. de Ma-

rolles fays, that this is efpecially the

cafe when the barrels are new, and

alſo when they are fresh wafhed. He

mentions a double-barrelled piece of 32

caliber, which was particularly liable

to this clustering and lumping of the

fhot; but adds, that the fame thing did

not happen to him with other barrels

of
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of 26 and 28 caliber, which he had

ufed before. The lumping may, per-

haps, depend upon the wadding em-

ployed, acting fomewhat inthe manner

of the paper cartridge we fpoke of

(note, page 112) ; poffibly the cluſter-

ing of the fhot, may proceed from the

wadding doing the fame, with a part

of the charge. Our conjectures upon

this matter, however, together with

the means which we think moſt likely

to remedy it, will come more properly

under the head of the next article.

per-

Withregard, then, tothe extraordina-

ry cloſeneſs with which fome pieces are

faid to throwthe ſhot, we certainlyſhall

not take upon us to affert that the

fonswhospeak ofthem, wiſh to deceive

us; but we do moſt firmly believe, that

they deceive themſelves ; and that their

accounts proceed either from their belief

that a gunſmith by fuperior skill and

care is able to make fuch, or from their

I 2 having
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having once feen a piece accidentally

lump its fhot in the manner defcribed

above. The refult of our experience,

however, is very unfavourable to this

prevailing opinion ; for we do affirm,

that , after having fired at a mark times

without number, we have never yet

found a barrel which, at the diſtance

of 50 paces , would throw its whole

charge, we will not fay into the breadth

of a hat, but, into a ſpace of three feet

fquare.

CHAP.
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СНА Р. ІХ.

OF THE MEANS WHICH HAVE BEEN

EMPLOYED TO IMPROVE THE SHOT

OF FOWLING PIECES .

FR

ROM the prejudices which ob-

tain fo generally among ſportſmen

and gunſmiths, refpecting the ſhot of

pieces, it is very natural to fuppofe,

that a variety of means have been

fought after and practifed in order to

remedy this real or pretended effect of

fcattering the charge. Mr. de Ma-

rolles mentions feveral methods em-

ployed
I 3
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ployed for this purpoſe, none ofwhich,

however, appear to be practifed in

England ; and indeed, if we may be

allowed to judge of them a priori, we

believe few gunſmiths here will have

faith enough to make the experiment.

One of the methods he defcribes is as

follows : An iron or wooden mandril

fitted to the caliber, is furniſhed at one

end with ſmall files which are cut

tranfverfely only; this inftrument be-

ing introduced into the barrel is turned

round by means of a cross- handle, and

forms a great number of fuperficial

ſcratches in the metal, by which, they

pretend, the defect of ſcattering the

fhot is remedied. One obvious effect

of this operation , is, that of deftroying

the ſmoothneſs of the barrel within,

and thereby rendering it liable to dirty

the fooner ; but we cannot conceive

how the thot fhould be thrown clofer

by having the friction increaſed be-

tween
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tween it and the fides of the caliber,

and that this will be the cafe, is evi-

dent, from a rough barrel being always

found leaded confiderably after every

diſcharge. Some make the barrel

wider for three or four inches at the

muzzle ; and this bell-mouthed form

is of very ancient date.

Efpinar, whofe treatiſe has been al-

ready mentioned, fays, he has gene-

rally found this fucceed in making bar-

rels throw their fhot clofer. Were

this true, we should expect to find this

form of the barrel more generally uſed

than it is at prefent, and not hear fo

many complaints among ſportſmen

about their pieces. We cannot our-

felves perceive the flighteſt ground for

preferring it ; nay we are decidedly of

opinion that it is rather of diſadvantage

to the foot of the piece, and for the

following reafons : As hat is feldom

employed for wadding, it is fcarcely

poffible,
1 4
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し

poffible, but that more or lefs of the

flame will eſcape paft the wadding of

tow or paper, and infinuate itſelf among

the grains of fhot ; this flame will ex-

pand itſelf laterally as foon as it arrives

at the widened part, and by driving

the grains along the fides of the muz-

zle, will communicate a whirling mo-

tion to them, that will increaſe their

divergency very confiderably *,

When we confider that the grains of

fhot which are in actual contact with

the fides ofthe barrel, compofe upwards

of half the charge, we cannot be fur-

prifed if enlarging the furface of the

caliber at the muzzle, and thereby in-

creafing the number of grains that

* The principles upon which this circum-

ftance is accounted for, will be explained very

fully when we come to treat of rifle barrels, and

the cauſes of variation in the flight of balls and

fhot.

touch
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Efpinar

touch it, will tend to make the fhot

be ſcattered more widely.

fays that the fault of fcattering the

fhot is not owing to the hand of the

workman, the barrels of the beſt maf-

ters being equally fubject to it as thoſe

of others. He is of opinion , that it

arifes from the different quality of the

iron compofing the feveral portions of

the barrel. Thus, he fays, it may

happen that the reinforced part is

formed of iron which is harder , and

clofer in the grain , than that forming

the fore part of the barrel ; in confe-

quence of which, and alfo from the

fore part being fo much thinner, the

latter is the more fhaken by the pow-

der, and by that means produces a dif-

perfion of the ſhot. He therefore pre-

tends, that widening the muzzle in

the manner already fpoken of, by fa-

cilitating the exploſion , diminiſhes the

force of the powder upon this part,

and
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1

and cauſes the ſhot to be thrown more

cloſely together.

This opinion of Efpinar, however,

not only appears abfurd in itſelf, but

there is not even the fmalleft ground

for it in the greater number of in-

ſtances ; the barrels which are forged in

ſeparate pieces, being very few indeed,

compared with thoſe that are forged in

a fingle piece , and are confequently of

the fame quality throughout : nor does

it appear that the former are more

liable to the fault in queſtion , than the

latter are.

Some gunfiniths , fays Monf. de

Marolles, pretend, that a barrel, in

order to throw its fhot clofely, ought

to have its caliber narrower in the

middle, than at either the breech or

muzzle ; whilſt others, again, inſiſt

that the caliber ought to contract gra-

dually from the breech to the muzzle.

With reſpect to thefe contrivances,

how-
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however, we ſhall only obferve, that

they are both admirably calculated

to make the piece recoil, if not to

burst it.

The ſtraight rifling of barrels, is an

expedient, which, though not often

practiſed, yet deferves notice , as having

the teftimony of fome amateurs to its

efficacy in preventing the ſcattering of

the fhot. Neither the workmen who

make theſe pieces, however, nor the

perfons who uſe them, can give any

fatisfactory explanation of the princi-

ples upon which the rifling proves fer-

viceable in fowling pieces ; and fome

of them admit that it cannot be of any

ufe, unleſs the depth and breadth of

the channels, and the ſize of the fhot,

are fuited to each other. Having ne-

ver tried
any of thefe pieces, we ſhall

not affert, that they poffefs no advan

tage over the plain ones ; but we can

fafely fay that they are attended with

feveral
3
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feveral obvious inconveniences, the

chief of which is, their great weight ;

for the barrel muſt be made confider-

ably thicker than a plain one, in order

to admit of being rifled, and the addi-

tional quantity of metal in it when

finiſhed, will be in proportion to the

depth of the channels , and the breadth

of the threads. They are alfo more

difficultly kept clean ; and it is ſcarcely

poffible to prevent a confiderable wind-

age, let us ufe what kind of wadding

we will; fo that not only a part of

the force of the exploſion will be loft,

but the flame, by getting among the

grains of the fhot , will increaſe their

divergency from its lateral expanſion

when the charge has quitted the muz-

zle. We fhall , however, poftpone the

farther confideration of this matter,

until we have treated of rifle barrels in

particular, when it will be better

under-
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understood, and more in its proper

place.

Of all the contrivances which have

been mentioned, not one appears cal-

culated to anſwer the end for which it

was propofed. The greater number of

gunfmiths are fenfible of this, and

therefore, very feldom practiſe them

unless to indulge the whim of their

cuſtomers. As far as our reafon and

experience are fufficient for enabling

us to determine upon the matter, we

would reject all the expedients that

have been hitherto propofed, and give

a decided preference to the barrels as

they are ufually made, i. e. to thofe

whofe caliber is very fmooth and *per-

fectly cylindrical throughout. Barrels

of this kind have long fupported their

credit among the beſt ſportſmen, whilſt

the pretended improvements have all

experienced but a very temporary re-

putation ,
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reputation, and are now almoſt entirely

neglected .

Would ſportſmen only forbear to

determine upon the merits or defects

of their pieces, until they had given

them a patient and impartial trial, by

varying the quantity of powder and

fhot in different ways ; we are inclined

to think there would be fewer com-

plaints made of the modern fowling

pieces. We can affert from our own

knowledge, that feveral gentlemen have

haftily parted with their pieces, and

thrown a cenfure upon the maker,

which, after - experience proved to be

undeſerved: and we have prevented fe

veral of our acquaintance from doing

the fame, by prevailing upon them to

make a farther trial with different

charges. The chief fource of error

appears to be, that of overcharging ;

and it was generally by correcting this,

that we fucceeded in removing the bad

opinion

}
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opinion which had been entertained of

many pieces. Every barrel, according

to its caliber and weight, has a certain

quantity of lead, and a fuitable one of

powder, which will be attended with

greater certainty and effect than any

others ; and theſe muſt be determined

by repeated trials. If we increaſe the

quantity of ſhot above this, we leffen

the force of the diſcharge, and at the

fame time increaſe the recoil : and if

we increaſe the charge of powder, that

ofthe ſhot remaining the fame, we alſo

increaſe the recoil, and difperfe the

ſhot much more than before. In every

fpecies of fire arms, large charges of

powder are found to difperfe the fhot

very much, whilſt with ſmaller charges

than are generally employed, it is

thrown more ſteadily and cloſely. If

the object, therefore, which we are

about to fire at, be at too great a dif-

tance for the fhot to take effect, and

it
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it happens that we cannot approach

nearer to it ; we ought not to increaſe

the quantity of powder with a view to

the ſhot being thereby thrown farther,

as, by fo doing, the increafe of the range

willbe verytrifling , whilft the difperfion

of the ſhot will be greatly increaſed .

The only expedient in this cafe, is, to

employ fhot of a larger fize , the quan-

tity of it , and of the powder, being

kept the fame as has been already found

beſt fuited to the piece.

After what has been faid in the pre-

ceding chapter, we cannot venture to

determine what degree of clofeneſs or

difperfion in the hot, will intitlé any

piece to the name of a good or a bad

one ; but would obferve, that if a

fowling piece charged with an ounce

of No. 4. patent fhot, and a fuitable

quantity of powder, throws 60 grains

into a fheet of paper 18 inches by 24,

at the diſtance of 50 paces , we may

con-
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confider it as very capital, although

theſe are only about one-third of the

charge ; and that the fame piece con-

tinuing to be fired at the fame mark

and diſtance, will not in the mean of

four or five fucceffive difcharges, throw

36 grains into the paper ; in fhort, that

when due attention is paid tofinding the

fuitable quantity of powder, and of

fhot, one piece will perform nearly as

well as another.

Although günfmiths in general have

given up the idea that fowling pieces

can be made to throw their ſhot more

cloſely by any alteration in the form

of the barrel, from that in com-

mon ufe ; many of them are, never-

theleſs, perfuaded, that the force and

quickness of the diſcharge may, by cer-

K

tain,
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tain contrivances, be confiderably aug-

mented. As in a fphere, the diſtance

from the center to the circumference is

lefs than in any other folid of equal

magnitude ; the paffage of the flame

through the grains of powder, placed

in this form, is the quickeft poffible ,

and confequently, the inflammation

and exploſion must be the moſt rapid

and powerful. Accordingly a cham-

ber of this form , which was larger

than the caliber, fo as to contain all

the charge, was once employed in ar-

tillery ; but the ftruggle of the in-

flamed powder, in paffing from the

chamber into the caliber, produced fo

great a fhock upon the piece and its

carriage, that the ſpherical chamber

was laid afide.

A chamber ofthis form, is, for many

reafons, ftill lefs fuited to fmall arms

than to pieces of ordnance. The Che-

valier de Follard afterwards invented

another
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another kind of chamber for cannon

and mortars : this was in the form of

a truncated cone, its greater diameter.

being towards the breech. Its advan-

tage over the former, confifted in its

allowing the inflamed powder to escape

more eafily into the caliber, whereby

there was lefs fhock produced. Monf.

de Marolles feems inclined to adopt

this in fmall arms ; but, like every

other chamber whoſe diameter is greater

than that of the caliber, it increaſes the

recoil without augmenting the force of

the diſcharge, and has therefore been

long difufed in artillery. Chambers

of various other forms and dimenfions,

have been fuggefted and practifed in

fmall arms ; but all of them lefs in

diameter than the caliber, fo that the

inconvenience of an exceffive recoil was

thereby obviated .

Veryfew oftheſe contrivances, how-

ever, feem to be founded upon any

K 2
prin-

A 2
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principle. Thus, fome gunfmiths hol-

low out the breech-plug in a ſpherical

form, and open the touch-hole into

this by perforating the breech-plug

about its middle : but as the aperture

out of this chamber into the barrel,

is confiderably lefs than the diameter

of the chamber, the ftruggle of the

powder in paffing through it, will ne-

ceffarily occafion more or lefs agitation

and recoil in the piece when fired ;

befides, as the chamber does not con-

tain the whole of the powder, the good

effects of the ſpherical form muſt be

very inconfiderable. Other workmen

again, excavate the breech-plug in the

form of a thimble, making the touch-

hole paſs through the fide of the plug

and enter at the very bottom of the

chamber. This form is not liable to

the objections ſtated againſt the ſpherical

chamber. The fituation of the touch-

hole is intended to prevent the recoil

which
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which is fuppofed to proceed from its

entering the cavity at ſome diſtance

from the extremity ; but as we have

already treated this fufficiently in the

chapter upon the recoil of pieces, it is

unneceffary to ſay any thing farther

upon it here.

Somewhat fimilar to the laft, but

more complex, is a contrivance for

which a patent has been obtained by a

gunſmith of this city. It is termed a

falfe breech, and reſembles in its con-

ftruction, the breech-part of the com-

monfcrew-barrelled piftols. The plug-

part of it, which fcrews into the bar-

rel, has a thimble-like chamber in it,

about an inch deep and half an inch

wide. From the bottom of this there

is an opening, about the eighth of an

inch in length, and the fame in dia-

meter ; this leads into what is termed

the anti-chamber, which is à cavity

formedK 3.
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formed by the touch-hole widening in

a fugar-loaf form as it runs inwards :

the anti-chamber is about a quarter of

an inch in diameter, at its wideft part.

The advantages which are faid to arife

from this ftru&ture of the breech , are,

" that the ſhot are thrown in a more

" perfect direction and with greater ve

" locity ; that the barrel is much leſs

" fubject to grow partially foul ; that

1

guns upon this new principle, after

" being fired twenty or thirty times,

" lofe very little of their force in com-

66

parifon with thoſe of the old con-

ftruction ;" and laftly, that they

" are fafer and go off more inftantane-

oufly."

66

We do not doubt but the powder

will generally take fire more quickly

in theſe than in common barrels, ow-

ing to the touch-hole widening fo

much inwards, and the powder which

lies in the anti-chamber never being

bruiſed

3
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bruiſed or rammed too hard, however

confiderable the force be that is employ-

ed ; an inconvenience that other barrels

are liable to, eſpecially in the hands

of young sportsmen, or when they are

charged in a hurry. The difadvan-

tages infeparable from the conftruction

of this patent breech, are, that the paf-

fage between the chamber and the anti-

chamber, being very narrow, foon

choaks up in the firing ; and that from

the anti-chamber being confiderably

wider than this paffage, the powder

contained in it does not pafs freely,

when inflamed, into the caliber of the

barrel, but exerts itſelf againſt the

touch-hole, fo as to widen it very

much.

Mr. Robins obferves, that , " The

fame quantity of powder acts rather

66 more violently when it fills up a long

cylinder, than when it fills up a

"fhorter cylinder with a larger bafe ;

66

K 4 at
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" at leaſt there ſeems to be fome ad-

vantage in lengthening the chamber

" until its length is near three times

" its diameter." Whether or not the

contrivances we have been juft now

defcribing, were founded upon this opi-

nion of Mr. Robins, we cannot pre-

tend to fay. Upon any thing relating

to fire arms , his authority is deſervedly

placed in the firſt rank ; but we do not

think that what he has here faid, pro-

miſes much advantage from lengthen-

ing the cylinder of the powder by

means of a chamber ; and the little

that can be gained by it is fully coun-

terbalanced by the diſadvantages we

have mentioned.

CHAP.
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СНАР. Х.

OF RIFLE BARRELS.

T has been found that the flight of

Itballs both from cannon and ſmall

arms, is liable to very confiderable va-

riations ; and that , the piece , notwith-

ſtanding it was firmly fixed , and fired

with the fame weight of powder, fome-

times threw the ball to the right,

fometimes to the left , fometimes above,

and at other times below the mark. It

has alſo been obſerved , that the degree

of deflection increaſes in much greater

pro-
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proportion than the diftance of the ob-

ject fired at : thus, at double the dif

tance, the deflection of the ball from

the line on which the piece is pointed,

is confiderably more than double, and

at treble the diſtance, more than treble

what it was in the firſt. Mr. Robins

fecured a mufquet barrel upon a block

of wood, and firing it with a ball, at a

board of a foot fquare, 60 yards dif

tant, found that it miffed the board

only once in fixteen fucceffive dif-

charges ; yet when fired with a ſmaller

charge, at the diſtance of 760 yards,

it fometimes threw the ball 100 yards

to the right, and at other times 100

yards to the left of the line it was

pointed in. The direction upwards and

downwards alfo, was found equally

uncertain, the ball fometimes bending

fo much downwards as to fall 200

yards ſhort of its range at other times.

Yet the niceſt examination could not

dif
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difcover that the barrel had ſtarted in

the leaft from the pofition in which it

was first fixed .

It is impoffible to fit a ball fo accu-

rately to any plain piece , but that it will

rub more againſt one fide of the barrel

than another, in its paffage through

it. Whatever fide, therefore, it ` rubs

againſt on its quitting the muzzle, it

will acquire a whirling motion , to-

wards that fide, and will be found to

bend the line of its flight in the fame

direction, whether it be to the right

or the left, upwards, downwards, or

obliquely. This deflection from a

ftraight line, arifes from the reſiſtance

which the air gives to the flight of the

bullet, being greateſt on that fide where

the whirling motion confpires with the

progreffive one, and leaſt on that fide

where it is oppoſed to it : thus, if the

ball in its paffage out , rubs againſt the

left fide of the barrel, it will whirl to-

wards
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wards that ſide, and as the right fide

of the ball will therefore turn up

against the air during its flight, the re-

fiftance of the air will become ' greateſt

on the right fide, and the ball be forced

away to the left which was the direc

tion it whirled in . If the axis round .

which the ball whirls , preferved its

pofition during the whole of the flight,

the deflection would be inthe fame di-

rection from the one end of the track

to the other. But from accidents that

are unavoidable, the axis of the whirl

frequently changes its pofition feveral

times during the flight ; fo that the

ball, inſtead of bending its courfe uni-

formly, in the fame direction , often

defcribes a track that is variouſly con-

torted. So great, however, is the ten-

dency of the ball to deflect itſelf to-

wards the fide it rubs againſt, that al-

though when fired out of a barrel that

is bent towards the left hand, it will

be
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be thrown from the piece in the direc-

tion of the bend, yet as the ball in this

cafe will be forced to rub againſt the

right fide of the muzzle , and thus turn

its left fide up againſt the air ; fo it will

be found to alter its courfe during the

flight, and bend away towards the right

hand, fo as to fall a confiderable way

to the right of the line in which the

piece was pointed .

From what has been faid, it will

readily appear, that thefe variations

will be more frequent and confiderable

when the ball runs very loofe in the

piece ; or when, from any roughness

upon its furface, or on the infide of the

barrel, a confiderable degree of friction

takes place between them. With a

view to prevent friction it has been

propoſed to greaſe the ball ; but this

will be of little fervice . All that can

be done in a plain barrel, is, to have

the balls caft very folid and true, and

after-
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afterwards milled in the fame manner

as is now practifed upon fhot * : the

barrel alfo fhould be very fmooth on

the infide, and the ball fit it very ac-

curately, fo as to leave ſcarcely any

windage.

From confidering the caufes of this

aberration in the flight of bullets, it

will be pretty evident , that the only

means of correcting it is by preventing

the ball from rubbing more againſt

one fide of the barrel than another in

The patent milled fhot is faid to be made in

the following manner. Sheets of lead, whofe

thickneſs correfponds with the fize of the ſhot

required, are cut into fquare ftripes byamachine,

and thus again into fmall pieces that are cubes,

or of the form of a die. A great quantity of

theſe little cubes are put into a large hollow iron

cylinder, which is mounted horizontally and turn-

ed by a winch ; when by their friction againſt

one another and againſt the fides of the cylinder,

they are rendered perfectly round andveryſmooth.

The other patent fhot, is caft in moulds, in the

fame way as bullets are.

paffing
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paffing through it ; and by giving to

the bullet a motion, which will coun-

teract every accidental one,one, and pre-

ferve its direction by making the re-

fiftance ofthe air upon its fore part con-

tinue the fame in every part of the

flight. The contrivance for this pur-

pofe, is termed rifling, and confifts in

forming upon the infide of barrels, a

number of furrows either in a ſtraight

or fpiral direction ; into theſe the ball

is moulded, and any rolling motion

along the fides of the barrel in its paf-

fage out, thereby prevented.
prevented. Barrels

of this conftruction have been in uſe

upon
the continent fince the middle of

the 16thcentury, but were little known,

and ftill lefs employed, in England,

until within thefe last 50 years. The

Spiral rifled barrels, however, have

entirely ſuperſeded the ftraight rifled

ones, becauſe, although the latter pre-

vented the rolling motion of the ball

that
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that takes place in a plain barrel, yet

they do not communicate any other

motion, that could ferve to correct the

variations that may occur during the

flight.

It is practically known to every

fchool-boy, that he must make his

fhuttlecock fpin, before he can depend

upon its flying well ; and archers are

obliged to feather their arrows in a

ſpiral direction fo as to make them ſpin

round upon their axis, for without

this they will not preſerve their courſe

ſteadily. The fame thing obtains with

regard to a bullet, or any other body

projected through the air with confi-

derable force.

The furrows, or channels, which are

termed the rifles, vary in number ac-

cording to the fancy of the workman,

or that of the purchaſer, but are never

lefs than fix , or more than twelve in

a common-fized piece. Their depth is

equally
4
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equally fubject to variation ; but the

breadth of the furrows and of the

threads, is generally the fame. In fome

pieces, the fpirals make a half turn,

in others three-fourths, and in others,

again, an entire revolution in the length

of the barrel : an entire revolution,

however, is the most common ; though

from the great difference in the length

of rifle barrels, there fhould be fome

ſtandard affigned for the obliquity of

the ſpiral*. Barrels intended to be

rifled, are previouſly bored and ſmoothed

within, in the manner already defcrib-

ed : they are, however, forged as much

thicker than plain barrels as the depth.

of the rifles ; for although the threads

* There is, without doubt, a certain obliquity of

the fpirals which would communicate a rotatory

motion to the ball, fufficient to correct any ab-

erration in its flight ; and this might be deter-

mined by comparing the effects of a number of

pieces, that differed only in the obliquity of the

rifles.

L of
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of the ſpiral add to the weight of the

barrel , they do not increaſe its ftrength

in the leaſt , with regard to the force

exerted upon it by the powder.
As

the manner in which the rifles are

formed, could not be well underſtood

without a plate, we ſhall not attempt

to give any defcription of it.

Theſe pieces are charged in various

ways. In general, the ball , which is

fomewhat larger than the caliber before

it was rifled, is driven down a-top of

the powder, by means of an iron ram-

mer, ftruck with a mallet, whereby

that zone of the ball which is in con-

tact with the fides of the barrel, be-

comes indented all round, and is

moulded to the form of the rifles.

When the piece is fired, the projec-

tions of the ball which fill the rifles ,

being obliged to follow the fweep of

the ſpiral, the ball thereby acquires a

rotatory motion upon an axis that cor-

refponds
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refponds with the line of its direction ;

fo that the fide of the bullet which

lay foremoſt in the barrel, continues

foremoſt during the whole of the

flight. By this means the refiſtance

of the air is oppoſed directly to the

bullet's progreſs , and not exerted more

againſt one part than another of that

fide which moves foremoſt ; and ac-

cordingly the bullet preferves the line

of its direction with very great ſtea-

dinefs .

It appears that neither the inventors

of ſpiral rifle barrels, nor the perſons

who firſt uſed them, were at all ac-

quainted with the principles upon

which they produced their effects.

Some were of opinion , that, owing to

the ball not paffing out fo quickly as

out of a plain barrel , the powder was

more completely inflamed, and thereby

exerted a greater force upon it. Others,

and theſe by far the greater number,

L 2
thought
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pene-

thought that the ball, by combining

the rotatory with the progreffive mo-

tion, did, as it were, bore the air ;

thereby flying much farther, and

trating folid bodies to a greater depth,

than when diſcharged from a plain

barrel. But as the bullet meets with a

greater refiftance in its paffage through

a rifled barrel, than through a plain

one ; fo neither its velocity, nor the

diftance to which it is thrown, is fo

great when fired from the former, as

when fired from the latter and this

difference will be very remarkable if

the rifles be deep, and the ball fills

them up completely; the friction, in

that cafe, bearing a confiderable pro

portion to the force of the powder.

For the fame reafon, barrels that are

newly rifled, and, confequently, fome-

what rough within, do not throw their

balls fo far as they will be found to

do after being uſed for ſome time, and

thereby
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thereby rendered fmoother. The miſ-

take of thoſe who fuppofed, that rifle

barrels threw their ball to a greater

diſtance than plain barrels did, arofe

from their finding, that, with the for-

mer, they could hit a mark at three or

four times the diſtance they could do

with a plain barrel.

Beſides the method of loading a rifle

barrel, by driving down the ball with

an iron rammer, there are ſeveral others

which we ſhall mention. In Germany

they fometimes charge them in the

following manner : a piece of thin lea-

ther or fuftian is cut of a circular fhape,

and fo large as to cover a little more

than one half of the ball ; this piece

is then greaſed on one fide, and being

placed over the muzzle, the ball is

laid upon it, and both thruft down to-

gether ; by this means the leather or

fuftian enters into the rifles , and the

bullet being firmly embraced by it,

acquiresL 3
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acquires the proper rotatory motion in

its paffage through the barrel. If this

method be equally effectual , it is cer-

tainly much more eafy and expeditious

than that already defcribed. Some of

the old pieces of this conftruction ,

were charged by taking out the breech

every time ; and we are informed,

that the pieces ufed by the Heffian

yagers, are charged in the fame man-

ner as the common ſcrew-barrel piſtols .

By far the moſt expeditious way of

charging rifled pieces however, is, by

means of an ingenious contrivance

which now generally goes under the

name ofFerguſon's rifle-barrel, from its

having been employed by Major Fergu-

fon's corps of rifle-men during the laſt

American war. In thefe pieces , there

is an opening on the upper part of the

barrel, and cloſe to the breech, which

is large enough to admit the ball.

This opening is filled by a riſing ſcrew

which
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which paffes up from the lower ſide

of the barrel, and has its threads cut

with fo little obliquity, that when

fcrewed up cloſe, a half-turn finks

the top of it down to a level with the

lower fide of the caliber. The ball

being put into the opening above , runs

forward a little way, the powder is

then poured in fo as to fill up the re-

mainder of the cavity, and a half-round

turn brings the ſcrew up again, cuts

off any fuperfluous powder, and clofes

up the opening through which the

ball and powder were put. The

chamber where the charge is lodged,

is without rifles, and fomewhat wider

than the rest of the bore, fo as to ad-

mit a ball that will not paſs out of the

barrel without taking on the figure of

the rifles, and acquiring the rotatory

motion when diſcharged. The only

advantage of this contrivance, is, the

cafe and expedition with which the

L 4
piece
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piece can be charged, and which are

even much greater than in a plain bar-

rel. For when the ball is forced

through the rifles by the effort of the

powder, the friction must be confi

derably more than when it is moulded.

to them in the ramming down. It ap-

pears, however, that in whatever way

the piece is charged, this friction might

be much diminiſhed, by making the

channels or furrows very broad in

proportion to the breadth of the

threads, and, inftead of leaving the

latter flat on the top, to have them

terminating in a fharp edge, whereby

they would cut eafily into the ball.

This would alfo ferve to leffen the ad-

ditional quantity of metal in the bar-

rel, which, as the rifles are now formed,

bears a very confiderable proportion to

the weight of the whole piece. The

depth of the rifles, likewife, need not

be great, as a very flight hold ofthe ball

is
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is fufficient to communicate the 'defired

motion : deep rifles are particularly

detrimental when the piece is charged

at the breech ; for if the ball be large

enough to fill them up entirely, the

refiſtance, and, confequently, the re-

coil, will be very great ; and if it does

not fill the rifles , there will be fo much

windage, that a confiderable portion of

the flame will eſcape paft it, and the

force ofthe diſcharge be thereby greatly

leffened .

To render rifle-barrels as complete

as poffible, we thould endeavour, by

every means in our power, to diminiſh

the friction between the bullet and the

fides of the barrel. We have already

mentioned fome alterations which we

think would conduce to this. The

turns of the fpiral being exactly pa-

rallel to each other, and both the threads

and the furrows being made perfectly

fmooth, are circumftances abfolutely

effentia
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effential to perfection ; as thereby the

bullet, when once put in motion, will

paſs through the barrel with very little

friction . The most accurate method

of aſcertaining this, is, by pouring

melted lead into the barrel fo as to

form a cylinder of two or three inches

in length, and which is exactly fitted

to one portion of the caliber : if this

cylinder, when moved a little, paffes

without ftop or difficulty from one end

of the barrel to the other, by being

puſhed gently, the rifling may
be pro-

nounced very exact. The fame thing

may be tried with a plug or ball of

lead, driven into one end of the barrel

fo as to fill the rifles, and puſhed for-

ward with the ramrod.

From the imperfect manner in which

any inftrument works in a ſpiral di-

rection within the barrel, the furrows

are generally left very rough ; and

hence rifled pieces are found to throw

their
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their ball to a greater diftance though

with equal accuracy, after being uſed

for fome time, and thereby having the

bottom of the furrows , and edges of

the threads, worn fmooth. We think

that theſe might be rendered ſmooth

at firſt, by means of a plug of lead or

pewter made to fit the rifles , being fixed

to an iron rod, and wrought backwards

and forwards in the barrel, with fine

emery and oil or the leaden plug

might be employed as a pattern to form

one of braſs or ſteel by, for the ſame

purpoſe.

As the pieces which are charged at

the breech, are confiderably dearer than

the others , and, excepting the expedi-

tion with which they can be charged,

are really inferior to thofe charged at

the muzzle ; we are of opinion , that

the latter might, by a very fimple

means, be rendered equally ferviceable

with the former. This is nothing

more
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more than having the balls caft with

projections that anfwer to the rifles ;

which may be done with great eaſe and

accuracy by making correfponding

hollows round a zone of the bullet-

mould : by this the ball may be fitted.

fo accurately to the rifles, as to leave

fcarcely any windage ; whilft the fric-

tion will be lefs than it is either when

the ball is put in at the breech, or forced

in by the muzzle.

The only other improvement which

this matter ſeems to admit of, is , that

of making the balls in the form of an

egg ; as thefe, from having their cen-

tre of gravity nearer to the great end

than to the fmall one, will , when fired

with the larger end foremoſt, preſerve

their courfe much more fteadily than

thoſe of a ſpherical figure. Bullets of

this ſhape may be uſed either in plain

or in rifled barrels.

5-
In
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In treating of the caufes of aberra-

tion in the flight of balls, we have

fuppofed the air to be perfectly ftill ;

it being evident, that the force of the

wind will affect balls confiderably,

whether they are fired from a plain, or

from a rifled barrel ; but, for the rea-

fons already given, will affect the for-

mer in a much greater degree, than the

latter.

Pieces intended for fhooting with ball ,

whether they be plain or rifled , ought to

be of much more equal thickneſs from

the breech to the muzzle, than thoſe

that are intended for fhot only. In

every barrel , there is an undulating vi-

bration communicated to the metal by

the exploſion. This is moſt remark-

able in a thin barrel , and when the

charge is great ; and may be rendered

very evident by the following eafy ex-

periment. Take a piece of fine fteel

or iron wire, that is tempered fo as not

to
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to ftretch readily ; pafs it once round

the thin part of the barrel, and twiſt

it tight. The piece being then charged

and fired, the wire will be found burft

afunder, or confiderably untwiſted. It

is evident, that fuch a degree of vibra-

tion in the barrel, muſt have an effect

upon the ball in its paffage through it ;

and that the only means of preventing

it, is, by having an additional quan-

tity of metal in the barrel, and efpeci-

ally in the fore part of it. The ſame

circumftance certainly obtains, though

in a much leſs degree, in fowling-

pieces, and on this account, as well

as on that of the recoil , a barrel

which is ftrong enough to withſtand

any charge that is required, may yet

have too ſmall a quantity of metal

in it.

Having
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Having now fully explained the

principles upon which rifle barrels pro-

duce their effects, our readers will be

prepared to conſider how far the ſtraight

rifling can be uſeful when employed

for ſhot. Theſe pieces are faid to be

very common in Germany, and are

uſed by a few perfons in this country ;

though we underſtand that the greater

number even of theſe few are now lefs

partial to them than they were at firſt .

If the divergency of fhot, arifes from

the fame caufe as that of ball , viz .

from acquiring a whirling motion to

one fide or other by rubbing againſt

the fides of the piece, it is evident that

rifling the barrel can have no tendency

to prevent this. For let it be granted,

that the channels or flutings within

are femicircular, and that the ſhot is

exactly adapted to theſe (two circum-

ftances faid to be neceffary to the per-

fection of theſe pieces), it cannot be

imagined
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imagined that the grains will acquire

lefs of the rolling motion in paffing

along theſe flutings, than in paffing

along the fides of a plain barrel ; on

the contrary, it will neceffarily be

greater, as the points of contact are

confiderably more numerous.

CHAP.
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CHAP. XI.

OF THE STOCK, LOCK, ETC.

UPO

PON the other parts of the

fowling-piece, there is little re-

quired to be faid, as they are varied

according to the fancy of the work-

man, or the whim of the purchaſer,

without any material advantage or de-

triment to the piece.

The wood which is moſt commonly

employed for the ſtock, and which

appears the beſt for the purpoſe , is

walnut; and the only choice in this,

is, that the grain be even and cloſe,

M and
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and as free as poffible from knots and

burrs , which, though they may add

to the beauty of the ftock, feldom fail

to take away from its ftrength, unleſs

they are confined entirely to the butt

part. As to the curvature, no parti-

cular degree can be affigned as a ftan-

dard ; different perfons requiring diffe-

rent degrees, according to the length

of their neck, and to the manner in

which they hold their head whilft

taking aim. This, therefore, as well

as the length of the butt, which de-

pends partly upon the circumſtances

just mentioned, but chiefly upon the

length of the arms ; can be deter-

mined with great accuracy by the

gunſmith, from obferving the manner

in which the shooter prefents his piece

and takes his aim.

With

As fportfimen, however, have not always the

opportunity of giving their orders in perſon to

the
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With regard to the locks , we have

nothing material to offer ; the genius

and induſtry of the Engliſh workmen

having already brought them to fuch

a degree of elegance and perfection ,

that we have ſcarcely any thing far-

ther to hope for, or require. The real

improvements are not confined to any

particular maker ; and though the mi-

nutiæ peculiar to each, may determine

the purchaſer in his preference of one

before another, no perfon need fear

much diſappointment in the effential

qualities of a lock, provided he goes

to the price of a good one. It is of

much more confequence to the excel-

lence of a lock, that the fprings be pro-

the gunfmith, we have, in a ſubſequent part of

this Effay, offered a few remarks, which we think

will tend to obviate this inconvenience, by point-

ing out the form and length of ſtock belt fuited

to the particular make of the perfon for whom

the piece is intended.

portionedM 2
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portioned to each other, than that they

fhould all be made very ftrong. A mo-

derate degree of force is fufficient to

produce the required effect, and what-

ever exceeds this, proves detrimental,

by rendering the trigger difficult to

draw, or producing fuch a ftroke as

breaks the flints, or throws the piece

from the direction in which it was

pointed. If the main-fpring be very

ſtrong, and the hammer-ſpring weak,

the cock is often broken for want of

fufficient refiftance to its ſtroke, until

it is ſtopped all at once by the cheek

of the lock-plate. Whilft, on the

other hand, if the hammer-fpring be

ftiff, and the main-ſpring weak, the

cock has not fufficient force to drive

back the hammer. And, in both

cafes, the collifion between the flint

and fteel, is too flight to produce the

neceffary fire. The face of the ham-

mer, alfo, may be too hard or too foft.

The

O
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The former is known by the flint

making ſcarcely any impreffion upon

it, and the ſparks being few and very

fmall. The latter is known by the

flint cutting deep into the hammer at

every ftroke, whilft the fparks are

alfo few in number, and of a dull red

colour. When the ſtrength of the

fprings, and the temper of the ham-

mer, are in their due degree, the

ſparks are numerous, brilliant, and

accompanied with a confiderable whiz-

zing noiſe,

To explain thefe differences it is

neceffary to obferve, that the fparks

produced by the collifion of flint and

ſteel are particles of the metal driven

off in a ſtrongly-heated ſtate, and which

falling among the powder inflame it

inftantly. By fnapping a gun or piſtol,

over a ſheet of white paper, we may

collect theſe ſparks, and, by fubmit-

ting them to a microſcope, demonftrate

M 3
the
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the truth of this . If the fparks were

very brilliant, and accompanied with

a whizzing noife, we fhall find the

particles collected on the paper, to be

little globules of ſteel, which were not

only melted, but have actually under-

gone a confiderable degree of vitrifica-

tion from the intenſity of the heat ex-

cited by the colliſion , their ſurface ex-

actly refembling the flag thrown out

from an iron foundery. When the

face of the hammer is too hard , the par-

ticles which the flint ftrikes off, are

ſo ſmall , that they are cooled before

they fall into the pan ; and when the

hammer is too foft, the particles driven

off, are fo large as not to be fuf

ficiently heated to fire the powder.

We think the conical form of the

touch-hole, a real improvement ; but

do not approve of its widening fo much

as it does in the patent breech, as the

force of the fufe against the opening

into
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into the

by it.

pan, is greatly increaſed

Gold pans are of very little advan-

tage ; for as the iron muſt be ſoftened

before they can be applied, it is very

liable to ruft, and thus deftroy the

connection between the gold and it ;

the tin, alfo, by means of which the

gold lining is fixed, is frequently

melted by the fire of the fuſe being

directed upon the bottom of the pan,

and the gold thereby detached from its

hold ; this will happen more readily

when the touch-hole is placed very

low, and when, from its form or

width, the fire of the fufe is confide-

rable. The fteel pan will be found,

with common care in cleaning it, to

laft as long, and to answer every pur-

pofe as well, as when lined with gold.

M 4 CHAP.
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CHA P. XII.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CHOICE

OF GUNPOWDER, SHOT,

WADDING, ETC,

LTHOUGH we muſt admit,

A that dexterity in fhooting is the

main point in the fuccefs of the chace ;

that practice alone acquires it ; and,

that it is poffeffed by fportfmen in dif-

ferent degrees, according to the apti-

tude which nature has beſtowed on

them for the amufement ; ftill, it is

no lefs true, that, in order to obtain

complete fuccefs, this dexterity ſhould

be affifted by feveral acceffary means,

4 and
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and by certain precautions and atten-

tions, which ought on no account to

be neglected. Theſe we fhall endea-

vour to lay down, and therefore pro-

ceed to give fome inftructions, in the

articles of powder, ſhot, and wadding,

the principal agents of the sport.

POWDER.

THE various kinds of powder uſed

in England, are fo well known, that

they need not be enumerated here.

Our experience, however, induces us

to recommend with confidence Hervey's

battle powder, as being fuperior to every

other we have met with.

For proving the ftrength of gun-

powder, a number of machines have

been invented, all of which are liable

to many objections, and upon trial
4

with
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with the fame powder, are found to

give refults fo different, that no de-

pendence can be placed in them. Theſe

variations have been attributed, by

many, to the different denfity of the at-

mofphere, at the time ofthe different ex-

periments ; but the opinions upon this

matter are fo improbable in themſelves,

and fo contradictory to each other,

that they claim neither attention nor

belief. Thus, fome will have it , that

gunpowder produces the greateft effect

in the morning and evening, when the

air is cool and denfe ; whilst others

affert, that its force is greateſt in fun-

fhine, and during the heat of the day.

Mr. Robins concludes from the refult

of feveral hundred trials, made by him

at all times of the day, and in every

feafon of the year, that the denfity of

the atmoſphere has no effect in this

matter, and that we ought to attribute

the variations obferved at theſe times,

to
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to fome other caufe than the ftate of

the air : probably they are owing to

the imperfection of the inftrument, or

to the manner in which the trial was

conducted. In this ftate of uncer-

tainty then upon the theory of the

effects of gunpowder, we remain at

this day.

Ifexperiments, however, are made

with the prover, great care muſt be

taken, not to prefs the powder in the

fmallest degree, into the tube of the

inftrument, but to pour it gently in ;

and particularly in trying the ftrength

of different powders, which is the beſt

ufe to which the inftrument, imper-

fect as it is, can be applied ; attention

muſt be paid, that one powder is not

preffed cloſer than another at each ex-

periment, nor the fucceffive experi-

ments made until the prover is cool,

otherwife no comparative certainty can.

be gained,

Gun-
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Gunpowder, when good , is of a pur-

pliſh blue colour, it does not feel gritty

upon being bruifed with the nail, and

does not exhibit any ſhining particles

when expoſed to the light. The fol-

lowing is a method, by which, fome

perfons pretend, the goodneſs of pow-

der may be aſcertained : a ſmall heap

of it is placed upon a ſheet of white

paper, and touched with a piece of

match paper, or a red -hot iron ; if the

powder be dry and good, it will take

fire and explode immediately, produc-

ing an upright column of ſmoke, and

leaving behind it no black ſpots, nor

fparks that burn the paper.

By far the moſt certain method,

however, of determining the quality

of powder, is, by drying fome of it

very well, and then trying how many

fheets of paper it will drive the ſhot

through, at the diftance of ten or

twelve yards . In this trial we ſhould

be
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be careful to employ the fame fized

fhot in each experiment, the quantity

both of the ſhot, and the powder being

regulated by exact weight ; otherwiſe

we cannot, even in this experiment,

arrive to any certainty in comparing

the ftrength of different powders, or

of the fame powder at different times.

Powder ought to be kept very dry;

every degree of moiſture injures it.

Good powder, however, does not rea

dily imbibe moiſture ; and, perhaps,

there is no greater proof ofthe bad qua-

lity of powder, than its growing damp

quickly when expofed to the air : this

readineſs to become moift, depends

upon the faltpetre employed in the

compofition not having been freed

from the common falt it contains in its

crude ftate, and which in confequence

has a very ſtrong attraction for watery

particles.

Powder
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Powder may acquire a ſmall degree

of dampnefs, and be freed from it

again by drying, without much injury

to its quality . But if the moisture is

confiderable, the faltpetre is diffolved ,

and the intimate mixture of the feveral

ingredients thereby entirely deftroyed.

Drying powder with too great a heat

alfo injures it ; for there is a degree of

heat, which , although not fufficient to

fire the powder, will yet diffipate the

fulphur, and impair the compoſition by

deſtroying the texture of the grains.

The heat of the fun , is, perhaps, the

greateſt it can with fafety be expofed

to, and, if properly managed, is fuffi-

cient for the purpoſe ; when this can-

not be had, the heat of a fire regu-

lated to the fame degree, may be em-

ployed.

It is obfervable that damp powder

produces a remarkable foulnefs in the

fowling-piece after firing, much be-

yond
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yond what ariſes from an equal quan-

tity of dry powder ; and this feems to

arife from the diminution of the acti-

vity of the fire in the explosion.

Flaſks made of copper or tin, are

much better for keeping powder in,

than thoſe made of leather, or than

fmall cafks : the necks of theſe ſhould

be ſmall, and well ftopped with cork.

SHOT.

THE choice of this article is

highly worthy of the ſportſman's care.

It ſhould be equal , round, and void of

cavities. The patent milled foot, is,

at this time, fuperior to any, and is

in fuch general ufe, that the inftruc-

tions which here follow on the fize

of fhot to be adopted in the different

chaces,
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chaces, muſt be underſtood to relate to

the Patent Shot only.

The difference, however, which fub-

fifts between the fizes of patent and of

commonſhot, will behereafterſhewn by

means of a table, denotingthe number of

pellets contained in a given weight of

each, fo that in cafes where the former

cannot be procured, it will be eaſy to

adopt the rules there laid down, to the

latter, by only taking the ſame num-

ber of grains in the common, as

directed to be uſed for the patent

fhot.

It is extremely important for the

fuccefs ofthe chace, that the ſportſman

ſhould proportion the ſize of his ſhot,

as well to the particular fpecies of

game he means to purfue, as to the

feafon of killing it. Thus, in the

first month of partridge fhooting, fhot

No. 1. fhould be uſed ; for fince, at

this time, the birds fpring near at

hand,
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hand, and we feldom fire at more than

the diſtance of forty paces, ifthe ſhooter

takes his aim but tolerably well, it is

almoſt impoffible for a bird at this

distance, to eſcape in the circle which

the fhot forms.

Hares alfo, at this feafon of the year,

fit cloſer ; and being at the fame time

thinly covered with fur, may eaſily

be killed with this fized fhot, at thirty

or thirty-five paces.

In fnipe and quail-fhooting, this

fized ſhot is peculiarly proper ; for,

in ufing a larger fize , however true

we may ſhoot, yet we will frequently

mifs ; the objects being fo fmall, that

they have great chance of eſcaping in

the ſpaces of the circle.
There are,

however, many fportfmen who fhoot

fnipes, quails, and fieldfares , in coun-

tries where they abound, with the

fizes, fix and feven, of the common

N ' fhot,
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fhot, the laft of which is called muf

tard feed.

About the beginning of October,

at which timethe partridge are ftronger

in the wing, number three is the pro-

per fhot to be uſed . This fize ſeems

to be the beſt of any ; it preferves

a proper medium between ſhot too

large, and that which is too fmall ,

and will kill a hare, and even a fox,

from the diſtance of thirty-five, to forty

paces ; and a partridge at fifty ; pro-

vided the powder be good. It will

ferve alfo for rabbit ſhooting. In

fhort, it is excellent for all ſeaſons,

and many ſportſmen ufe no other the

feafon round.

It is true, that long fhots are fre-

quently miffed for the want of larger

fhot ; but then theſe bear no propor-

tion to the number which are daily

miffed, by ufing fhot of too large a

fize, efpecially with the feathered game.

2 If
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If a man was to ſhoot conſtantly with

hot number five, for one partridge

which he might chance to kill with a

fingle pellet, at the diſtance of eighty

paces, he would mifs twenty birds at

fifty paces, which would in fuch caſe

eſcape in the ſpaces of the circle. But

if the fportfman exprefsly propofes to

fhoot wild-ducks, or hares, then, in-

deed, he had better uſe the number five.

However, in fhooting with a double-

barrelled gun, it may be prudent to

load one of the barrels with large ſhot,

for the neceffary occafions ; and if in

any cafe large fhot is required, num-

berfive will be found to be better than

any other, for its fize is not fo large

as to prevent it from fufficiently gar-

nifhing in the circle, and it can at the

fame time perform in effect, all that a

larger-fized fhot can do, which gar-

niſhes but very little, if any at

all.

N 2 In
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In order, therefore, to fhew clearly,

and at one view, the comparative dif-

ference in the garniſhing of fhot of

different fizes ; we here fubjoin a table,

which indicates the number of pellets

precifely compofing an ounce weight

of each fort of ſhot, the patent and the

common, commencing at the ſmalleſt

fize in each.

PATENT

No. 8 1 ounce

SHOT.

· 620

7
id.

·
480

*X

Х
м

id . -
300

I id . 220

2 id. - 180

1

3
+

id. -
157

4
id.

5
id.

-
105

83

* The Reader will obferve, that the patent

fhot has no No. 6, the × being ſubſtituted in its

place, and that the numbers do not follow each

other in the order of progreffion : the reafon of

this we cannot affign.

I COM-
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COMMON

No. I ounce

7
6
5
4
3
2

SHOT.

350

· 260

235

· 190

140

id .

id.

id.

id.

·

·

id. IIO

Į
id. ·

95

The Proportions of Powder and Shot

in the Charge.

FOR a fowling-piece of a com-

mon caliber, which is from twenty-

four to thirty balls to the pound

weight ; a dram and a quarter, or at

moft, a dram and a half, of good

powder ; and an ounce, or an ounce

andN 3
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and a quarter, of fhot, is fufficient,

But when ſhot of a larger fize is uſed ,

fuch as number five, the charge of ſhot

may be increaſed one-fourth, for the

purpoſe of counterbalancing, in ſome

degree, what the fize of the fhot lofes

in the number of pellets , and alſo to

enable it to garniſh the more. For

this purpoſe, the ſportſman will find a

meaſure marked with the proper gages,

very convenient to him. An inftru-

ment ofthis nature, has been made by

an ingenious artiſt of this town, Egg,

ofthe Haymarket.

Different opinions, however, are

entertained on the proportions of the

charge. Some determine the charge

of a fowling- piece , by the weight of a

ball of the exact fize of the caliber
;

eftimating the weight of the powder

at one-third of that ofthe ball, whether

it is propoſed to fhoot with bail or

with fhot ; and the weight of the ſhot,

they
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they eſtimate at a moiety more, or, atthe

moſt, at double the weight of the ball.

This calculation comes pretty near to

the proportions we have juft laid down,

except in the difference of fize between

the calibers twenty-four and thirty,

which, notwithſtanding, is not fuffi-

ciently great in the two cafes, to re-

quire a gradation in the weight ofthe

charge.

Others again lay down as a rule

for the charge of powder, a meaſure

of the fame diameter as the barrel ;

and double that diameter in depth : and

for the ſhot, a meaſure of the like dia-

meter, but one-third leſs in depth than

that for the powder. This alfo agrees

tolerably well with the proportions we

have mentioned, at least for the pow-

der, but the meaſure of ſhot ſeems to

be too small.

In fhooting ball with a rifle piece,

fome perfons proportion the quantity

N 4 of
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ofpowder, to three times the quantity

which the mould of the ball adapted

to the piece, will contain.

66

Although proverbs are generally

true, or at leaft poffefs fome portion of

truth ; yet nothing is fo glaringly ab-

furd, or lefs founded in rational prin-

ciples, than that old adage, Sparing

" ofpowder, and liberal of foot." A

faying, which is not only in the ac-

quaintance, but in the conſtant practice

of moſt ſportſmen.

As a confequence of overloading

with fhot, the powder has not fuffi-

cient ſtrength to throw it to its pro-

per diftance ; for if the object fired at,

be diſtant, one-half of the pellets com-

pofing the charge, by their too great

quantity and weight, will ſtrike againſt

each other, and fall by the way ; and

thofe which reach the mark, will have

fmall force, and will produce but little

or no effect. Thus to overload, is

the
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the ftrange fancy of poachers, who

imagine they cannot kill unleſs they

put two ounces, or more, of large fhot

into their pieces.

It is true, that they deſtroy a great

quantity ofgame, but then it is not

fairly fhot, being done from a lurking

place, whence they watch and ſlaughter

the birds at the diſtance of twenty-five,

or thirty paces. Such men are in

fome meaſure puniſhed by the fevere

ftrokes they receive on the ſhoulders

and cheeks, by thus loading with too

great a quantity of ſhot,

WADDING.

MANY fportfmen are of opinion,

that the wadding, of whatever material

may be compofed, or whether it be

rammed looſe, or tight, into the barrel ,

it

has

1
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has no effect, either on the range of

the fhot, or the clofenefs with which

they are thrown. Now, although it

may be granted, that the material

which covers the fhot, and which is

ufed only for the purpoſe of keeping

it down, is of little importance, yet,

the fubftance which covers the powder,

is, undoubtedly, of much confequence,

It ſhould be quite clofe in the barrel,

and that without being rammed too

hard ; the wadding ſhould therefore be

of a foft and tractable material , but at

the fame time of fufficient confiſtence,

to carry the ſhot in a body, to a certain

diſtance from the muzzle of the piece.

For, if the wadding is rammed too

clofe, or is of a hard and rigid ſub-

ftance, fuch as ftiff brown paper,- the

piece will recoil , and the fhot will

fpread more wide : if, on the contrary,

the wadding is not fufficiently clofe,

and is compofed of a flight and too

pliant
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pliant a material, fuch as wool or cot-

ton, it will not be of confiftence enough

to carry the ſhot, and the diſcharge will

lofe its proper force. Befides, a cer-

tain portion of the ſhot which is more

immediately in contact with the wad-

ding, will be melted by the exploſion

of the powder.

In the former part of this treatiſe,

where we treated of the hot of fowl-

ing-pieces , we have given our reaſons

for preferring wadding made of hat,

by means of a punch fitted to the bore

of the piece, to every other ; but as

this is not eafily procured in fufficient

quantity, we muſt employ fomething

that is at once cheap, and adequate to

the purpoſe.

Next to hat, therefore, experience

teaches, that nothing is better for

wadding than foft brown paper ; it

combines fuppleneſs with confiſtence,

and moulds itſelf to the barrel ; and

it
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it is further obfervable, that fuch wad-

ding never falls to the ground, in lefs

than twelve or fifteen paces from the

muzzle of the piece.

In countries where orchards abound,

a very fine mofs , of a greenish grey

colour, is found adhering to the apple-

trees, which is extremely proper for

wadding, and which even poffeffes the

extraordinary quality, of making the

barrel lefs greafy and foul than páper,

which always contains a certain quan-

tity of oil. Tow is alfo very good

for this purpoſe. Wool is nothing

worth. A cork wadding has been ex-

tolled for the virtue of increaſing the

rangeand cloſeneſs of the fhot of pieces ;

we have not made the experiment, but

it feems probable, that a wadding of

cork, adapted to the caliber of the

piece, may produce a greater effect,

than a wadding of paper, in this reſpect,

that by ftopping the barrel more her-

metically,
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metically, it prevents the elaſtic fluid,

produced by the exploſion of the pow-

der, from eſcaping in any way, be-

tween the partition of wadding and

the charge, and preferves all its force

to the mouth of the
gun. Theſe prin-

ciples have been already applied to the

wadding of hat, and to which therefore

we refer the reader.

CHAP.
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CHA P. XIII.

METHOD OF LOADING A FOWLING

PIECE.

OME attention is requifite in

Sloading apiece ; the powder ſhouldSa

be only flightly rammed down, for

which purpoſe, it is fufficient to preſs

the ramrod two or three times on the

wadding, and not (as the ufual prac

tice is) to ram down the wadding by

main force, by drawing upthe ramrod,

and then returning it into the barrel

with a jerk of the arm , many fucceſ-

five times. For, by compreffing the

powder
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powder in this violent manner, fome

ofthe grains will neceffarily be bruiſed,

whilft the exploſion will not be fo

quick, and the fhot will be ſpread

wider.

In pouring the charge of powder

into the barrel, care fhould be taken,

to hold the meaſure as much as poffi-

ble in a perpendicular line, that the

powder may the more readily fall to

the bottom. It is even of fervice to

frike the butt end of the gun on the

ground, in order to detach thoſe grains

of powder, which, in falling down,

adhere to the fides of the barrel.

The fhot fhould never be rammed

down tight ; after having given a ſtroke

on the ground with the butt end of

the gun, in order to fettle it, the fame

as for the powder, the wadding ſhould

then be gently put down, but much

lefs cloſe than that of the powder ; for

when the fhot is wadded too tight, it

fpreads
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fpreads wide, and the piece will recoil.

In this, therefore, as well as in every

other mode of loading, the ſportſman

fhould never carry his gun under his

arm, with the muzzle inclined to the

ground; that practice , at all times

loofens the wadding and charge too

much, and fometimes produces the lofs

of the fhot.

When the piece is fired, it ſhould

be re-loaded immediately, whilft the

barrel is warm, left by delaying it,

a certain moiſture ſhould be formed in

the barrel, which would retain a part

of the powder when pouring in the

charge, and hinder it from falling to

the bottom.

Powder, alfo, as already mentioned,

will imbibe moiſture from the air, and`

therefore it is of additional advantage,

to load the piece whilft the barrel

is warm, becauſe fome part of the

moiſture will be thereby evaporated .

For
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For the fame reaſons, the ſportſman

fhould fire off a little powder before

he loads the first time, for it has been

found, even in the drieft feafons, that

the coldness of the barrel, and perhaps

fome little moiſture condenſed in its

cavity, has fenfibly diminiſhed the

force ofthe powder, in the firſt ſhot.

Some ſportſmen prime before they

load ; this may be proper when the

touch-hole is enlarged , and hath but

little thickneſs at the breech, becauſe,

in that cafe, if the piece is not firſt

primed, it will in loading prime itſelf,

which diminiſhes the charge ; but

when the touch-hole is of its proper

fize, the piece ſhould never be primed

until after it is loaded ; for then it will

be known from the few grains of

der which uſually make their way into

the pan, that the touch-hole is clear

and unobstructed ; and on the contrary,

if no grains come through, that it will

pow-

be
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be proper to ftrike the butt end of the

gun fmartly with the hand, and prick

the touch-hole until they appear.

But, whether the practice is to prime

before or after loading the piece, it is

highly proper, after every diſcharge,

to prick the touch-hole, and what is

ftill better, to guard againſt all remains

of fuze or fquib, by inferting into the

touch-hole the feather of a partridge's

wing, which will not only clear it of

thefe dangerous remains, but, if the

piece is delayed to be re-charged, will

take away all humidity that may be

contracted there.

CHAP.
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CHA P. XIV.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHOOTING

WELL.

E

VERY fportfman has his own

manner of bringing his gun up

to his fhoulder, and each follows

his own fancy with reſpect to the

ftock of his fowling - piece, and its

fhape. Some like it fhort, others

long; one prefers it ftraight, another

bent.

And although there are ſome ſportſ-

men, who fhoot equally well with

pieces
O 2
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pieces ftocked in different ways and

ſhapes, yet certain principles may be

laid down, as well upon what is the

proper length, as upon
the proper

de-

gree of bent, that the ſtock of a gun

ſhould have. But in the application

thoſe principles are very frequently,

nay moſt commonly counteracted, by

the whim, or the particular conveni-

ence ofthe ſhooter.

Generally fpeaking, however, it is

certain, that for a tall, long-armed

man, the ſtock of a gun fhould be

longer, than for one of a lefs ftature,

and fhorter arm . That a ſtraight

ſtock, is proper for him who has

high fhoulders , and a fhort neck ;

for, if it be much bent, it would be

very difficult for him, eſpecially in the

quick motion required in fhooting at a

flying or running object, to place the

butt of the gun-ftock firmly to the

fhoulder, the upper part alone would

in
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in general be fixed, which would not

only raiſe the muzzle , and confequently

fhoot high, but make the recoil much

more fenfibly felt, than if the whole

end of the ſtock were firmly placed

on his fhoulder. Befides, fuppofing

the ſhooter to bring the butt home to

his fhoulder, he would fcarcely be able

to level his piece at the object. On

the contrary, a man with low fhoulders ,

and a long neck , requires a ſtock much

bent ; for if it is ftraight, he will, in

the act of lowering his head to that

place of the ſtock at which his cheek

fhould reft, in taking aim, feel a con-

ſtraint, which he never experiences ,

when, bythe effect ofthe properdegreeof

bent, the ſtock lendshim fome affiſtance,

and, as it were, meets his aim half way.

Independent , however, of theſe prin-

ciples, the application of which is fub-

ject to a variety of modifications ; we

venture to adviſe the ſportſman in the

choiceO 3
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choice of a fowling-piece, that a long

ftock is preferable to a fhort one, and

at the fame time, rather more bent

than ufual ; for a long ſtock ſits firmer

to the fhoulder than a fhort one, and

particularly fo, when the fhooter is

accuſtomed to place his left hand, which

principally fupports the piece, near to

the entrance of the ramrod into the

ftock.

The practice of placing that hand

near the bridge of the guard, is , un-

doubtedly, a bad one ; the aim is ne-

ver fo fure, nor has the fhooter fuch a

ready command over his piece , as when

he places his hand near the entrance of

the ramrod, and, at the fame time,

ftrongly grafps the barrel ; inſtead of

refting it between his forefinger and

thumb, in conformity with the general

cuftom. It may, therefore, be depended

upon, that a ſtock, bent a little more

than ordinary, is better for fhooting

true,
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true, than one too ſtraight, becauſe the

latter, in coming up to the aim, is fub-

ject to the inconvenie
nce of caufing the

Sportſma
n to fhoot too high.

We would alſo adviſe him to have

his fowling-piece a little elevated at

the muzzle, and the fight fmall and

flat ; for, the experienced well know,

that it is more ufual to fhoot low

than high. It is , therefore, of ſervice,

that a piece ſhould ſhoot a little high,

and then the more flat the fight, the

better the line of aim will coincide

with the line offire , and of confequence,

will be lefs liable to shoot

the

low.

gun

The method by which to avoid inif-

fing a croſs ſhot, whether it be flying,

or running, is, not only to take aim

before the object , but likewiſe not in-

voluntaril
y to ſtop the motion of the

arms, at the moment of pulling the

trigger ; for the inſtant the hand ſtops

A

0 4
in
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in order to fire, although the ſpace of

time is almoſt imperceptible, the ob-

ject, if a bird, gets beyond the line of

aim, and the fhot will fly behind it ;

and if a hare or rabbit is fhot at in this

manner, whilſt running, and eſpeci-

ally if at a diſtance, the animal will only

be flightly ftruck in the buttocks , and

will be taken but by hazard. When a

bird, however, is flying in a ſtraight

line from the fhooter, this fault can do

no harm ; the object can ſcarcely eſcape,

if the piece be but tolerably well di-

rected , unleſs , indeed, it is fired at the

moment the game fprings, and before

the birds have taken a horizontal flight,

In that cafe, if the hand fhould ftop

ever fo little, at the inftant of firing,

the ſportſman will ſhoot low, and in-

evitably miſs the mark.

It becomes, therefore, extremely ef

fential to accustom the hand, in taking

aim, to follow the object, without fuf-

pending
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pending the motion in the leaſt degree,

which is a capital point towards ac-

quiring the art of fhooting well ;

the contrary habit , which it is very

difficult to correct , when once con-

tracted, prevents that perfon from at-

taining perfection in the art, who, in

other refpects , may eminently poffefs

quickness of fight, and fteadineſs of

aim.

Nor is it lefs effential in a cross

ſhot, to aim before the object, in pro-

portion to its diftance, at the time of

firing . If a partridge, for instance,

flies acroſs at the diſtance of thirty or

five and thirty paces, it will be fuffi-

cient to take aim at the head, or at

moft but a ſmall ſpace before.

fame rule will nearly hold in the caſes

of fhooting quail, woodcock, pheaſant,

or wild duck, although thofe birds

move their wings flower than the par-

tridge. But, if the object is fifty,

The

fixty,
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fixty, or feventy paces diftant, it then

becomes neceffary to aim at leaſt half

a foot before the head.

The fame practice fhould be ob-

ferved, in fhooting at a hare, rabbit,

or fox, when running in a crofs di-

rection , making due allowance for the

diftance, and for the fwiftnefs of the

pace, which is not always the fame.

It is alfo proper in fhooting at an

object very diftant, to take aim a little

above it, becaufe fhot, as well as ball,

have but a certain range in point blank,

beyond which, each begins to defcribe

the curve of the parabola.

When a hare runs in a ſtraight

line from the fhooter, he fhould take

his aim between the ears , otherwiſe he

will run the hazard either of mifling,

or at leaſt of not killing dead, or as

it is fometimes called, " clean."

true ſportſman, who has the ambition

of fhooting well, is not content with

A

4 only
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only breaking the wing of a partridge,

or the thigh of a hare, when he ſhoots

at a fair diftance ; for in fuch cafe, the

hare, or the partridge, ought to be ſhot

in fuch a manner, that it should re-

main in the place where it falls , and

not require the affiftance of the dogs

to take it. But, if he fhoots at a

great diftance, it is no reproach that

the partridge is only winged, or the

hare wounded, fo that it cannot

eſcape.

Practice foon teaches the ſportſman

the proper diſtance at which he thould

fhoot . The diftance at which he ought

infallibly to kill any kind of game,

with patent fhot, No. 3. provided the

aim be well taken , is , from twenty-

five to thirty-five paces , for the foot.d ;

and from forty to forty-five paces, for

the winged game. Beyond this diftance,

even to fifty, or fifty- five paces, both

partridge and hares are fometimes killed ,

but,
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but, in general, the hares are only

flightly wounded, and carry away the

fhot ; and the partridge, at that diſtance,

prefent fo fmall a furface, that they

frequently eſcape untouched between

the ſpaces of the circle. Yet, it does

not follow that a partridge may not be

killed with No. 3. patent fhot, at fixty,

and even feventy paces diftance, but

then theſe ſhots are very rare.

of aThoſe who know the range

fowling- piece, and the cloſeneſs of its

fhot, fhrug up their fhoulders at the

romances of thoſe ſportſmen, who, by

their own accounts, daily kill, with

fhot No. 3. at the diſtance of ninety,

and one hundred paces. Nay, ſome

even go fo far, as to affert, that they

have killed, with this fized fhot, hares,

at one hundred and ten paces , and

pheaſants, at one hundred and twenty.

It cannot, however, be denied, that

with fhot No. 5. a man may have

killed
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killed a hare or a partridge at one hun-

-dred and ten, or poffibly at one hun-

dred and twenty paces , but then theſe

ſhots are ſo extraordinary, and occur fo

feldom, that the whole life of a fportf-

man will ſcarcely afford more than two

or three inſtances ; and, when it does

happen, it will be found to be by a

fingle pellet, which, by great chance,

has hit either the wing or the head of

the partridge, or has ftruck the head of

the hare, by which he is ftunned , or

perhaps, has penetrated the fall part

of the fhoulder, where there is , to pre-

vent the wound being mortal, only a

very thin ſkin, which being ſtretched by

the animal in running, is thereby ren-

dered more eaſy to be pierced with the

fhot.

As a means of attaining the art of

fhooting flying, many young portſ-

men are adviſed to ſhoot at ſwallows ,

but the flight of theſe birds is fo irre-

24
gular
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gular and fwift, and at the fame time

fo unlike the motion of thoſe birds,

which are the object of ſport , that we

think it a bad method. No mode is

fo advantageous as the actual practice

of fhooting the game, whereby that

trepidation and alarm , which moſt men

feel upon the rifing of the covey, will

be fooner conquered ; for, while theſe

are poffeffed, even in the moſt trifling

degree, no one will attain to be a

ſteady and good ſhot.

If, however, there are perfons who

ftill think the practice of fhooting

fwallows to be of affiftance in acquir-

ing the art , we will venture to recom-

mend another mode, which is nearly

fimilar, but, in our opinion , much bet-

ter.
This is, by putting ſmall pieces

of white paper round the necks of

fparrows, or other fmall birds, by the

means of a hole cut in the middle of

the paper ; then, throwing a ſingle

bird
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bird into the air, the young ſhooter

may deliberately take his aim ; for, by

this device, the flight of the bird is

rendered lefs rapid, and more regular,

and at the ſame time preſents a much

better mark for practice. Beſides, it

affords an excellent diverfion in feafons

when game cannot be purfued, or

in wet weather, from underneath the

fhelter of a ſhed, or a barn door. Some

of the firſt ſhots in the kingdom, have

been perfected by this mode.

A fowling - piece fhould not be

fired more than twenty, or five and

twenty times, without being waſhed ;

a barrel, when foul, neither fhoots fo

ready, nor carries the fhot fo far, as

when clean. The flint, pan, and ham-

mer, fhould be well wiped after each

fhot ; this contributes greatly to make

the piece go off quick, but then, it

fhould be done with fuch expedition ,

that the barrel may be re-loaded

whilft
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whilft warm, for the reaſons we have

before advanced. The flint fhould be

frequently changed, without waiting

until it miffes fire , before a new one is

put in. Fifteen or eighteen ſhots ,

therefore, fhould only be fired with the

fame flint ; the expence is too trifling

to be regarded, and by changing it

thus often, much vexation will be pre-

vented.

A gun, alfo , fhould never be fired

with the prime of the preceding day ;

it may happen that an old priming

will fometimes go off well , but it will

more frequently contract moiſture and

fuze in the firing ; then the object will

moft probably be miffed, and that be-

cauſe the piece was not freſh primed.

For the ufe and convenience of thoſe

who love the fport of fhooting water-

fowl, we will here infert an infallible

receipt to exclude water and dampneſs

from penetrating their boots.
For

this
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this purpoſe the boots fhould be made

of foft cow leather, well feafoned, and

rendered as much water proof as they

can be, by the quality of the leather and

the clofeneſs of the fewing.

Take of tallow, half a pound,

Hogs lard, four ounces,

Turpentine, two ounces ,

New bees wax, two ounces,

Olive oil , two ounces.

Melt the whole together in an earthen

pipkin over the fire , and ſtir it well

while melting.

The night before it is propofed to

go a fhooting water fowl, care muſt

be taken, that the boots have no damp-

nefs ; they must then be warmed gra-

dually at a clear fire, and when well

heated , muſt be liberally anointed with

the preceding compofition , which ſhould

be previouſly melted to fuch a degree

of heat that the hand can but juſt bear

it ; fo much ofthis compofition ſhould

P be
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be applied as the leather will fuck up,

in repeated rubbings. On the next

morning, the boots will feel a little

ftiff in putting on, but the warmth of

the leg will foon render them fupple.

When the boots are new, it will be

neceffary to wear them two or three

times before they are anointed, in order

to take away the oily dreffing which

all new leather has.

With boots thus prepared , the ſportſ-

man may wade whole days in bogs and

fwamps, without fear either of wet or

damp, being fure to return home with

dry legs and feet.

CHAP.
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СНАР. XVI.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ON

SHOOTING.

Notw

Otwithſtanding the inſtructions

which here follow, may be

known to the experienced fportſman,

yet the young ſhooter will not be

forry to find the elements of his pro-

feffion, or to meet with that informa-

tion which will in fome meaſure ſup-

ply the experience he wants ; for this

reaſon we preſume to lay down a few

general precepts for his conduct in the

purſuit of the game.
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In the first place, he fhould pay

attention to the difference of feaſons,

and the weather ; to the temperature

of the air, and even to thoſe hours ofthe

day, which are more or lefs favourable

for fhooting. In warm weather he

fhould hunt for the game in plains and

in open grounds, at the fame time,

bearing in mind, that during the heat

of the day , the birds frequent moiſt

places, marfhes where there is little

water and much high graſs ; the fides

of rivers and brooks , and hills expoſed

to the north . But , in cold weather,

they will moſt commonly be found on

little hills expofed to the fouth ; along

hedge-rows ; among the heath ; in

ſtubbles ; and in paſtures where there

is much furze and fern . In hard froſts,

they get into thickets , low places , and

marſhes, where they feek to ſhelter

themſelves from the cold, as well as

the heat, in different feafons . The

greatest
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greatest part, however, of theſe rules ,

will only apply, when the weather is

extremely hot, or feverely cold, at

both of which times, the hares and

partridges almoft totally defert the

plains and open grounds. The game

is more easily approached, or in the

language of fporting, lays better,"

in covert, than in open places ; a

double advantage is therefore ob-

tained, by hunting for them in the

former.

66

He fhould at all times of the ſhoot-

ing feafon, go out in the morning be-

fore the dew is off. At that time, the

fhepherds and their flocks, the huſband-

men and their teams, have not entirely

fpread over the fields, and have, as yet ,

fprung but a fmall quantity of game ;

the fcents of the preceding night will

alſo be more warm, and the dogs will

hit them off better. Befides , if he is

not early, he lofes fuch opportunities

P 3
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of ſhooting, as he will not meet again,

during the remainder of the day.

All theſe advantages, therefore,

greatly counterbalance the notion , ge-

nerally received, that, as the birds will

not lay well while the ground is wet,

the ſportſman ſhould not go out early

in the morning, or before the dew is

gone off.

The colour of the drefs which the

fhooter fhould wear, is worthy notice,

Green is unquestionably the beſt in the

early part of the feafon, whilſt the

leaves remain on the trees. For, if

he is clad in a glaring colour , when

the face of the country retains its ver-

dure, the game will perceive his ap-

proach more eaſily, and from a greater

diſtance. In winter, for the fame rea-

fon, his dreſs fhould be compofed of

a dark gray, orfome colour refembling

that of the dead leaf.

It
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It is beſt to hunt as much as pof-

fible with the wind ; not only to pre-

vent the game from perceiving the ap-

proach of the fportſman and his dog,

but, alſo , to enable the dog to fcent

the game at a greater diftance. We

fay as much as poffible, becauſe in ad-

vancing and returning upon his ſteps,

in order to range the ground well, the

fhooter cannot always keep the advan-

tage
of the wind. When, therefore,

it is propoſed to hunt any particular

tract of country, in which game is ex-

pected to be found, it is indifpenfably

neceffary to take the wind, and it be-

hoves the ſhooter , to range and quarter

his ground, in fuch manner and di-

rection, as to preſerve it in his fa-

vour.

He ſhould never be difcouraged from

hunting and ranging the fame ground,

over and over again, efpecially, in

places covered with heath, brambles,

high
P4
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high grafs, or young coppice wood. A

hare or rabbit will frequently fuffer him

to pafs feveral times within a few yards

of its form, without getting up. He

ſhould be ſtill more patient, when he

has marked partridge into fuch places,

for it often happens, that after the birds

have been ſprung many times, they

lay fo dead, that they will fuffer him

almoſt to tread upon them , before they

will rife . Pheaſants, quails, and wood-

cocks do the fame.

He ſhould always keep a ſharp eye,

and carefully look round about him ,

never paſſing a buſh, or tuft of graſs,

without examination ; but he ſhould

never ſtrike either with the muzzle of

his gun, for the reaſons affigned when

we treated of wadding. It is alfo proper

to stop every nowand then ; for this in-

terruption of motion, frequently deter-

mines the game to fpring, which would

otherwife have fuffered him to pafs. He

who
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who patiently beats and ranges his

ground over and over again, without

being difcouraged , will always kill the

greateft quantity of game ; and if he

is fhooting in company, he will find

game where others have paffed without

diſcovering any.

As foon as he has fired, he fhould

call in his dog, and make him lay

down until he has reloaded his piece ;

for without this precaution , he will

frequently have the mortification to

fee the game rife, when he cannot

ſhoot.

In fhooting in an open country,

one of the moſt effential points to be

obferved, is, to mark the place where

the partridge alight ; therefore , when

he has killed his bird, he ſhould not

immediately run to pick it up, or at-

tend to make his dog bring it to him,

but he ought to follow the others with

his eye, until he fees them fettle, or as

far
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far as his fight can extend, without

interruption from a wood or a hedge.

In the latter cafe , although he has not

been able to diſtinguiſh the exact spot

on which they have alighted, yet, he

may tolerably well guefs whereabout

they are, eſpecially if he is acquainted

with the country in which he is ſhoot-

ing. And when two or more ſportſ-

men ſhoot in company, each ſhould

mark the birds, which fly on his own

fide.

"

The rules of conduct which we

have juſt laid down in fhooting par-

tridge, will with equal propriety, ap-

ply to all the feathered game.

When a hare ftarts up at a distance,

it is often of ufe to follow her with the

eye, becauſe ſhe will ſometimes fquat

down ; and then, if he is left for a

little fpace of time, fhe may be ap-

proached near enough to be ſhot on

the form. But if the is perceived to

2 enter
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epter a copſe, or fmall wood, it is ftill

better ; in that cafe , the ſportſman

fhould caft his dogs through that part

ofthe wood where he conceives it
pro-

bable fhe has clapped down, and then

he may wait for her on that fide of the

wood, at which he thinks he will

come out.

The deſcription of a particular mode

ofkilling game in an open country, may

not be unacceptable to fome of our rea-

ders . Eight men go in a company ; four

of them equipped with fowling-pieces ,

and four with ſticks only, for the pur-

pofe of beating the buſhes, furzes , &c.

This band then range in a ftraight line,

the beaters being placed in the intervals

between the fhooters , at the diſtance

of ten or twelve paces, the whole

forming a front of eighty or an hun-

dred paces, fo that in advancing, they

ſweep a great tract of country .
The

beaters,
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beaters, in order to raiſe the game,

make a great noiſe with their voices

and fticks. When a covey of par-

tridge fprings, if one of the company

fires, the reft ftop until he has reloaded

his piece, taking care in the mean time

to mark the flight of the birds.
Ifa

fingle bird feparates from the covey

and is marked down , one of the ſhoot-

ers is diſpatched after it, and the others

halt until he returns.

Dogs are almoſt unneceffary in this

fport, at leaſt, one only fhould be uſed,

which fhould be under perfect com-

mand, otherwife he fhould be held

in a ſtring, ready to be flipped in cafe

of need, after a winged partridge, or

a wounded hare. If a copfe or ſmall

wood intervenes, the beaters enter and

range it, while the ſhooters poft them-

felves at the outlets.

This method is much ufed in

Italy ;
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Italy ; it is in general a very bloody

fport, but feems to be more particu-

larly adapted for places where the

game is not in great abundance.

CHAP.
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C. HA P. XVI.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRAINING

POINTERS .

HREE fpecies of dogs are ca-

T pable of receiving the proper

inſtruction , and of being trained.

Thefe are, the fmooth pointer, the

fpaniel, and the rough pointer. The

laft, is a dog with long curled hair,

and feems to be a mixed breed of the

water-dog and the fpaniel. The fmooth

pointer is active, and lively enough in

his range , but in general is proper

only for an open country .

The
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The greateſt part of thefe dogs

are afraid of water, brambles, and

thickets ; but the ſpaniel and the rough

pointer, are easily taught to take the

water, even in cold weather, and to

range the woods, and rough places,

as well as the plain. Greater depen-

dence may therefore be had, on theſe

two laft fpecies of dogs, than on the

fmooth pointer.

Before you begin to break in a dog ,

it will be proper, when he is only five

or fix months old, to teach him to

fetch and carry, which may easily be

done without going out of the houſe,

by means familiar to every one. With

patience and gentle treatment, if the

dog is of a good breed and difpofition,

he will acquire the habit very eafily;

but much gentle ufage is neceffary at

this time, and if the dog fhould be

obftinate in learning his leffons, feve-

rity and correction fhould be carried

only
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1
only to a certain point. Therefore , aš

you perceive him to be disheartened,

let him reft , beftow careffes on him,

and return to the talk another time.

If, however, this taſk cannot be ac-

complished by mild treatment, you

muſt wait until the dog is of a proper

age to be regularly trained ; for then,

in cafe of great obftinacy, he will be

able to bear the ſtrong collar, and thoſe

other modes of difcipline, which will

be hereafter defcribed .

It will, at the fame time that you

teach the dog to fetch and carry, alfo

be proper to give him the first princi-

ples of obedience ; which may be ac-

compliſhed by walking with him a

little diſtance from the houſe, and there

learning him to come in, when he

runs too far off; and to go behind when

he returns ; ufing in the first cafe the

words, here, come in ; and in the latter,

back,.or behind.

7
It
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It is alfo highly neceffary to ac-

cuſtom the dog, at this period, to be

tied up in a kennel or ftable, where

you ſhould be careful to renew his ftraw

frequently.

But in theſe firſt effays, he ſhould

not be kept tied up too long, in confi-

deration of his tender age, which ſeems

to require fome indulgence ; he ſhould,

therefore, be let looſe in the morning,

and faſtened up again in the evening.

Dogs which are not early accuſtomed

to be chained up, diſturb you with

their howling.

It is alfo of importance, that the

perſon who intends to train him, ſhould

alone ſpeak to and command him, and

that none other fhould interfere with

his education, or give him his food.

When the dog has attained the age

of ten or twelve months, it will be

high time to carry him into the field,

for the purpoſe of regular training.

At
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At the first you may let him do as he

likes, without requiring any thing of

him, the firſt ſtep being only to make

him know his game. He will, at this

time, run after every thing that he fees ;

crows, pigeons, thruſhes, fmall birds,

partridges, hares. This eagerneſs be-

ing fomewhat abated, he will end by

only purſuing the partridge and hares,

to the former of which his natural in-

ftinct will more particularly attach

him ; and being foon tired with fol-

lowing after thefe in vain , he will be

content, after having flufhed the birds,

to follow them with his eyes.

He will not, however, do the fame

with hares ; for feeing that they have

but legs like himſelf, and do not leave

the ground as partridge, he perceives

that there is more equality with him-

felf, and will not relinquish the hope

of overtaking them ; for this reaſon ,

he will continue the practice of run-

ning
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ning after hares, until corrected by

education, and even then, it is very

difficult to prevent the moft crafty

and beft-trained dog, from purſuing

hares.

All young dogs are ſubject to rake,

that is, to hunt with their noſes clofe

to the ground ; a habit, which you

fhould not fuffer them to contract , and

of which you ſhould effectually break

them betimes, if it is poffible to be

done ; for a dog that rakes with his

nofe, and follows the game by the

track, will never make a good pointer,

nor find half fo much game, as one

that hunts with his nofe high. When-

ever, therefore, you perceive that your

young dog is following the track of

partridge down wind, call to him with

an angry tone, hold up ; he will then

grow uneafy and agitated, going firſt

-on one fide, and then on the other,

until the wind brings him the ſcent of

2 the
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the birds. He will only have to find

the game four or five times in this

way, when he will take the wind of

himſelf, and hunt with his nofe high.

Yet, there are dogs which it is al-

moſt impoffible to break of this fault,

and fuch are ſcarcely worth the train-

ing. The best method to be used with a

dog of that deſcription , is, to put the

puzzle peg upon him. This is an in-

ftrument ofa very ſimple conſtruction ,

being no other than a piece of oak or

deal inch board, one foot in length,

and an inch and a half in breadth ,

tapering a little to one end ; at the

broader end are two holes, running

longitudinally, through which the col-

lar of the dog is put ; and the whole

is buckled round his neck ; the piece

of wood being projected beyond his

nofe, is then faſtened with a piece of

leather thong to his under jaw . By

this means, the peg advancing ſeven or

eight
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eight inches beyond his fnout, the dog

is prevented from putting his noſe to

the ground and raking.

This inftrument is alſo proper for

dogs that tear the game ; and fome-

times has been found to make a dog

that is too eager, and poffeffing the bad

habit of running up to the foremoſt

dog in the point, ſtand better in com-

pany.

Partridges lay much better to dogs

which wind them, than to thoſe that

follow them by the track. The dog

that winds the fcent, approaches the

birds by degrees, and that, more or leſs,

as he finds them either fhy or tame,

or in other words, whether they will

lay well, which he is enabled to know

by the ſcent which they emit, when

they are uneafy ; and notwithſtanding

they ſee him hunt round about them,

they will not be alarmed, becauſe they

Q3

do
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do not perceive that he is following

them .

Nothing disturbs the birds more

than their feeing a dog tracing their

footſteps , and keeping the fame courſe

that they are taking to ſteal off ; and

when a dog follows them in this man-

ner down wind, it most commonly

happens that he flushes them ; or if,

by accident, he makes a point, it will

probably be much too near the birds ;

for in going down wind, he cannot

take the fcent until he is almoft upon

them , and then they will not lay.

As foon as the young dog knows

his game, you muſt bring him under

complete fubjection and command. If

he is naturally tractable, and has pro-

fited from the inftructions you have

given him, before his being taken into

the field, it will be eafy to accomplish

it ; but if he is ftubborn and unruly,

it
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it will be neceffary to make uſe of the

trafb cord.

This is done by only faſtening to

the collar of the dog, a rope, or cord,

of about twenty or twenty-five fathom

in length, and then letting him range

about with this dragging on the ground.

By the help of this cord, you will be

able to keep him in, whenever you

call to him, which you ſhould never

do but when you are within reach of

it, and then, if he fhould continue

to run forward, you must check him

ſmartly with the cord, which will

often bring him upon hishis haunches.

When you have repeated this a few

times, he will not fail to come in im-

mediately on being called ; you ſhould

then carefs him, and give him a bit of

bread, and continue to do fo, when-

ever he comes in on being called to.

After this, in order to accuftom him

to crofs and range before you, turn

yourQ 4
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your back to him, and walk on the

oppofite fide ; when he lofes fight of

you , he will come to find you, he will

be agitated and afraid of lofing you ,

and will, in ranging, turn his head

from time to time, to obferve where-

abouts you are. Eight days practice

of this manoeuvre, will make him

range on whatſoever fide you pleaſe,

by only giving him a ſign with the

hand.

When the dog is arrived at this

point of inftruction , be careful to keep

him conftantly tied up ; never unchain

him but when you give him his food,

and not always then, but at thoſe times

only, that he has done fomething to

deferve it.

The next ſtep will be to throw

down a piece of bread on the ground,

at the fame moment taking hold of

the dog by the collar, calling out to

him, " take heed ;" " foftly." After

having
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having held him in this manner for

ſomeſpace oftime, fay to him, " Seize,"

" lay hold." If he is impatient to lay

hold of the piece of bread before the

fignal is given, correct him gently

with a ſmall whip. Repeat this leffon

until he takes heed" well, and

no longer requires to be held faft to

prevent him from laying hold of the

bread. When he is well accuſtomed

to this manège, turn the bread with a

ftick, holding it in the manner you do

a fowling piece, and having done fo,

cry, "Seize ."

Never fuffer the dog to eat either in

the houſe or field, without having

firft made him take heed" in this

manner.

Then, in order to apply this leffon

to the game, fry ſmall pieces of bread

in hogs lard, with the dung of par-

tridge ; take theſe in a linen bag into

the fields , ftubbles, ploughed grounds,

and

ม

T
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and paftures, and there put the pieces in

feveral different places, markingtheſpots

with little cleft pickets of wood , which

will be rendered more diſtinguiſhable by

putting pieces ofcard in the nicks . This

being done, caft off the dog and con-

duct him to theſe places, always hunt-

ing in the wind. After he has caught

the fcent of the bread, if he approaches

too near, and feems eager to fall upon

it, cry to him in a menacing tone,

" take heed;" and if he does not ftop

immediately, correct him with the

whip. He will foon comprehend

what is required of him, and will

ftand.

At the next leffon, take your gun

charged only with powder, walk gently

round the piece of bread once or twice,

and fire, inſtead of crying " feize."

The next time of practifing this leffon ,

walk round the bread four or five

times, but in a greater circle than be-

fore,
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fore, and continue to do this, until the

dog is conquered of his impatience,

and will ftand without moving, until

the fignal is given him. When he

keeps his point well , and ſtands ſteady

in this leffon, you may carry him to

the birds ; if he runs in upon them,

or barks when they fpring up, you

muft correct him ; and if he continues

to do fo, you must return to the fried

bread but this is feldom neceffary.:

There are many dogs that will point

the first day they are taken out, and

there are others which will both point

and back the first time, by natural

instinct. But to make the dog ftaunch,

you ſhould endeavour to kill a few

birds on the ground before him , and

ſhould not ſhoot flying, until he is

well trained, and fteady. This, how-

ever, can only be done when the dog

is broke in during the ſhooting ſeaſon .

The fpring is the beſt time for train-

ing
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ing dogs ; becauſe the birds being then

paired, lay better, and beingſprung more

feldom, and in fewer number, the dog

is not ſo ſubject to be eager, and is

kept under command with greater

eafe. But as this feafon fcarcely allows

time to make the dog perfect and

ftaunch, you muſt reſume his leffons

in the month of September, or the

latter end of Auguft, which will foon

complete him.

Another method ufed to break in a

dog, is, with a cord of the fame

length as the former, and the ftrong

collar. This collar is made of a strong

leather ftrap, and ftuck with three

rows of fmall nails , the points of

which extend three or four lines of

an inch beyond the furface of the

infide; a ftrong piece of leather is

then put over the heads of the nails,

on the outfide of the collar, in order

to prevent their ftarting back, when

the

S
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the dog preffes upon the points. A

ring is fastened to each end of this

collar, for if it was buckled like a com-

mon one, it would perpetually wound

the dog ; through theſe rings, there-

fore, is paffed one end of the cord , in

ſuch a manner, that in pulling towards

you, the rings bring the collar clofe ;

the nails then prefs upon his neck,

and warn him of his fault.

As foon as the dog is inftructed to

" take heed" of the bread, in the way

before explained ; you must carry him

into the fields, with the ftrong collar on

his neck and the traſh-cord dragging on

the ground ; be careful not to let him

range too wide, but keep him within

fuch a distance, that you can always

lay hold of the cord, at thofe times ,

when it may be neceffary to check

him.

When the first birds are fprung

to the dog, if he runs after them, or

barks,
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barks, give him a few checks, calling

outto him, " take heed." If he ftands

at them, then carefs him ; but you

fhould never hunt him without the

cord, until he points ftaunch.

When once a dog is taught to point

at partridges, he will ftand at every

fort ofwinged game, and even at hares ;

yet as before remarked, it is very dif-

ficult to prevent dogs from running

after hares , whether they ſtart at a diſ-

tance or after the dog has pointed them ;

efpecially if he is at ſome diſtance from

his maſter, who will, in that cafe, try

in vain to make him come in ; for,

when a dog perceives his mafter a good

way off, he will not fo readily obey

his voice, as when he is near him.

It is not eafy to correct dogs of this

fault (if it may be accounted as fuch) ,

except in places where there are many

hares , for there, by feeing them fre-

quently, he gets tired of purfuing

them .
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them. Befides , to keep a dog in the

habitofnot running after hares , he muſt

be hunted only in open grounds , for,

if you once carry him into a wood, he

will be certain to run after both hares

and rabbits, and then when you return

to the open fields, he will do as he did

in the wood.

There are few dogs that will not

fometimes break in upon the birds,

particularly when hunting down wind ;

you fhould therefore , when he does fo,

only ſpeak roughly to him, and not

chaftife him, unlefs, indeed , he runs

after the birds ; in that cafe , mark the

place from which they got up, for the

dog will foon return thither, and then

you muſt chaſtiſe him with the whip ;

but with moderation , which is always

neceffary, and particularly fo, if the

dog is timid.

if

There are dogs of this nature, which,

you beat them exceffively , will lay

down
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down at your feet, and will hunt no

more others again leave you and run

home. In the laft cafe, one mode of

correction, is , to have a ftake fixed in

the middle of the yard , furniſhed with

a chain and collar ; when the dog ar-

rives, a fervant previouſly inſtructed,

fhould faften him to the ftake, and

give him a found beating, which

fhould be repeated at intervals , for

the ſpace of an hour. During this

operation, the mafter ſhould not ap-

pear, but remain without fhewing him-

felf, until fome time after the laft cor-

rection, in order that the anger of the

dog may have time to fubfide. Then

he ſhould go up to him, carefs him

much, unchain him, give him ſome

food , and afterwards carry him back

to the field. However, this mode is

not fo infallible as many have afferted ;

for it often happens, that the dog who

has thus received the ftrappadoes , the

"

next
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next time he arrives at the houſe, af-

ter having run away, flinks off, and

lurks in fome hole, without your

knowing what is become of him, and

does not make his appearance again

for a long while.

The beſt way is, to ftudy the tem-

per and difpofition of the dog, and to

conduct yourſelf accordingly in the ap-

plication of correction .

We have before faid, that when you

cannot fucceed in teaching a dog his

first leffons at an early age, by gentle

treatment, it is neceffary to wait until

he is older, and then to make uſe of

the ftrong collar ; here then is the beſt

mode of ufing it. Take a fquare piece

ofwood, of about eight or nine inches

in length, and one inch in thickneſs,

cut notches on the edges like the teeth

of a faw, and bore two holes at each

end, in order to fix two fmall pegs

croſs-wife, fo that when this piece of

R wood
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wood is thrown on the ground, the

pegs may ſupport and raife it above

the furface a full inch, the purpoſe of

which is, to enable the dog to mouth it

the more eafily. The ftrong collar

fhould then be put about his neck,

and taking the ſtick, rub the notches

backwards and forwards on his teeth,

to make him open his mouth ; but do

it gently, to hurt him as little as pof-

fible : when he has taken it into his

mouth, hold your left hand under his

chops, in order to prevent his putting

it out, and with the right carefs and

pat him , crying " take heed." If,

when you take away your hand from

under his mouth, the dog lets fall the

ftick, fpeak harfhly to him, and check

the collar to chaftife him ; then make

him take the ftick in the fame manner

as before. The dog thus perceiving

that he is puniſhed when he drops the

ftick, and careffed when he retains it,

will
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will at length accuftom himſelf to

hold it, and will open his mouth when

you preſent it to him. You muſt then

proceed to make him take it himself,

by preſenting it to him, crying at that

inftant, " lay bold," at the fame time,

you ſhould carefs him much, and now

and then give him little checks, to

make him more alert, and come for-

ward more expeditiouſly.

If in practising this leffon , the dog

advances of his own accord, and takes

the ſtick, carefs him again, and give

him a little bit of food. When he

begins to put forward his head an inch

or fo, he is then fufficiently broken in

to this manœuvre, and will foon take

the ſtick from the ground, in doing

which you muſt firſt ſay to him very

loud, " lay bold," and afterwards ,

bring here." In order to habituate

the dog in this exerciſe, when he is

advanced fo far as to bring the ſtick

readily,

66

R 2
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readily, you ſhould fometimes fubfti-

tute in the place of the piece of wood,

the wing of a partridge, fewed upon

a linen cuſhion , and at other times the

fkin of a hare ſtuffed with hay, in

each end of which you fhould put a

ftone, to accuftom him to carry a hare

by the middle of the body. At length

when he brings every thing readily to

you, carry him into the field , and

make him bring the firſt bird that you

kill to him ; if he requires much en-

treaty, put the ftrong collar on him,

which, in cafe of need, you ſhould

carry along with you.

To teach the dog to take the water,

chooſe a pool , the edges of which

gently decline ; throw a piece of wood

into it, at firft but to fo fmall a dif-

tance from the fide, that he may be

able to reach it by only wading to his

mid-leg. Afterwards increaſe the dif

tance by degrees, until he ſwims to

4 take
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take it ; be careful at each time that

he brings the piece of wood to you, to

give him fomething to eat. If he

will not venture to fwim, you muſt

take another courfe ; carry him to the

pool before he has breakfafted , and

throw pieces of bread into the water,

gradually increafing the diſtance as be-

fore, and by this method, you will

foon teach him to earn his breakfaſt

by fwimming.

To complete this training, if you

have a piece of water of fufficient

depth , put a wild-duck into it with

the wings cut, then animate and en-

courage the dog, until he goes into the

water to follow the duck, which will

ſwim before him , and ſometimes dive

when followed cloſe , in order to dif-

engage herſelf from the purſuit. When

this manège has laſted ſome time, finiſh

it by fhooting the duck, and the dog

will not fail to bring it to you very

R 31 readily.
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readily. Thefe leffons, however, ſhould

be given in warm weather, for you

will fcarcely prevail on any dog to go

into the water in winter ; even the at-

tempt alone might give him a dread

of it ; but at all events, if he refufes

to take the water, you ſhould never

throw him in..

The ſportſman has only to conduct

himſelf with patience and moderation ,

and obferve the rules here laid down,

and he will accompliſh his work.

To make a dog back, and ftand in

company, you should hunt him with

an old ftaunch dog, and then with a

fmall application of the principles of

training, you will eafily effect this ne-

ceffary qualification.

Young dogs, for the moſt part , love

to run after poultry, and fome after

theep ; theſe are faults which it is

abfolutely neceffary to correct betimes.

As to the poultry, if you cannot make

your
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your dog leave off the cuſtom of chaf-

ing them, by the virtue of the whip,

the following method will do it. Take

a ſmall ſtick , cleft at one end fuf-

ficiently wide to admit the tail of

the dog, which being introduced , tie .

the cleft end with a piece of twine tight

enough to make him feel pain ; at the

other end of the ſtick tie a fowl bythe

wing ; then after a little time, let the

dog loofe, at the fame inftant giving

him a few heavy ftrokes with a whip.

The dog will then run as faſt as he

can, by reaſon of the pain in his tail,

which he imagines is caufed bythefowl.

By dint of dragging the fowl, he will

kill it, and, ſpent with running, he

will ſtop, and afterwards hide himſelf

in fome hole ; then take off the ſtick,

and beat him about the mouth and

head with the deadfowl.

youIf the dog runs after ſheep, and

cannot break him of the cuſtom,

R 4 couple
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couple him with a ram, and in letting

them looſe, whip the dog as long as

you can follow him. His cries will

at firſt alarm the ram, who will run

with all his ſpeed, and drag the dog

along with him ; but he will foon take

courage, and will end with butting the

dog moſt ſeverely. When you think the

dog has received fufficient correction ,

uncouple him, and he will never run

at ſheep again.

CHAP.
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CHA P. XVII.

THE GAME.

T

HAT the prefent work may be

of general utility, we will, in

the laft place, proceed to treat, though

not diffufely, of the various fpecies of

game, and of a few of thoſe other

birds and animals, which afford the

diverſion ofſhooting in England. And,

that the fubject may be productive of

entertainment, as well as inftruction

to the ſportſman , we will alfo add de-

ſcriptions of fome few particular me-

thods
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thods of approaching thoſe ſubjects of

fport; not fuch as are in general

knowledge and practice, but thoſe only,

which from their fingularity, as well

as excellence, are worthy of note.

THE HARE

IS of all the animals hunted with

hounds, that which beft defends itſelf

by the exerciſe of cunning. The

chafe therefore of this little creature,

is not only lefs expenfive, but more

interefting and agreeable than any

other.

1

Without making mention of her

ordinary fhifts, fuch as getting up

into the hollow ftump of a tree, or

upon
the walls of an old ruin , we

will
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will juſt obſerve, that the hare has

been known, after having made feveral

doubles, to ſquat down until the dogs

and horſemen have paffed by, then to

take the back fcent, and return upon

that track which the hounds have pur-

fued.

Another has been known, after

doubling many times in a marth near

the edge of a river, to throw herfelf

into the water, float down with the

ſtream the length of 500 paces , and

then to get upon a little ifland.

A third has been known to ſwim

into the middle of a piece of ſtanding

water, keeping only her nofe above

the furface in order to draw breath.

Theſe are matchlefs efforts of cun-

ning.

According to naturalifts, the hare

lives fix or feven years, and attains its

full growth in one. From the first

year it engenders at all feafons , and

4 has
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has no particular time for coupling

with the female. Yet , it is obfervable

that from the month of December to

the month of March, the buck feeks

the doe more frequently, and about

that time the greateſt number of leve

retts are found. The doe
The doe goes with

young thirty or one and thirty days,

and brings forth one, two, three, and

fometimes four young ones, which the

kindles in a tuft of grafs or heath, or

in a little buſh, without any prepara-

tion whatever.

When there are feveral leveretts at a

birth , it is faid that the whole are

invariably marked with a ftar on the

forehead, and when there is but one, it

it alfo faid that it never has this mark.

Several authors of natural hiftory

have afferted , that all , or the greateſt

part of hares, were hermaphrodites.

We are aftoniſhed to find it advanced

in one book, (amongit many others) ,

which
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which treats of modern fport *, " That

" the male hare engenders in its own

86 body, but never brings forth but one

" leverett."

It is remarkable alfo, that the ancient

Leges Wallica affixed no fine for the

killing of a hare, for this fingular rea-

fon, that it was believed every other

month to change its fex.

The circumftance which feems to

have given rife to this ftrange conjec-

ture, is the formation of the genital

parts of the male hare, whoſe teſticles

do not appear on the outfide of the

body, eſpecially when he is young,

being contained in the fame cover with

the inteſtines. Another reaſon is , that

on the fide of the penis, which is

ſcarcely to be diſtinguiſhed, there is an

oblong and deep flit, the orifice of

* Nouveau Traité de Venerie par Clement

de Chapville, Paris, 1742.

which
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which much refembles the vulva of

the female. This equivocal conforma-

tion , makes it difficult to know the

fex of hares by the inſpection of the

genital parts ; ſportſmen therefore ſel-

dom refer thither in order to diftin-

guish the male and female, but reſort

to other marks , which point them out

more eaſily. Thus the head of the

male is more fhort and round, the

whiskers longer, the fhoulders more

ruddy, and the ears fhorter and broader,

than thofe of the female ; the head of

which is long and narrow, the ears

long and ſharp at the tip, the fur of

the back of a grey colour inclining

to black, and, in point of ſize, is

larger than the male.

..

The male hare, or buck, when he

is hunted with hounds, after making

one or two rings, generally runs

ftraight forward ; he goes a great way,

and makes a long chafe. The doe

runs
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runs lefs, the dodges about the place

The inhabits, and more frequently

doubles.

When a hare is eſpied on the

form, if the manner in which the ears

lie is obferved, it may be known

whether it is a buck or doe. If a

buck, the ears, will be drawn clofe

upon the fhoulders, one againſt the

other; but if a doe, the ears will be

open and diftended on each fide of the

neck and fhoulders.

Two fpecies of hares may be dif

tinguiſhed ; thofe of the wood , and

thofe of the plain.

The hares of the wood are, in ge-

neral, much larger than thoſe of the

open ground, their fur is not of ſo

dark a colour, and they are better co-

vered with it ; they are alfo fwifter in

the chafe, and their fleſh is of a better

flavour.

Among
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Among the hares of the plain, thoſe

may be diſtinguiſhed which inhabit the

marshes. They are not fo fwift of

foot, they are lefs covered with fur,

and their fleſh is not fo fine and deli-

cate.

A young hare that has attained the

full growth, is known from an old one,

by feeling the knee-joints of the fore-

legs with the thumb-nail. When the

heads of the two bones which form the

joints, are fo contiguous, that little or

no ſpace is to be perceived between

them , the hare is old . If, on the

contrary, there is a perceptible fepara-

tion between the two bones, the hare

is young, and is more or leſs ſo , as

the two bones are more or leſs fepa-

rated.

But as fhooting, or otherwife de-

ftroying hares, although an amuſement

much admired by the fportfmen of

other
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other kingdoms, yet in this is practiſed

only by poachers , and is even doubted

by fome to be permitted by the ex-

ifting game-laws ; we will purposely

omit all deſcription on that head, and

content ourſelves with giving one hint

on the fubject.

If the ſportſman wants to come near

a hare which he has efpied upon the

form , he muſt not go towards her in a

ftraight line, but approach circularly,

otherwiſe ſhe will ſtart up.

As the reaſon for omitting a detail

of the methods practifed for approach-

ing hares, in order to fhoot them , does

not extend to rabbits , our information

regarding them ſhall be more exten-

five..

S THE
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THE RABBIT.

EVERY one knows the prodigious

fecundity of this animal, particularly

of the tame ones, the females of which

bring forth almoſt every month in the

year. Among thofe of the warren ,

of which alone we fpeak here, the

doe brings forth only five or fix times

in the year, each litter confifting of

four, five, and fometimes feven young

ones. When the is about to kindle,

fhe fcratches in the burrow fhe inha-

bits, a ſmaller one, of only two or

three feet in depth, for the purpoſe of

keeping from the buck the knowledge

of her young ones, fearing that he

would kill them . She frequently

kindles at a confiderable diſtance

from her own burrow, and fome-

times out of the warren, in the open

3
coun-

1
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country.
At the bottom of this exca-

vation, which by warreners is called

the rabbit's neft, the prepares a bed for

her young, compofed of the fur

which he pulls from her belly, and

a few blades of grafs . Here the fuckles

and attends them, for the fpace of fix

weeks. It is pretended , that , when-

ever ſhe goes out of her neft to pro-

cure food, that for the fafety of her

young, from the depredations of ver-

min, the ftops up the mouth of the

hole with earth diluted with her own

urine.

At the expiration of fix weeks ,

The conducts her young ones to the

great burrow, for in this time they are

in no danger from the male, who then

careffes them, takes them between his

fore feet, and licks their fur ſmooth

with his tongue.

An old rabbit is diſtinguiſhed from

a young one by the fame figns

whichS 2
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which we have before deſcribed in

fpeaking of the hare.

No fport is more pleaſant and

eafy than that of hunting rabbits with

one or two terriers, in a warren which

is tolerably well stocked ; efpecially,

if the terriers are wry legged . For,

in that cafe, the rabbits only play be-

fore the dogs, ftopping at each inſtant

to liſten to them, and fuffering them-

felves to be driven about fometimes for

the ſpace of three quarters of an hour

before they take the burrow. Then

as theſe animals run about in a ſmall

compaſs, it is very eafy to come in their

way, either in the paffes, or the fides

of the woods, by following the cry of

the dogs ; or elſe by waiting for them

at the burrows, about which they ge-

nerally play for fome ſpace of time,

before they take the earth .

The rabbit is very timid, and very

acute of hearing ; for which reafon ,

care
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care fhould be taken to make as little

noife as poffible ; and in particular,

never to walk or run in the paffes or

acroſs the woods to get before them,

but at thoſe times only when the dogs

give tongue ; for then the rabbit be-

ing occupied either with liftening to

the dogs or running before them, pays

leſs regard to the noife which the

ſportſman makes in the purſuit.

In a warren of ſmall extent, much

amuſement may be procured by ſtop-

ping up all the burrows at mid-

night, at which time the rabbits are

almoſt all out at feed, and then going

to hunt them the next morning ; by

thus cutting off their retreat, a man

cannot fail to kill feveral. Or, he may

ftop up the burrows with hay, grafs, or

any other material, at the diſtance of

two feet from the mouth downwards,

and then when the rabbits are driven

S 3
in
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in with the dogs, he may

as he pleaſes.

take as many

Rabbits are hunted with dogs, at all

times of the year ; but the months

of July and Auguft are the moſt fa-

vourable ; they then abound, and are

of a good fize ; fome have attained their

full growth, and the fmalleft are half

grown ; earlier than this they are

ſcarcely worth the trouble of fhooting,

and the dogs hunt them badly, becauſe

they do nothing but dodge about little

buſhes, not being in a condition to de-

fend themfelves.

Skill and practice, but above all

quickness, are eminently neceffary to

fhoot rabbits in a wood, either when

the rabbit is hard run by the dogs, or

at the moment of starting up, or in a

view; and ftill more fo, when purſued

by a ſpaniel who has ftruck at but

miffed her. If at this time the

rabbit croffes a road, or a paſs cut

7

through
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through a wood, fhe darts like light-

ning, and ſcarcely gives the fhooter

time to prepare himſelf, unleſs the way

is very broad.

It is alfo very difficult to fhoot her

when she gets up from among his feet,

whether in a wood, or in places covered

with heath or brambles which adjoin the

warren and where they are moſt com-

monly found. The courfe of a rabbit

for fome little time at the firft, is much

more rapid than that of the hare,

and is at the fame time oblique and

twifting. It feems to glide rather

than run, and the proper moment of

ſhooting is not eaſily ſeized .

There are many other ways of kill-

ing rabbits , of which lurching is in

moſt common ufe. This fucceeds beſt

in fine weather, and at thoſe times

when the young rabbits are in abun-

dance.

S 4 If
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If at any time of the day, but

principally from nine in the morning

until noon , and again in the evening,

about ſunſet , the ſportſman poſts him-

felfnear fome well-frequented burrows,

either by getting up into a tree, or

laying behind a hedge, he will foon fee

them come out of their holes and play

about the edges, at which time he may

fhoot them to great advantage. Or

he may in the evening watch thoſe

pieces of corn-land which lay near the

warren ; for thither the rabbits are cer-

tain to go at that time to feed.

Rabbits, as well as hares , being ac-

cuſtomed to run about much during

the night, may be thot by moonlight,

bywatching at thoſe places where they

come to play or feed.

Or a ferret may be put into the

burrows, and the rabbits fhot as they

bolt out ; but this is fo rapid a motion,

that
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that great quickneſs of ſhot will be

neceffary.

PARTRIDGE

PAIR in the fpring, but at an

earlier or later period , in proportion as

the feafon is more or lefs mild. When

the weather is genial in the month of

January they are found in pairs , but

then, if the cold weather returns, they

again form in coveys.

The hen partridge lays her eggs

during the whole of the month of May,

and the beginning of June. Her neſt

is made upon the ground, and confifts

only of a few blades of grafs , con-

ſtructed without art, either at the edge

of
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of a corn-field, in a meadow, a heath,

&c. She lays from fifteen to twenty

eggs.

The earliest birds begin to fly to-

wards the latter end of June. From

this ftate of growth their plumage

undergoes a variety of changes , until

the period arrives when the red and

blackish feathers begin to form the

horfe-fhoe upon the breaft, which is

very confpicuous on the male, but lefs

diſtinguiſhable on the female : this

mark takes place about the beginning

of October, and it is not until that is

perfect that they can properly be called

partridges.

The young birds at this time, when

the plumage is complete, can only be

diftinguiſhed from the old ones by the

firſt feather of the wing, which termi-

nates in a point like a lancet, whereas

in thoſe which are not of the laſt

brood,
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brood, this feather is round at the ex-

tremity.

This distinction remains until the

firft moulting, which generally takes

place in the July following. A fur-

ther difference is alſo obfervable in the

colour of the legs, which in the young

ones are yellow, and in the old grey.

The differences between the male

and the female, when the partridge

have attained their full growth, con-

fift in the horſe- fhoe, which we have

before noticed, and in an obtuſe ſpur

on the hinder part of the leg ; the male

only has this protuberance, and he is

befides a little larger than the female.

Partridge are not equally abundant

every year; their number depends in

a great meaſure upon the mildneſs of

the weather, not only at the time

of laying the eggs, and the ſeaſon of

incubation, but alſo, when the birds.

are hatched this period of time is, for:

the
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the most part, from the end of April ,

to the middle of June.

In general, when the feafon is dry

at this period, the birds are very nu-

merous. But on the contrary, when

the rains have been heavy and frequent

during the time of laying and incu-

bation , the neſt, which the partridge

prefers to make in low places, is de-

ftroyed by the floods ; an event which

would not probably have happened, if

the rains had fet in fooner ; for in that

cafe, the partridge finding the plains

and low places too wet, would have

chofen to build her neft in a dry and

elevated fituation . If the rains happen

at the time when the young birds come

out of the ſhell , many of them, which

have ſcarcely ftrength at that time to

ftand, will be drowned. At fuch time

even drought, when it is in a certain

degree, is unfavourable to them, for

then the ground cracks and forms cre-

vices ,
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vices, into which they fall and periſh ;

being too weak to extricate them-

felves.

The old partridge has alſo many

dangers to encounter, from the time

of laying her eggs until the young

ones are hatched ; and theſe arife as

well from weazels and other vermin,

crows, magpies, and fhepherds dogs

(all ofwhich fuck the eggs) , as from the

fhepherds and farmers themſelves, who

deſtroy the eggs. So that, except in

thofe manors which are well preſerved ,

there is reafon to fuppofe, that one

half of the broods in any one year, are

never reared.

When the eggs of a partridge are

deſtroyed in any of theſe ways, it

ſometimes happens that ſhe lays again ;

therefore, when at the end of Septem-

ber, and even later than that, young

birds are found not perfectly feathered

in the tail , they are of this fecond

hatch-
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hatching, or as it is fometimes termed

" clacking."

Whilft the birds are young, that is

to ſay, until the middle of October, it

is eaſy to ſhoot them, in a country to-

lerably well ftocked ; but after that

period, and eſpecially when they have

tafted the green wheat, they fly far

and are very wild ; they are not to

be feparated but by dint of following

them down, particularly in a flat

country, where there are neither roughs

nor thickets ; and it is only by break-

ing the covey that we can indulge a

reaſonable hope of fuccefs ; for while

they remain in the covey, we can

fcarcely get within gunſhot of them .

Thus, it is more effential in this ſport,

than in any other, that the ſhooter

fhould have good legs and eyes : the legs

to tire the birds and break the covey,

by an inceffant purfuit ; and the eyes,

to mark them down with certainty.

When
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When a ſportſman is fhooting in a

country where the birds are thin , and

he no longer chooſes to range the field,

for the bare chance of meeting with

them ; the following method will fhew

him where to find them on another

day. In the evening, from fun-ſet to

night-fall, he ſhould poſt himſelf in a

field, at the foot of a tree or a buſh,

and there wait until the partridge be-

gin to call or " juck," which they

always do at that time ; not only for

the purpoſe of drawing together when

ſeparated, but alſo, when the birds com-

pofing the covey are not difperfed . Af-

ter calling in this manner for fome

little ſpace of time, the partridge will

take a flight; then, if he mark the

place where they alight, he may be

affured they will lay there the whole

night, unleſs diſturbed. Let him re-

turn to the fame poft the next morn-

ing by break of day, and there watch

a while ;
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a while ; being careful to keep his dog

in a ſtring, if he is not under perfect

command.

As foon as the dawn begins to peep,

the partridge will begin to call , and

foon afterwards will perform the fame

manœuvre as on the preceding even-

ing, that is to fay, after having called

a while, they will take their flight,

and will most commonly fettle at a

little diſtance. There, in a few mi-

nutes they will call again, and fome-

times take a fecond flight, but that

will be to no great diftance. Then,

as foon as the fun is rifen , and the

fportſman can fee to fhoot, he may

caft off his dog and purſue them.

In fnow it is very eaſy to kill par-

tridge on the ground before a fetting-

dog or pointer; becauſe the colour of

the birds, contraſting with the white-

neſs of the fnow, makes them per-

ceivable at the first glance . Then the

poachers
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poachers have fine fport, eſpecially if

the fnow happens at the full of the

' moon. At this time they will be out

the whole of the night, with fhirts

over their clothes, and white caps on

their heads ; and then, as the par-

tridge lay in a cluſter , they frequently

deftroy half the covey at one " ſhot.

Thus, fnow may be accounted the

moft fatal time for partridge ; for if it

lafts but a little while they are ex-

pofed to the wiles of the poacher, and

if for a long time, they perifh with

hunger.

As one-third more of male than fe-

male partridges are bred in a ſeaſon ,

it happens, that in the time of pairing,

feveral cocks contend for the fame hen,

who being thus tormented, will fome-

times totally defert the district ; or if

the remains, being thus obliged to run

continually about, in order to avoid

the purfuit of the males, whom ſhe

T hath
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hath`repulſed , ſhe drops an egg in one

place, and an egg in another, until ,

at length, there remains for her but

one cock, and no neft.

It would therefore much increaſe the

broods of partridge, to kill a part of the

cocks when they begin to pair ; but as this

could only effectually be done after the

time limited for ſhooting them in this

country expires , we must neceffarily

omit giving any inftructions on the

fubject. There are, however, fome

few ſportſmen in England, of ſuch

keen eyes, that they can diftinguiſh

the cocks from the hens , when the

covey rifes from the ground, and fo

expert, as to make it the pride of their

dexterity, to kill not more than a brace

of hens in one day's fport.

THE

#
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THE PHEASANT

IS ofthe fize of a common dung-

hill cock. He is a fuperb bird, and ,

as Buffon fays, may difpute the prize.

of beauty with the peacock himſelf,

having a carriage as noble, a gait as

proud and ſtately, and a plumage near-

ly as much diftinguished. This of

courfe is only to be underſtood as re-

lating to the male, for the plumage

of the hen has little fplendor, and

much reſembles the quail , which makes

them eafy to be diſtinguiſhed in ſhoot-

ing, and prevents the killing a hen

inftead of a cock.

Thefe birds generally lay their eggs

in the woods, the number of which is

commonly ten or twelve. The ſeaſon

of the young pheasants, nearly cor-

refponds with that of the partridge.

T 2 The
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The pheasants of the first year are

marked in the wing like partridge.

The young cock, whofe plumage is

completed the first year, is in like

manner known by the fpurs, which in

him is round and blunt, but long and

fharp in the old one. The hen has

alfo a fmall fpur on the hinder part of

the leg, which is very fmall in thoſe

that are young, and larger and more

prominent in the old ; but this hap-

pens in a greater or a lefs degree, in

proportion to the age of the bird. Be-

fides, in the young ones, the ſpurs are

furrounded each with a fmall black

circle, which does not diſappear until

the fecond hatching.

The legs of thoſe which are very

old, that is to fay, fuch as have at-

tained five or fix years, are more

wrinkled, and of a darker colour than

thofe of the young ones in the firſt

year ; the cryſtal of the eye of the

former,
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former, is alſo more yellow, whilſt

that of the young ones of the firſt and

fecond year is white . But all theſe

marks and figns are not without many

exceptions. The leaft equivocal mark,

perhaps, is the beak, which feels more

tender in the young than in the old

birds.

Pheaſants are accounted ftupid birds ;

for when they are furpriſed, they will

frequently fquat down like a rabbit,

fuppofing themſelves to be in ſafety

as foon as their heads are concealed ,

and in this way they will fometimes

fuffer themſelves to be killed with a

ftick. They love low and moift places,

and willingly haunt the edges of thoſe

pools, which are found in woods, as

well as the high graſs of marſhes , that

are near at hand ; and above all, places

where there are clumps of alders .

The inftinct of thefe birds, is not

of a nature ſo focial , as th at of the par-

tridg.

T
3
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tridge. As foon as they find that they

have no further occafion for the care

of the hen-mother, they feparate from

her, and live in folitude; fhunning

one another at all times, except in the

months of March and April, the

feafon at which the male feeks the

female.

During the day-time, pheaſants re-

main upon the ground among the un-

derwood, from whence they frequently

iffue forth into the ftubbles, and the

fields lately fown ; but it is only in

countries where they are in great plen-

ty, that they thus fhew themſelves

in the open grounds . At fun-fet , the

greatest part of them fly up into the

long branches of oak trees, in order to

rooft all night, and at the time they

do this, they invariably make a noiſe,

which is called " cocketting," and that

in a greater degree during the winter

feafon ; fo that poachers who lay in

wait
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wait for them in the evening, are

warned bythe noiſe, of the place where

they are perched, and when the night

is advanced, repair under thofe trees

which the birds have chofen , and there

ſhoot them with the greateſt eaſe ; for

at this time the pheaſants will permit

them to come as near as they pleaſe ,

and will ſometimes even permit the

poacher to fire more than one ſhot , be-

fore they will leave the tree.

The pheafant is alfo frequently taken

when thus perched upon a tree, by

holding a lighted match directly under

him, ſo that the fumes of the fulphur

reaching him, he falls fuffocated to the

ground.

THET 4
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THE GROUSE OR MUIR-

GAME

ARE found in fome parts ofthe

northern counties of England, and in

parts of Wales ; but in either of theſe

countries they are not at this day very

numerous.

In Scotland, however, and particu-

larly in the vicinity of the Grampian

mountains, they abound in fuch fort,

that a tolerable fhot may kill from

twenty to thirty brace a day, for the

first three weeks of the feafon ; pro-

vided the weather is favourable.

excurſion , therefore, into that coun-

try in the groufe feafon, affords the

keen ſportſman a noble entertain-

ment.

An

This
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This fpecies of fport is fo perfectly

fimilar, in all its operations, to that of

partridge ſhooting, that it will be un-

neceffary for us to fay more on the

ſubject, other than to fubjoin a ſhort

deſcription of the bird, and ſome of its

habits.

The groufe is larger than the par-

tridge, and weighs about nineteen

ounces. The plumage is a mixture

of red, black, and white, and the tail

is nearly fimilar to that of the par-

tridge, only a little larger. The legs

are clothed with feathers to the very

toes. The beak is of a blackiſh co-

lour, and the eyes are encircled with

two large and red eyebrows, which

are compoſed of a fleshy membrane,

rounded and pinked on the upper

part, and extending beyond the crown

of the head.

The plumage of the hen has leſs of

the red and more of the white than

the
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the cock, the membrane of the eye-

brow is lets projected, lefs pinked, and

of a lets lively red. She makes her

neft on the ground, and lays from eight

to ten eggs.

The young birds for the firſt year,

are called " Polis.”

The groufe inhabit thofe mountains

and moors which are covered with

heath or " beather," and feldom or

ever defcend into the lower grounds .

They fly in bodies , confifting in gene-

ral of four or five brace, and they love

to frequent molly places, particularly

in the middle of the day, and when the

weather is warm.

The old cock is known by the

" chocking" noife he makes ; and when

the dogs point at a covey, he is com-

monly the first bird that goes off.

In purs
uing

this gam
e

, if, whe
n
the

dogs are fett, the fhoo
ter

perc
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may be pretty certain they will not

lay very well during the courſe of that

day, and the only mode by which he

will be enabled to get a fhot at them,

is , to run after them as faft as he can ,

the moment that he perceives their

heads , and by this means, he will pro-

bably get near enough to ſhoot when

they rife upon the wing ; this is found

by experience, to be the best method

on thoſe days, when the birds , either

from wet or fome other caufe , will not

lay well to the dogs .

As the feafon for fhooting this game

commences in hot weather, and the

birds when ſhot , are fubject to grow

putrid in a fhort fpace of time , it is

highly proper, efpecially if they are

wanted to be fent to a diſtance , that

they be drawn carefully and extremely

clean the very inftant they are ſhot,

and immediately ftuffed with dry hea-

ther ; and if the plumage happens to

be
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1

happens to be, at the beginning of the

autumn. The east and north-eaft

winds, and eſpecially when they are

accompanied with fogs , bring them

over in the greatest numbers.

At their arrival on the first flight,

they drop any where, as well under

high trees, as in copfes, in hedge-

rows, among heath and brambles ;

afterwards they take up their abode

in copfes of nine or ten years growth,

and fometimes in thofe little fhaws,

which having been cut , are left to

grow for timber, for it is but ſeldom

that a woodcock is found in a young

copfe of more than three or four years

growth .

When we fay they take up their

abode, we muft not be understood to

mean, that they remain in the fame

wood during the whole of the winter ;

for it is obferved, that they do not ſtay

longer
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longer than twelve or fifteen days in

one place, and that if they do remain.

there for a longer fpace of time, it

is in confequence of fome wound or

hurt received.

This bird rifes heavily from the

ground, and makes a confiderable noiſe

with his wings. When he is found

in an open field, in a hedge-row, or

in the paſs of a wood, he frequently

only ſkims the ground, and then,

his flight not being rapid, he is eaſily

fhot. But when he is fprung in a

tall wood, where he is obliged to

clear the tops of the trees before he

can take a horizontal flight , he ſome-

times rifes very high, and with great

rapidity ; in this cafe it is difficult to

feize the moment of fhooting, by rea-

fon of the turnings and twiſtings which

he is obliged to make, in order to paſs

between the trees.

The
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The woodcock walks very clumsily,

as all birds are obſerved to do, which

have great wings and fhort legs. His

fight alfo is very bad, and particu-

larly in the day-time. It is faid, how-

ever, that he fees better in the duſk.

Shooting woodcocks, is a very plea-

fant amuſement in woods which are not

too thick ; and if they are cut through

in feveral places, it renders it more

eaſy to ſhoot him in his paffage when

he fprings in the wood, and alſo to

mark him with greater certainty. Be-

fides, this ſport is more delightful and

animating, as requiring a great noiſe

and clamour with men and dogs.

There is a ſpecies of ſpaniels which

give tongue when the cock ſprings, or

when they get upon his haunt ; thefe

dogs are extremely uſeful, as they

warn the ſportſman to be

guard.

upon
his

Pointers,
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Pointers, in general, ftand at the

cock, which is oftentimes very incon-

venient ; becauſe it cannot be known

what is become of the dogs, or where-

abouts they are ; and as they will not

come away when they are fett, on be-

ing called or whiſtled to, the ſhooter

has frequently to wait for them until

his patience is exhauſted. To obviate

this inconvenience in fhooting cocks

with pointers, fome ſportſmen faſten

a fmall bell about the neck or the tail

of each dog, by the found of which he

may be followed in the wood , and

when the found ceafes, the fhooter

knows that the dog is on a point, and

is thereby enabled to guefs the place

where the dog is.

In this fport, it is very material to

have a good marker. With this affiſtance , '

ifthe wood is fmall , it will be difficult

for a cock to escape ; for it is known ,

that he will frequently fuffer himſelf .

I to
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to be ſprung, and even ſhot at four or

five times, before he will leave the

wood to go to an adjoining one, or to

a hedge- row.

During the day-time, the wood-

cock remains in thofe parts of the

woods where there are void ſpaces, or

glades, picking up earth-worms, and

grubs from amongst the fallen leaves .

When night comes on, he goes to

drink, and waſh his bill, at the pools

and fprings ; after which, he gains the

open fields and meadows, where he

abides during the remainder of the

night, and at break of day he returns

to the wood.

The ſportſman may therefore ad-

vantageouſly watch at fome opening,

or cut which runs through the wood,

and ſhoot him in his paffage to and

from it in the morning or evening

flight, for it is remarkable, that when-

ever a woodcock fprings from a wood

J to
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ROUTHE GROUSE OR MUIR

GAME

ARE found in fome parts of the

northern counties of England, and in

parts of Wales ; but in either of theſe

countries they are not at this day very

numerous.

In Scotland, however, and particu-

larly in the vicinity of the Grampian

mountains, they abound in fuch fort ,

that a tolerable fhot may kill from

twenty to thirty brace a day, for the

first three weeks of the feafon ; pro-

vided the weather is favourable.

excurfion, therefore, into that coun-

try in the grouſe ſeaſon, affords the

keen fportfman a noble entertain-

ment.

An

This
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This fpecies of fport is fo perfectly

fimilar, in all its operations, to that of

partridge fhooting, that it will be un-

neceffary for us to fay more on the

ſubject, other than to fubjoin a fhort

deſcription of the bird, and fome of its

habits.

The groufe is larger than the par-

tridge, and weighs about nineteen

ounces. The plumage is a mixture

of red, black, and white, and the tail

is nearly fimilar to that of the par-

tridge, only a little larger. The legs

are clothed with feathers to the very

toes. The beak is of a blackiſh co-

lour, and the eyes are encircled with

two large and red eyebrows , which

are compoſed of a fleshy membrane,

rounded and pinked on the upper

part, and extending beyond the crown

of the head.

尊

The plumage of the hen has lefs of

the red and more of the white than

the
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wait for them in the evening, are

warned by the noife, ofthe place where

they are perched, and when the night

is advanced, repair under thofe trees

which the birds have chofen, and there

ſhoot them with the greatest eafe ; for

at this time the pheasants will permit

them to come as near as they pleafe,

and will fometimes even permit the

poacher to fire more than one fhot, be-

fore they will leave the tree.

Thepheafantisalfofrequentlytaken

when thus perched upon a tree, by

holding a lighted match directly under

en
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a while ; being careful to keep his dog

in a ſtring, if he is not under perfect

command.

As foon as the dawn begins to peep,

the partridge will begin to call, and

foon afterwards will perform the fame

manœuvre as on the preceding even-

ing, that is to fay, after having called

a while, they will take their flight,

and will most commonly fettle at a

little diſtance . There, in a few mi-

nutes they will call again, and fome-

times take a fecond flight, but that

will be to no great diſtance. Then,

as foon as the fun is rifen , and the

fportſman can fee to fhoot, he may

caft off his dog and purſue them.

In fnow it is very eaſy to kill par-

tridge on the ground before a ſetting-

dog or pointer ; becauſe the colour of

the birds, contraſting with the white-

neſs of the ſnow, makes them per-

ceivable at the first glance. Then the

poachers
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poachers have fine fport , eſpecially if

the fnow happens at the full of the

' moon. At this time they will be out

the whole of the night, with fhirts

over their clothes, and white caps on

their heads ; and then, as the par-

tridge lay in a cluſter, they frequently

deſtroy half the covey at one " ſhot .

Thus, fnow may be accounted the

moft fatal time for partridge ; for ifit

lafts but a little while they are ex-

pofed to the wiles of the poacher, and

if for a long time, they perish with

hunger.

As one-third more of male than fe-

male partridges are bred in a feafon ,

it happens, that in the time of pairing,

feveral cocks contend for the fame hen ,

who being thus tormented, will fome-

times totally defert the district ; or if

the remains, being thus obliged to run

continually about, in order to avoid

the purfuit of the males, whom the

T hath
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hath repulfed, fhe drops an egg in one

place, and an egg in another, until,

at length, there remains for her but

one cock, and no neft.

It would therefore much increaſe the

broods of partridge, to kill a part of the

cockswhenthey begin to pair ; but as this

could only effectually be done after the

time limited for ſhooting them in this

country expires, we must neceffarily

omit giving any inftructions on the

fubject. There are, however, fome

few ſportſmen in England, of ſuch

keen eyes, that they can diftinguiſh

the cocks from the hens , when the

covey rifes from the ground, and fo

expert, as to make it the pride of their

dexterity, to kill not more than a brace

of hens in one day's fport.

THE
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THE PHEASANT

IS of the fize of a common dung-

hill cock. He is a fuperb bird , and ,

as Buffon fays , may difpute the prize

of beauty with the peacock himſelf,

having a carriage as noble, a gait as

proud and ftately , and a plumage near-

ly as much diftinguished. This of

courfe is only to be underſtood as re-

lating to the male, for the plumage

of the hen has little fplendor, and

much reſembles the quail, which makes

them eafy to be diftinguifhed in fhoot-

ing, and prevents the killing a hen

inſtead of a cock .

Thefe birds generally lay their eggs

in the woods, the number of which is

commonly ten or twelve. The feafon

of the young pheasants, nearly cor-

refponds with that of the partridge.

T 2 The
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of a corn-field, in a meadow, a heath,

&c. She lays from fifteen to twenty

eggs.

The earliest birds begin to fly to

wards the latter end of June. From

this ſtate of growth their plumage

undergoes a variety of changes, until

the period arrives when the red and

blackiſh feathers begin to form the

horse-fhoe upon the breaft, which is

very confpicuous on the male, but leſs

diftinguishable on the female : this

mark takes place about the beginning

of October, and it is not until that is

perfect that they can properly be called

partridges.

The young birds at this time, when

the plumage is complete, can only be

diftinguiſhed from the old ones by the

first feather of the wing, which termi-

nates in a point like a lancet, whereas

in thoſe which are not of the laſt

brood,
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brood, this feather is round at the ex-

tremity.

This diftinction remains until the

first moulting, which generally takes

place in the July following. A fur-

ther difference is alſo obfervable in the

colour of the legs, which in the young

ones are yellow, and in the old grey.

The differences between the male

and the female, when the partridge

have attained their full growth, con-

fift in the horſe- fhoe, which we have

before noticed, and in an obtufe fpur

on the hinder part of the leg ; the male

only has this protuberance, and he is

befides a little larger than the female.

Partridge are not equally abundant

every year; their number depends in

a great meaſure upon the mildneſs of

the weather, not only at the time.

of laying the eggs, and the ſeaſon of

incubation, but alſo, when the birds

are hatched this period of time is, for

the
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the moſt part, from the end of April,

to the middle of June.

In general, when the feafon is dry

at this period, the birds are very nu-

merous. But on the contrary, when

the rains have been heavy and frequent

during the time of laying and incu-

bation, the neſt, which the partridge

prefers to make in low places, is de-

ftroyed by the floods ; an event which

would not probably have happened, if

the rains had fet in fooner ; for in that

cafe, the partridge finding the plains

and low places too wet, would have

chofen to build her neft in a dry and

elevated fituation . If the rains happen

at the time when the young birds come

out of the fhell , many ofthem, which

have ſcarcely ſtrength at that time to

ftand, will be drowned. At fuch time

even drought, when it is in a certain

degree, is unfavourable to them, for

then the ground cracks and forms cre-

1

vices ,
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vices, into which they fall and periſh ;

being too weak to extricate them-

felves.

The old partridge has alfo many

dangers to encounter, from the time

of laying her eggs until the young

ones are hatched ; and theſe arife as

well from weazels and other vermin ,

crows, magpies, and fhepherds dogs

(all ofwhich fuck the eggs) , as from the

fhepherds and farmers themſelves, who

deſtroy the eggs. So that, except in

thoſe manors which are well preſerved,

there is reafon to fuppofe, that one

half of the broods in any one year, are

never reared.

When the eggs of a partridge are

deſtroyed in any of thefe ways, it

fometimes happens that the lays again ;

therefore, when at the end of Septem-

ber, and even later than that, young

birds are found not perfectly feathered

in the tail, they are of this fecond

hatch-
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hatching, or as it is fometimes termed

clacking."

Whilft the birds are young, that is

to fay, until the middle of October, it

is eaſy to ſhoot them, in a country to-

lerably well stocked ; but after that

period, and eſpecially when they have

tafted the green wheat, they fly far

and are very wild ; they are not to

be ſeparated but by dint of following

them down, particularly in a flat

country, where there are neither roughs

nor thickets ; and it is only by break-

ing the covey that we can indulge a

reaſonable hope of fuccefs ; for while

they remain in the covey, we can

fcarcely get within gunſhot of them.

Thus, it is more effential in this fport,

than in any other, that the ſhooter

fhould have good legs and
the legs

eyes :

to tire the birds and break the covey,

by an inceffant purfuit ; and the eyes,

to mark them down with certainty.

When
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When a ſportſman is fhooting in a

country where the birds are thin, and

he no longer chooſes to range the field,

for the bare chance of meeting with

them ; the following method will ſhew

him where to find them on another

day. In the evening, from fun-ſet to

night-fall, he ſhould poſt himſelf in a

field, at the foot of a tree or a buſh ,

and there wait until the partridge be-

gin to call or juck," which they

always do at that time ; not only for

the purpoſe of drawing together when

ſeparated, but alſo, when the birds com-

pofing the covey are not difperfed. Af-

ter calling in this manner for fome

little ſpace of time, the partridge will

take a flight ; then, if he mark the

place where they alight, he may be

affured they will lay there the whole

night, unleſs diſturbed . Let him re-

turn to the fame poft the next morn-

ing by break of day, and there watch

a while ;
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a while ; being careful to keep his dog

in a ſtring, if he is not under perfect

command.

As foon as the dawn begins to peep,

the partridge will begin to call, and

foon afterwards will perform the fame

manœuvre as on the preceding even-

ing, that is to fay, after having called

a while, they will take their flight,

and will most commonly fettle at a

little distance. There, in a few mi-

nutes they will call again, and ſome-

times take a fecond flight, but that

will be to no great diſtance. Then,

as foon as the fun is rifen , and the

fportfman can fee to fhoot, he may

caft off his dog and purſue them.

In fnow it is very eafy to kill par-

tridge on the ground before a ſetting-

dog or pointer ; becauſe the colour of

the birds, contraſting with the white-

nefs of the fnow, makes them per-

ceivable at the firſt glance. Then the

poachers
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poachers have fine fport, eſpecially if

the fnow happens at the full of the

moon. At this time they will be out

the whole of the night, with fhirts

over their clothes, and white caps on

their heads ; and then, as the par-

tridge lay in a cluſter , they frequently

deſtroy half the covey at one " ſhot .

Thus, fnow may be accounted the

moft fatal time for partridge ; for ifit

lafts but a little while they are ex-

pofed to the wiles of the poacher, and

if for a long time, they perish with

hunger.

As one-third more of male than fe-

male partridges are bred in a feaſon,

it happens, that in the time of pairing,

feveral cocks contend for the fame hen,

who being thus tormented, will fome-

times totally defert the district ; or if

the remains, being thus obliged to run

continually about , in order to avoid

the purfuit of the males, whom ſhe

T hath
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hath repulfed, fhe drops an egg in one.

place, and an egg in another, until ,

at length, there remains for her but

one cock, and no neft.

It would therefore much increaſe the

broods of partridge, to kill a part of the

cockswhentheybegin to pair ; but as this

could only effectually be done after the

time limited for fhooting them in this

country expires, we muſt neceffarily

omit giving any inftructions on the

fubject. There are, however, fome

few ſportſmen in England, of fuch

keen eyes, that they can diftinguiſh

the cocks from the hens, when the

covey rifes from the ground, and fo

expert , as to make it the pride of their

dexterity, to kill not more than a brace

of hens in one day's fport.

THE
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THE PHEASANT

IS of the fize of a common dung-

hill cock. He is a fuperb bird, and,

as Buffon fays, may difpute the prize

of beauty with the peacock himſelf,

having a carriage as noble, a gait as

proud and ſtately , and a plumage near-

ly as much diftinguished . This of

courfe is only to be understood as re-

lating to the male, for the plumage

of the hen has little fplendor, and

much reſembles the quail , which makes

them eafy to be diftinguifhed in fhoot-

ing, and prevents the killing a hen

inftead of a cock .

Thefe birds generally lay their eggs

in the woods, the number of which is

commonly ten or twelve. The feafon

of the young pheasants, nearly cor-

refponds with that of the partridge.

T 2 The
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The pheasants of the first year are

marked in the wing like partridge.

The young cock, whofe plumage is

completed the first year, is in like

manner known by the fpurs, which in

him is round and blunt, but long and

ſharp in the old one. The hen has

alfo a fmall fpur on the hinder part of

the leg, which is very fmall in thoſe

that are young, and larger and more

prominent in the old ; but this hap-

pens in a greater or a lefs degree , in

proportion to the age of the bird. Be-

fides, in the young ones, the fpurs are

furrounded each with a ſmall black

circle, which does not diſappear until

the fecond hatching.

The legs of thoſe which are very

old, that is to fay, fuch as have at-

tained five or fix years, are more

wrinkled, and of a darker colour than

thofe of the young ones in the firſt

year ; the cryftal of the eye of the

former,
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former, is alfo more yellow, whilſt

that of the young ones of the firſt and

fecond year is white. But all theſe

marks and figns are not without many

exceptions. The leaft equivocal mark,

perhaps, is the beak, which feels more

tender in the young than in the old

birds.

Pheaſants are accounted ftupid birds ;

for when they are furpriſed, they will

frequently fquat down like a rabbit,

fuppofing themſelves to be in fafety

as foon as their heads are concealed,

and in this way they will fometimes

fuffer themſelves to be killed with a

ftick. They love low and moift places,

and willingly haunt the edges of thoſe

pools, which are found in woods, as

well as the high grafs of marſhes, that

are near at hand ; and above all, places

where there are clumps of alders.

The inftinct of theſe birds, is not

of a nature fo focial, as th at of the

T 3

par-

tridg.
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wait for them in the evening, are

warned bythe noiſe, of the place where

they are perched, and when the night

is advanced, repair under thoſe trees

which the birds have chofen , and there

ſhoot them with the greateſt eaſe ; for

at this time the pheaſants will permit

them to come as near as they pleaſe,

and will fometimes even permit the

poacher to fire more than one ſhot, be-

fore they will leave the tree.

The pheaſant is alſo frequently taken

when thus perched upon a tree, by

holding a lighted match directly under

him, fo that the fumes of the fulphur

reaching him, he falls fuffocated to the

ground.

THET 4
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THE GROUSE OR MUIR-

GAME

ARE found in ſome parts of the

northern counties of England, and in

parts ofWales; but in either of theſe

countries they are not at this day very

numerous.

In Scotland, however, and particu-

larly in the vicinity of the Grampian

mountains, they abound in fuch fort,

that a tolerable fhot may kill from

twenty to thirty brace a day, for the

frit three weeks of the feafon ; pro-

vided the weather is favourable. An

excurfion , therefore, into that coun-

try in the grouſe ſeaſon, affords the

keen fportfman a noble entertain-

ment.

This
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This fpecies of fport is fo perfectly

fimilar, in all its operations, to that of

partridge fhooting, that it will be un-

neceffary for us to fay more on the

ſubject, other than to fubjoin a ſhort

deſcription of the bird, and ſome of its

habits.

The groufe is larger than the par-

tridge, and weighs about nineteen

ounces. The plumage is a mixture

of red, black , and white, and the tail

is nearly fimilar to that of the par-

tridge, only a little larger. The legs

are clothed with feathers to the very

toes. The beak is of a blackiſh co-

lour, and the eyes are encircled with

two large and red eyebrows, which

are compoſed of a fleshy membrane,

rounded and pinked on the upper

part, and extending beyond the crown

of the head.

·

The plumage of the hen has leſs of

the red and more of the white than

the
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the cock, the membrane of the eye-

brow is leſs projected, leſs pinked , and

of a lefs lively red. She makes her

neft on the ground, and lays from eight

to ten eggs.

The young birds for the firſt year,

are called " Polts."

The groufe inhabit thoſe mountains

and moors which are covered with

heath or “ heather," and feldom or

ever defcend into the lower grounds.

They fly in bodies, confifting in gene-

ral of four or five brace , and they love

to frequent moffy places, particularly

in the middle of the day, and when the

weather is warm.

The old cock is known by the

chocking" noiſe he makes ; and when

the dogs point at a covey, he is com-

monly the first bird that goes off.

In purſuing this game, if, when the

dogs are fett, the fhooter perceives the

birds to erect their heads and run , he

may
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may be pretty certain they will not

lay very well during the courfe of that

day, and the only mode by which he

will be enabled to get a fhot at them ,

is, to run after them as faft as he can,

the moment that he perceives their

heads, and by this means, he will pro-

bably get near enough to fhoot when

they rife upon the wing ; this is found

by experience , to be the best method

on thofe days, when the birds, either

from wet orfome other caufe , will not

lay well to the dogs .

As the ſeaſon for ſhooting this game

commences in hot weather, and the

birds when ſhot, are fubject to grow

putrid in a fhort fpace of time, it is

highly proper, eſpecially if they are

wanted to be fent to a diſtance , that

they be drawn carefully and extremely

clean the very inftant they are ſhot ,

and immediately ftuffed with dry hea-

ther ; and if the plumage happens to

be
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bewetted, by the fall to the ground ,

be the bird is bot, or by the tear-

ing of the dogs, it muit at the ſame

time be wiped as dry as potticle, before

it is put into the game-big. Before

the birds are packed up to be fent off,

it is dito proper to ky them within the

modernte infoence of a fire, for ſome

Linates, in order to render them more

perfectly dry.

THE WOODCOCK

IS a bird of paffage, and commonly

arrives in this country about the latter

end of October.

This paffage in different feafons, is

more or lefs advanced or retarded , ac-

cording as the wind and the weather

happens
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happens to be, at the beginning of the

autumn. The east and north-eaft

winds, and eſpecially when they are

accompanied with fogs, bring them

over in the greateſt numbers.

At their arrival on the firft flight,

they drop any where, as well under

high trees, as in copfes, in hedge-

rows, among heath and brambles ;

afterwards they take up their abode

in copfes of nine or ten years growth,

and fometimes in thofe little fhaws,

which having been cut , are left to

grow for timber, for it is but feldom

that a woodcock is found in a young

copfe of more than three or four years.

growth.

When we fay they take up their

abode, we muft not be understood to

mean, that they remain in the fame

wood during the whole of the winter ;

for it is obferved, that they do not ſtay

longer
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The pheaſants of the first year are

marked in the wing like partridge.

The young cock, whofe plumage is

completed the first year, is in like

manner known by the ſpurs, which in

him is round and blunt, but long and

fharp in the old one . The hen has

alſo a ſmall ſpur on the hinder part of

the leg, which is very ſmall in thoſe

that are young, and larger and more

prominent in the old ; but this hap-

pens in a greater or a lefs degree, in

proportion to the age of the bird. Be-

fides, in the young ones, the fpurs are

furrounded each with a ſmall black

circle, which does not diſappear until

the fecond hatching.

The legs of thoſe which are very

old, that is to fay, fuch as have at-

tained five or fix years, are more

wrinkled, and of a darker colour than

thofe of the young ones in the firſt

year ; the cryftal of the eye of the

former,

*

"
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former, is alſo more yellow, whilſt

that of the young ones of the firſt and

fecond year is white. But all theſe

marks and figus are not without many

exceptions. The leaft equivocal mark,

perhaps, is the beak, which feels more

tender in the young than in the old

birds .

Pheaſants are accounted ftupid birds ;

for when they are furpriſed, they will

frequently fquat down like a rabbit,

fuppofing themſelves to be in fafety

as foon as their heads are concealed,

and in this way they will fometimes

fuffer themſelves to be killed with a

ftick. They love low and moiſt places,

and willingly haunt the edges of thoſe

pools, which are found in woods, as

well as the high graſs of marſhes , that

are near at hand ; and above all, places

where there are clumps of alders .

The inftinct of theſe birds, is not

of a nature ſo focial, as th at of the par-

tridg.

T
3
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The pheasants of the first year are

marked in the wing like partridge .

The young cock, whofe plumage is

completed the firſt year, is in like

manner known by the fpurs, which in

him is round and blunt, but long and

fharp in the old one . The hen has

alſo a ſmall ſpur on the hinder part of

the leg, which is very ſmall in thoſe

that are young, and larger and more

prominent in the old ; but this hap-

pens in a greater or a lefs degree, in

proportion to the age of the bird. Be-

fides, in the young ones, the fpurs are

furrounded each with a ſmall black

circle, which does not diſappear until

the ſecond hatching.

The legs of thoſe which are very

old, that is to fay, fuch as have at-

tained five or fix years, are more

wrinkled, and of a darker colour than

thofe of the young ones in the firſt

year ; the cryſtal of the eye of the

former,
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former, is alfo more yellow, whilſt

that of the young ones of the firſt and

fecond year is white. But all theſe

marks and figns are not without many

exceptions . The leaft equivocal mark,

perhaps, is the beak, which feels more

tender in the young than in the old

birds .

"

Pheaſants are accounted ftupid birds ;

for when they are furpriſed, they will

frequently fquat down like a rabbit,

fuppofing themſelves to be in fafety

as foon as their heads are concealed ,

and in this way they will fometimes

fuffer themſelves to be killed with a

ſtick. They love low and moiſt places,

and willingly haunt the edges of thoſe

pools, which are found in woods, as

well as the high graſs of marſhes, that

are near at hand ; and above all , places

where there are clumps of alders .

The inftinct of theſe birds , is not

of a nature fo focial, as th at of the par-

tridg.

T
3
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tridge. As foon as they find that they

have no further occafion for the care

of the hen-mother, they feparate from

her, and live in folitude ; fhunning

one another at all times, except in the

months of March and April , the

feafon at which the male feeks the

female.

During the day-time, pheaſants re-

main upon the ground among the un-

derwood, from whence they frequently

iffue forth into the ftubbles, and the

fields lately fown ; but it is only in

countries where they are in great plen-

ty, that they thus fhew themſelves

in the open grounds. At fun-fet , the

greatest part of them fly up into the

long branches of oak trees, in order to

rooſt all night, and at the time they

do this , they invariably make a noiſe,

which is called " cocketting," and that

in a greater degree during the winter

feafon ; fo that poachers who lay in

wait
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wait for them in the evening, are

warned by the noiſe, of the place where

they are perched, and when the night

is advanced, repair under thofe trees

which the birds have chofen , and there

ſhoot them with the greateſt eaſe ; for

at this time the pheaſants will permit

them to come as near as they pleaſe,

and will fometimes even permit the

poacher to fire more than one ſhot, be-

fore they will leave the tree.

The pheafant is alfo frequently taken

when thus perched upon a tree, by

holding a lighted match directly under

him, ſo that the fumes of the fulphur

reaching him, he falls fuffocated to the

ground.

THET 4
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THE GROUSE OR MUIR-

GAME

ARE found in fome parts of the

northern counties of England, and in

parts of Wales ; but in either of thefe

countries they are not at this day very

numerous.

In Scotland, however, and particu-

larly in the vicinity of the Grampian

mountains, they abound in fuch fort,

that a tolerable fhot may kill from

twenty to thirty brace a day, for the

first three weeks of the ſeaſon ; pro-

vided the weather is favourable.

excurfion, therefore, into that coun-

try in the groufe feafon, affords the

keen fportfman a noble entertain-

ment.

An

This
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This fpecies of fport is ſo perfectly

fimilar, in all its operations, to that of

partridge ſhooting, that it will be un-

neceffary for us to fay more on the

ſubject, other than to fubjoin a ſhort

deſcription of the bird, and ſome of its

habits.

The groufe is larger than the par-

tridge, and weighs about nineteen

ounces. The plumage is a mixture

of red , black, and white, and the tail

is nearly fimilar to that of the par-

tridge, only a little larger. The legs

are clothed with feathers to the very

toes. The beak is of a blackiſh co-

lour, and the eyes are encircled with

two large and red eyebrows, which

are compoſed of a fleshy membrane,

rounded and pinked on the upper

part, and extending beyond the crown

of the head.

The plumage of the hen has leſs of

the red and more of the white than

the
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the cock, the membrane of the eye-

brow is lefs projected , lefs pinked, and

of a lefs lively red. She makes her

neft on the ground, and lays from eight

to ten eggs.

The young birds for the firſt year,

are called " Polts ."

The groufe inhabit thoſe mountains

and moors which are covered with

heath or heather," and feldom or

ever defcend into the lower grounds.

They fly in bodies, confifting in gene-

ral of four or five brace , and they love

to frequent moffy places, particularly

in the middle of the day, and when the

weather is warm .

The old cock is known by the

" chocking" noiſe he makes ; and when

the dogs point at a covey, he is com-

monly the first bird that goes off.

In purſuing this game, if, when the

dogs are fett, the ſhooter perceives the

birds to erect their heads and run, he

may
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may be pretty certain they will not

lay very well during the courſe of that

day, and the only mode by which he

will be enabled to get a fhot at them,

is , to run after them as faft as he can,

the moment that he perceives their

heads , and by this means, he will pro-

bably get near enough to fhoot when

they rife upon the wing ; this is found

by experience, to be the best method

on thofe days , when the birds , either

from wet or fome other caufe , will not

lay well to the dogs .

As the ſeaſon for ſhooting this game

commences in hot weather, and the

birds when ſhot, are fubject to grow

putrid in a fhort fpace of time, it is

highly proper, eſpecially if they are

wanted to be fent to a diſtance, that

they be drawn carefully and extremely

clean the very inftant they are ſhot,

and immediately ftuffed with dry hea-

ther ; and if the plumage happens to

be
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be wetted, by the fall to the ground,

when the bird is fhot, or by the tear-

ing of the dogs, it muſt at the fame

time be wiped as dry as poffible , before

it is put into the game-bag. Before

the birds are packed up to be fent off,

it is alfo proper to lay them within the

moderate influence of a fire, for ſome

minutes, in order to render them more

perfectly dry.

THE WOOD COCK

IS a bird of paffage, and commonly

arrives in this country about the latter

end of October.

This paffage in different feafons, is

more or lefs advanced or retarded, ac-

cording as the wind and the weather

happens
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happens to be, at the beginning of the

autumn. The east and north-eaft

winds, and eſpecially when they are

accompanied with fogs, bring them

over in the greatest numbers.

At their arrival on the firft flight,

they drop any where , as well under

high trees , as in copfes, in hedge-

rows, among heath and brambles ;

afterwards they take up their abode

in copfes of nine or ten years growth,

and fometimes in thofe little fhaws,

which having been cut, are left to

grow for timber, for it is but feldom

that a woodcock is found in a young

copfe of more than three or four years

growth .

When we fay they take up their

abode, we muft not be understood to

that they remain in the fame

wood during the whole of the winter ;

for it is obferved, that they do not ſtay

mean,

longer

1
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longer than twelve or fifteen days in

one place, and that if they do remain

there for a longer fpace of time, it

is in confequence of fome wound or

hurt received .

This bird rifes heavily from the

ground, and makes a confiderable noiſe

with his wings. When he is found

in an open field, in a hedge-row, or

in the paſs of a wood , he frequently

only fkims the ground, and then ,

his flight not being rapid, he is eaſily

fhot. But when he is fprung in a

tall wood, where he is obliged to

clear the tops of the trees before he

can take a horizontal flight , he ſome-

times rifes very high, and with great

rapidity ; in this cafe it is difficult to

feize the moment of fhooting, by rea-

fon of the turnings and twiſtings which

he is obliged to make, in order to pafs

between the trees. .

The
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The woodcock walks very clumsily,

as all birds are obferved to do, which

have great wings and ſhort legs . His

fight alfo is very bad, and particu-

larly in the day-time. It is faid, how-

ever, that he fees better in the dusk.

Shooting woodcocks, is a very plea-

fant amuſement in woods which are not

too thick ; and if they are cut through

in feveral places, it renders it more

eaſy to ſhoot him in his paffage when

he fprings in the wood, and alſo to

mark him with greater certainty. Be-

fides, this fport is more delightful and

animating, as requiring a great noiſe

and clamour with men and dogs.

There is a ſpecies of fpaniels which

give tongue when the cock ſprings, or

when they get upon his haunt ; theſe

dogs are extremely ufeful, as they

warn the ſportſman to be

guard.

upon
his

Pointers,
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Pointers, in general, ftand at the

cock, which is oftentimes very incon-

venient ; becauſe it cannot be known

what is become of the dogs , or where-

abouts they are ; and as they will not

come away when they are fett, on be-

ing called or whiſtled to , the ſhooter

has frequently to wait for them until

his patience is exhaufted . To obviate

this inconvenience in fhooting cocks

with pointers, fome ſportſmen faſten

a fmall bell about the neck or the tail

of each dog, by the found of which he

may be followed in the wood, and

when the found ceafes, the ſhooter

knows that the dog is on a point, and

is thereby enabled to guefs the place

where the dog is.

In this fport, it is very material to

have agood marker. With this affiſtance, '

ifthe wood is fmall, it will be difficult

for a cock to efcape ; for it is known,

that he will frequently fuffer himſelf .

I to
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to be ſprung, and even ſhot at four or

five times, before he will leave the

wood to go to an adjoining one, or to

a hedge-row.

During the day-time, the wood-

cock remains in thofe parts of the

woods where there are void ſpaces, or

glades, picking up earth-worms , and

grubs from amongſt the fallen leaves.

When night comes on, he goes to

drink, and wash his bill , at the pools

and fprings ; after which, he gains the

open fields and meadows, where he

abides during the remainder of the

night, and at break of day he returns

to the wood.

The ſportſman may therefore ad-

vantageouſly watch at fome opening,

or cut which runs through the wood,

and ſhoot him in his paffage to and

from it in the morning or evening

flight, for it is remarkable, that when-

ever a woodcock fprings from a wood

U to
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to go into
the open

country
, he always

endeavours

to find
fome

pafs or glade
,

which
he follows

to its opening
out

ofthe wood; and when he returns back

to the wood, he in like manner pur-

fues a way for fome time, and then-

turns to the right or left, oppofite fome

glade, in order to drop in the thick

part of the cover, where he may be

under ſhelter from the wind.

It is in thefe openings that nets are

fpread to take the woodcocks, in their

morning and evening flights.

They may alſo be watched with ad-

vantage in the morning and evening

flights, at thoſe narrow paffes and lit-

tle valleys onthe edges of woods, which

by their direction lead to fome pool,

fpring, or head of a lake.

Thoſe who know the cuſtom which

the woodcock has in the evening, of

wafhing his bill in the pools which

adjoin the woods, practiſe anotheṛ me-

3
thod
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thod of killing them ; which is, by

watching near thofe pools in the duſk

of the evening, in order to fhoot them

as they alight.

The pools or fprings , which are

most frequented in this manner, are

always known to the neighbouring

peaſants ; and it is eafy to diſcover

them on examination, by the marks of

their feet on the margins.

Woodcocks remain in this country

until the middle of March, and may

be found all the winter ſeaſon if the

weather is not too fevere. But if frofts

happen which laft for fome time, they

will almoft- totally diſappear at that in-

terval , and a few only will be found

by hazard, in certain places, where

there are warm fprings which do not

freeze.

A month, or thereabouts, before

their departure, it is common to fee

them in pairs at the morning and even-

U 2
ing
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ing flights, and to hear them, when

flying , make a ſmall piping noiſe, al-

though, at other times, they are quite

mute.

Since they are found in greater

numbers in the month of March, than

in the middle of winter, it is proba-

ble that they affemble at that time in

order to go abroad.

Both woodcocks and quails have

been known to breed in the fouthern

part of this kingdom ; but the in-

ftances are very rare.

Woodcocks are fatteſt in the months

of December and January ; but from

the end of February, when they begin

to pair, to the time of their departure,

they are much leaner.

SNIPES
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SNIPES

MAKE their appearance here in

autumn, and remain until the ſpring.

It is generally fuppofed, that they re-

turn into Germany and Switzerland to

breed. Nevertheleſs, a great number

remain with us during the fummer,

and breed in the marshes, where they

lay their eggs in the month of June,

to the number of four or five. Snipes

are fcarcely worth fhooting until the

firft froft fets in ; and in the month of

November, they begin to grow very

fat,

Theſe little birds, when theyabound,

afford very excellent fport.

It is remarked, that fnipes always

fly against the wind, which is alſo the

cafe with woodcocks ; for this reafon,

U 3 it
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it is beft to hunt for them as much as

poffible with the wind to the back,

becaufe then they fly towards the

fportfman, and prefent a fairer mark.

The fnipe is generally eſteemed dif-

ficult to fhoot, by reafon of the many

turnings and twiſtings which it makes

on being fprung ; but this difficulty ex-

ifts only in the minds of inexperienced

fportfmen; for there are many birds

more difficult to fhoot flying . When

once the fhooter can accuftom himſelf

to let the fipe fly away, without his

being in hafte or alarmed, he will find

that the flight is not more difficult to

follow , than that of the quail ; and it

is better to let him fly to fome diftance,

becauſe the ſmalleſt grain of ſhot will

kill him, and he will fall to the ground

if ftruck ever ſo ſlightly.

Among the common fnipes, fome

are larger than others. Theſe are

thought to be the males. Snipes, how-

ever,
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ever, are ſometimes found, which, from

their extraordinary fize, muft neceffa-

rily be of a different fpecies ; but theſe

are fo rare, that they do not here re-

quire a particular deſcription.

WILD DU C K S.

THIS race of birds, if we include

all thoſe which have the fhape and con-

formation of the duck, is extremely

numerous, and there is no other bird

which affords fo many different fpecies

as this. But as of thefe, only the com-

mon wild ducks are found in confider-

able numbers in England , we will con-

fine our defcription to them alone.

Wild ducks alfo are birds of paf-

fage, and arrive here in great flights

U 4 from
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from the northern countries, in the be-

ginning of winter. Still , however,

a great many remain in our marſhes

and fens, during the whole year, and

there breed.

The duck commonly conftructs her

neft at the edge of the water, upon

fome tuft of ruſhes which is a little

elevated, and begins to lay in the

months of March or April ; her incu-

bation is about thirty days, and the

young ones are moſt commonly hatched

in May.

The growth of their wings is very

flow, and they attain more than half

their ſize, before they are able to fly,

which happens about the beginning of

Auguft, and near three months after

the time of their being hatched.

Thewild duck differs little in plum-

age from the tame duck, but is eaſily

diftinguished by its fize, which is lefs ;

by the neck, which is more flender

by
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by the foot, which is fmaller ; by the

nails, which are more black ; and

above all, by the web of the foot,

which is much finer and fofter to the

touch.

The young ducks ofthe first year,

are diftinguiſhed from the old ones,

by the feet, which are more foft and

fleek, and of a brighter red. They

may alſo be known by plucking a fea-

ther from the wing ; for ifthe duck

is young, the root or end of the quill ,

will be foft and bloody ; if old, this

extremity will be hard, without con-

taining any bloody matter,

In the fummer feafon, when it is

known that a team of young ducks are

in a particular piece of water, and juſt

beginning to fly, the fportfman is fure

to find them early in the morning,

dabbling at the edges of the pool,

and amongst the long grafs, and then

he may get very near to them : it is

ufual
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ufual alfo to find them in thofe places

at noon.

By means of a little boat, they may

be fhot, at any time of the day, and

this method fucceeds admirably well on

fmall pieces of water ; for with the help

of it they may all be killed. It will

be ftill more cafy to effect this, if the

fportfman can contrive to kill the old

duck ; in that cafe, he may tie a tame

duck by the leg with a piece of pack-

thread to a pin of wood drove into the

ground at the edge of the pool ; this

muſt be done in fuch a manner, that

the duck may be able to fwim a little

way into the water. He must then

conceal himſelf within gunſhot . The

duck will foon begin to " quack," and

as foon as the young ones hear her,

they will come out to her, thinking

it to be their mother.

If he wishes to take them alive, he

has onlytothrow into the water near to

the
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the tame duck, a few fiſh-hooks tied

upon pieces of twine, and baited with

pieces of the lights of a calf. The

lines muſt be faftened to pickets placed

at the edge of the water.

If

In the beginning of autumn, almoſt

every pool is frequented by teams of

wild ducks, which remain there during

the day, concealed in the ruſhes.

thefe pools are of fmall extent, two

fhooters, by going one on each fide,

making noiſes, and throwing ftones

into the rufhes, will make them fly up;

and they will in this way frequently

get fhots, especially if the pool is not

broad, and contracts at one end. But

the fureft and moft fuccefsful way, is

to launch a fmall boat or trow on the

pool , and to traverſe the rufhes, by the

openings which are found ; at the fame

time making as little noife as poffible.

In this manner the ducks will fufferthe

fportſmen tocome fufficiently near them

to
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to shoot flying ; and it often happens,

that the ducks, after having flown up,

only make a circuit, return in a little

time, and again alight upon the pool.

Thenthe ſportſmen endeavour a fecond

time to come near them. If feveral

ſhooters are in company, they ſhould

divide, fo that two thould go in the

boat, whilftthe others ſpread themſelves

about the edge of the pool, in order to

ſhoot the ducks in their flight.

In pools which will not admit a

trow, water-ſpaniels are abfolutely ne-

ceffary for this fport.

Another good way to fhoot ducks

in winter, and efpecially in froſt, at

which time they fly about, and are

more in motion than at any other ; is,

to watch for them in the duſk ofthe

evening, at the margins of little pools,

where they come to feed ; they may

then either be ſhot whilft they are on

the wing, or at the moment in which

they

2
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When the
they alight on the water.

froft is very fevere, and the pools and

rivers are frozen up, they muſt be

watched for, in places where there are

warm fprings, and waters which do

not freeze. The fport is then much

more certain, becaufe the ducks are

confined to thofe places, in order to

procure thofe aquatic herbs, which are

almoſt the only food that remains for

them at this period.

In times of great frofts, there are

alfo fmall rivers and brooks which do

not freeze, and thefe afford abundant

fport. If the fhooter follows the

courſe of theſe waters, at any time of

the day, but particularly at an early

hour of the morning ; he will be cer-

tain to meet with wild ducks , which

are then frequently laying under the

banks, and among the roots of trees

which grow on the edges, fearching

for cray-fish and infects ; and the ducks

will
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will not get up until he is cloſe upon-

them, and fometimes they will even

lay until he has gone paſt .

In the ornithological defcriptions

which we have given at the latter part

of our work, we do not pretend either

to the accuracy or the extent of the

naturaliſt. We have contented our

felves with prefenting fuch a concife

account as might be uſeful to the

fportfman, from being immediately

connected with his amuſement.

Thoſe who wish to extend their re-

fearches farther into natural hiſtory,

will find ample information in the

work of the immortal Buffon : and

thofe
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thoſe who can be content with a ſmaller

portion of knowledge on the fubject,

may find it in the lefs fublime and lefs

fcientific works of Dr. Goldſmith and

of Mr. Pennant.

FINIS.
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